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Abstract

Micro�uidics, the study of �uid �ow at the sub-millimetre scale, is an enabling techno-

logy that o�ers scaling down of common laboratory procedures into what is called lab-on-

a-chip (LOC) devices. Such devices exhibit signi�cantly reduced �uid consumption, faster

reaction times and higher sensitivity. Droplet micro�uidics, where nanoliter to femtoliter

volume droplets are dispersed in an immiscible carrier medium, o�ers physical and chem-

ical isolation of droplets so that they could be used as micro-reactors to study reactions.

However, it's quite challenging to manipulate droplets in closed micro�uidic channels. Re-

searchers have designed passive as well as active manipulation techniques to accomplish

tasks such as merging, sorting or mixing of droplets. Elegant and e�cient as they may

be, such systems fail to demonstrate cross-compatibility due to fabrication di�erences and

imposed �ow conditions. This thesis presents three novel droplet micro�uidic devices cap-

able of performing highest demand droplet manipulation techniques, starting with sensing

and sorting to merging and splitting, in an integrable manner o�ering exceptional on-

demand control using surface acoustic waves (SAWs). SAWs are nm-scale amplitude, MHz

frequency waves that are generated by electrodes deposited on piezoelectric substrates.

Micro�uidic devices utilising SAWs are easy to fabricate and operate; they are portable,

energy e�cient and safe to biological samples. Droplet trapping and coalescence, steer-

ing at Y-junctions and splitting at T-junctions using SAWs were realised and thoroughly

characterised in the presented thesis. They were designed in such a way that they could

be mixed and matched in order to perform a speci�c study. Moreover, it was shown that

a combinatorial library could be formed using an automated LOC device presented here

that can sense, split, merge and mix droplets. These systems could easily be coupled with

existing LOC devices or modi�ed to carry out required work�ows in an e�cient manner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter will introduce the general concept of micro�uidics and discuss why it has

become such a prominent �eld of research. This will be followed by a brief overview of the

thesis outline and upcoming chapters.

1.1 Introduction to Micro�uidics

1.1.1 Micro�uidics

Micro�uidics is the study of �uid �ow at the sub-millimetre scale. Biological life, as we

know it, is built upon on �uid transport and manipulation at the microscale. The unique

nature of microscale �uid physics is responsible for nutrient transport to the leaves of a

tall tree, �ltration of blood at the kidneys, blood �ow in our veins, sperm motility and

many more phenomena. Micro�uidics was the cornerstone of evolution billions of years

ago, however, micro�uidic research started and bloomed in the 1990s [42�44]. This was

due to a growing interest in molecular biology, micro-scale analytical chemistry [45] and the

development of micro-fabrication techniques by the thriving microelectronics industry [46].

Over the last two decades; micro�uidics has already revolutionised the medical industry

and taken �rst steps to realise hand-held, a�ordable point-of-care diagnostic devices for

everyone [47,48].

Standard laboratory procedures such as pipetting, mixing, centrifugation and incub-

ation require expensive and bulky equipment, and large amounts of consumables and high

maintenance space while being relatively slow processes. Micro�uidics promises to outper-

form such laboratory procedures on disposable, inexpensive microchips which has given

rise to the concept of lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices. What makes LOC devices so attractive

is that they o�er sample and reagent reduction, high throughput analysis, faster reaction

times, higher sensitivity and overall cost reduction.

Furthermore, micro�uidics �nds numerous applications in a wide variety of �elds like

forensic science [49], molecular diagnosis [50], analytical chemistry [51], cell biology [52],

environmental studies [53], energy [54] and the food industry [55,56].

Fluid �ow at the microscale is substantially di�erent than its macroscale counterpart.

As the size decreases, body forces such as gravity lose their signi�cance and give way to

1
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surface forces such as interfacial tension and capillary action. Viscous forces take over

inertial forces, therefore the laminar �ow regime is dominant in micro�uidics. Moreover;

external pumps, valves and actuators can hardly be scaled and attached to micro�uidic

channels of hundreds of micrometers wide and high. These dissimilarities are sometimes

advantageous but more often they pose signi�cant challenges in the design process. This

lead researchers to come up with new methods applicable to micro�uidics such as the use of

dielectrophoresis (DEP) [57,58], acoustic forces [59], deterministic lateral displacement [60],

magnetic forces [61], centrifugal forces [62], membrane deformation [63] and many more.

Micro�uidics, today, remains a young and fertile topic which is why it's such an active and

evolving research subject.

1.1.2 Droplet Micro�uidics

A promising subdivision of micro�uidics is digital micro�uidics dealing with droplet based

systems. These are two-phase micro�uidic systems where digitised droplets of certain

composition are dispersed in an immiscible carrier �uid. In this way, micro�uidic reaction

compartments of nanoliter (nL) to femtoliter (fL) volumes are chemically and physically

isolated from each other. Such systems promise accurate control of droplet volumes, single-

cell analysis capabilities, repeatable and reliable droplet manipulation, high throughput

capability and automation. Its applications encompass protein crystallization [64, 65],

chemical and biological assays [66,67] and inorganic chemistry [68].

It has also been argued that lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices, especially digital micro-

�uidic devices could potentially revolutionise high throughput screening (HTS) techno-

logy [69�71]. HTS is the widespread method for early drug screening studies carried out

by pharmaceutical companies. It is an empirical method to test disease-carrying targets

(such as cells and proteins) against a library of compounds. HTS has gone through its own

miniaturisation period by increasing the number of wells on micro titre plates to save on

amount of �uids used and time spent. This is now approximated to save 130 million dollars

and 0.8 years for the commercialisation of one drug [72]. However, this miniaturisation has

reached its limits imposed by evaporation in such open systems [70, 73] and the accuracy

of robotic dispensing.

A strong candidate for replacing HTS technology [14] is the usage of droplet micro-

�uidics since they can o�er ultra miniaturization with increased throughputs, lower costs

and no evaporation problems [74]. However, there still exists a number of shortcomings

associated with this paradigm shift, especially given the fact that droplet micro�uidic sys-

tems are enclosed, planar and driven by continuous �ow with higher throughputs. Even

the most common and straightforward laboratory procedures such as pipetting and mixing

can prove to be quite challenging when working with droplets in closed channels with rates

up to tens of thousands per second. Therefore, droplet manipulation techniques have been

extensively studied in the literature to address such issues and to improve the existing

methods.
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Droplet manipulation can be achieved by various microchannel designs that make use

of hydrodynamic forces to manipulate droplets such as splitting and trapping. Alternat-

ively, droplets could be subjected to forces such as acoustic, electric or magnetic to achieve

droplet manipulation within micro�uidic systems. A comprehensive literature review of

droplet micro�uidics with emphasis on droplet manipulation techniques will be presented

in the upcoming chapter 2. Furthermore, droplet micro�uidic devices capable of perform-

ing multiple manipulation techniques utilising surface acoustic waves will be introduced as

the core of this thesis.

1.2 Thesis Overview

This thesis explores unique ways of manipulating droplets and plugs in micro�uidic devices

using surface acoustic waves (SAWs) as the actuation method. SAWs hold many advantages

over other actuation methods such as seamless integration, portable actuation [75] and

contact-free manipulation. Furthermore, several studies have performed successful viability

studies for cells [76] and other biological components [77] manipulated with speci�c SAW

micro�uidic platforms. These are some of the many reasons why SAWs have been chosen

as the primary actuation method for the presented work.

Additionally; research has shown that droplets can be manipulated to perform certain

tasks using various actuation methods [78], however, it's challenging to combine these

techniques into one integrated platform due to fabrication di�erences. As engineers, we

should come up with designs that are cross-compatible in order to be able to carry out

speci�c studies with minimal extra characterisation.

The scope of this thesis is to investigate various droplet manipulation tasks using

SAWs with an end goal to design a modular lab-on-a-chip (LOC) device that could be

easily altered to meet speci�c needs in order to perform a full scale laboratory assay.

More speci�cally; droplet merging, steering and splitting with integrated sensing will be

demonstrated using SAWs in the upcoming chapters 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

1.2.1 Chapter 2: Background and Research Aims

Chapter 2 will extend the aforementioned concepts of lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices and

droplet micro�uidics. This will be followed by a detailed introduction to various actuation

techniques suitable for micro�uidics. After the available techniques are introduced, an in-

depth review of di�erent methods for manipulating droplets will be presented. To conclude,

the research gap will be discussed and the research aims of this thesis will be stated.

1.2.2 Chapter 3: Theory and Fabrication

In chapter 3, theory of acoustics and principles of surface acoustic waves (SAWs) will be

introduced. SAWs give rise to a number of distinct phenomena when they couple into

�uids, three of which will be discussed in detail, namely acoustic streaming, interface

deformation and acoustic radiation forces. Furthermore, heating due to generation and
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attenuation of surface acoustic waves will be investigated. This is followed by a review of

the micro-fabrication techniques used to fabricate devices used in this study.

1.2.3 Chapter 4: Micro�uidic on-demand Droplet Merging using Sur-

face Acoustic Waves

In this chapter, a pioneering micro�uidic device capable of merging consecutive droplets on-

demand is developed. Droplet coalescence enables reactions to be studied within droplets

and exhibits highest demand amongst droplet manipulation techniques in micro�uidic sys-

tems. This method is easily integrable to existing micro�uidic devices and o�ers enhanced

control over the merging process allowing users to merge from two up to four consecutive

droplets for further manipulation or analysis.

The designed system makes use of surface acoustic wave induced acoustic radiation

forces to trap droplets within an expansion chamber. The acoustic waves, upon interaction

with a droplet, result in a net force applied on the droplet that counteracts the drag forces

on it and holds it in the high pressure zone. As a consecutive droplet approaches the

trapped droplet and collides with it, coalescence takes place. The fused droplet, due to its

enlarged volume and constricted nature, experiences intensi�ed drag force. This process

repeats until the acoustic radiation forces are overcome by drag forces. A predetermined

number of droplets are successfully merged with the developed method depending on initial

droplet volume, velocity and the amplitude of the acoustic energy.

This chapter comprises literature review on droplet coalescence, the working principle,

fabrication and characterisation of the micro�uidic device along with detailed analysis of

the factors a�ecting the droplet merging process.

1.2.4 Chapter 5: Micro�uidic Plug Steering using Surface Acoustic

Waves

Most droplet micro�uidic studies necessitate the ability to sort droplets on demand. For

this reason, a novel micro�uidic system capable of steering plugs at a speci�cally designed

Y-junction is designed and presented in this chapter. This on-demand plug sorting method

utilises surface acoustic waves and o�ers precise control of the steering process. Moreover,

the developed system o�ers controlled plug splitting at the Y-junction as well as robustness

and easy integration to existing systems.

In this study, electrodes implemented to opposing sides of a Y-junction channel are

used to generate surface acoustic waves. These waves impinge on an approaching plug

interface due to acoustic impedance mismatch and deform it towards one of the outlets

which forces the plug to steer into that outlet. In this way, plugs can be directed to desired

outlets (e.g waste and collect outlets) for further manipulation or analysis. Furthermore,

depending on plug volume and velocity, plugs can be split with control at the Y-junction

by tuning the applied electrical energy.

This chapter contains literature review on droplet sorting techniques as well as the

working principle, fabrication and characterisation of the micro�uidic device. This is fol-

lowed by a detailed analysis of the factors a�ecting the droplet sorting and splitting process.
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1.2.5 Chapter 6: Towards an Ordered Library of Droplets: Plug Sens-

ing, Splitting and Merging using Surface Acoustic Waves

An advanced micro�uidic platform is presented in this chapter. The developed platform is

capable of electrically sensing a plug and splitting it using surface acoustic waves (SAWs)

directed at a by-pass loop. The designed platform is programmable and modular o�ering

accurate control of split volume as small as hundreds of picoliters. Furthermore, the

platform is transformed to accommodate a hydrodynamic merging chamber as a showcase

study where the split droplets are coalesced demonstrating on-chip combinatorial analysis

capabilities.

The by-pass loop is designed in such a way that it does not cause splitting in the

absence of actuation, however, when SAWs couple into the top section of the by-pass loop,

acoustic streaming takes place reinforcing �uid �ow in that section. This leads to the

suction of the plug interface into the by-pass channel allowing splitting to occur. The

extent of splitting is controlled by the duration of SAW actuation as well as the applied

power.

This chapter consists of a comprehensive literature review on high throughput screen-

ing and droplet micro�uidics, working principle, fabrication and characterisation of the

micro�uidic device along with a thorough analysis of the factors a�ecting the splitting

process.

1.2.6 Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work

The conclusions attained from the developed micro�uidic platforms are discussed within

chapter 7. Outcomes and contributions of this study are detailed afterwards. Finally,

future work is presented.
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Chapter 2

Background and Research Aims

This chapter will introduce micro�uidics and micro�uidic concepts especially focusing on

droplet micro�uidics. This will be followed by a comprehensive literature review of droplet

manipulation techniques. To conclude, a discussion of the presented literature and the

research aims of this thesis will be presented.

2.1 Micro�uidics

Over recent years, micro�uidics, the study of �uid �ow at the micro-scale, has grown to be a

prominent research �eld owing to the wide spectrum of applications it o�ers. Micro�uidics

enticed researchers from physics, chemistry, biology and engineering and quickly became

an important interdisciplinary �eld of study. What micro�uidics o�ers is simple yet highly

bene�cial: nanolitre scale �uid consumption with minimal operation times. It also opened

up opportunities to perform brand new experiments which were not possible before such as

reaction kinetics [79], whole genome sequencing [80] and fabrication of new materials [81].

A remarkable technical outlook was designing micro�uidic chips capable of replicating a

series of laboratory tasks such as centrifugation, dilution and mixing. Such micro�uidic

chips are often referred to as lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices [82].

Today, it is widely known that the emergence of micro�uidics paved the way for scaling

down of conventional bench-top laboratory equipment. The miniaturisation of analytical

equipment into lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices alleviates the shortcomings associated with

large and expensive instrumentation such as large initial investment, high operational cost

due to consumption of large quantities of �uids, maintenance due to moving parts and

machinery, and poor sensitivity. Micro�uidics o�ers miniaturisation of such equipment

through the reduction in sample and reagent volumes, therefore resulting in lower analysis

costs, shorter reaction times with higher resolution and sensitivity. Furthermore; micro-

�uidics, owing to batch-fabrication capabilities enabled by micro-fabrication techniques, is

capable of mass-producing low-cost, disposable instruments [45,83]. Such LOC devices are

ideal for point-of-care diagnostics [84�86] and environmental sensors [87].

Although micro�uidics seemingly brings about many advantages over its macroscale

counterparts, it inherently comes with a signi�cant number of challenges. This is mainly

due to the fact that equipoise of forces change dramatically leading to new phenomena as
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the length scale decreases. A common approach to better understanding the �uid behaviour

is to look at some dimensionless numbers because such numbers can express the relative

importance of various competing phenomena such as inertia, di�usion, viscosity, buoyancy

and surface tension.

A good starting point is to look at the balance of inertial forces and viscous forces.

Reynolds number, Re, is a non-dimensional number quantifying the importance of these

forces. It's given by:

Re =
ρuL

µ
=
inertial

viscous
(2.1)

where ρ is the density, u is the velocity, and µ is the viscosity of the �uid and L stands for

the characteristic length scale.

Fluid �ow can be categorised into three distinct regimes by looking at the intricate

balance of inertial to viscous forces:

� Laminar �ow where Re<2000

� Unstable �ow where 2000<Re<4000

� Turbulent �ow where Re>4000

In order to better understand the Reynolds number, a typical micro�uidic system is

considered in table 2.1:

Description Value

Viscosity of water, µ 10−3 kg/ms
Density of water, ρ 103 kg/m3

Micro�uidic channel width, w 100 µm
Flow velocity, u 1 mm/s
Re 0.1

Table 2.1: Reynolds number calculation for a typical micro�uidic device.

Typical Reynolds number for micro�uidics is Re�1 which implies that viscous dis-

sipation will be dominant whereas inertial e�ects can be ignored in micro�uidic devices.

Another signi�cance of Reynolds number is that it emerges as a key parameter when Navier-

Stokes equations are non-dimensionalised. Applying the continuum version of Newton's

second law of motion to an incompressible, Newtonian, isotropic �uid element on a per

unit volume basis, we get the Navier-Stokes equations:

ρ(
∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u) = −∇p+ µ∇2u+ F (2.2)

and incompressibility, simpli�ed from conservation of mass by assuming constant density,

applies as:

∇ · u = 0 (2.3)
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where t represents time, p is pressure, u is the velocity vector and F stands for body forces

(per unit volume) such as gravitational, magnetic, etc.

Non-dimensionalisation of the variables of Navier-Stokes equations leads to the ap-

pearance of Reynolds number as a factor of the inertial components:

Re(
∂u∗

∂t∗
+ u∗ · ∇u∗) = −∇p∗ +∇2u∗ +

FL2

µu
(2.4)

where the superscript asterisk (`*') indicates a non-dimensional version of the original

term. Detailed steps to the non-dimensionalisation can be found in the book by Nguyen

and Wereley [88].

As previously discussed, typical micro�uidic systems exhibit very low Reynolds num-

ber �ows (Re�1) which veri�es that inertial components in equation 2.4 can be neglected,

in fact this is applicable up to Re ≈ 1 [88]. Hence, the Navier-Stokes equations are linear-

ised and simpli�ed to the non-dimensional Stokes equation:

0 = −∇p∗ +∇2u∗ +
FL2

µu
(2.5)

A few conclusions can be drawn from this study. First of all, if we consider a typical

micro�uidic device and use the parameters in table 2.1, we immediately notice that the

body force term, F, has a coe�cient of 10−2. This is the reason why body forces lose their

e�ectiveness as the length scale decreases. For example, it is well-known that gravity does

not play much of a role in micro�uidics [88], except for certain special cases [89]. This does

not strictly imply that body forces are not used in micro�uidics; they can be used as long

as they overcome this disadvantage. For example, the use of dielectrophoretic [15, 32, 90],

centrifugal [83,91�93] and magnetic [94,95] forces are quite common in micro�uidic systems.

Moreover; acoustic streaming, a method used in this thesis, arises from a body force.

Another conclusion that takes attention is that when we neglect the body force term

(i.e no external actuation) in equation 2.5, it simpli�es to the linear Stokes equation:

∇p = µ∇2u (2.6)

This equation can be solved quite easily and solutions can be found in textbooks

[96, 97]. Once the velocity �eld for a certain geometry is obtained either analytically or

experimentally, that �eld and the streamlines associated with it does not change as the

pressure increases. Moreover, if there's a spherical particle �owing in an in�nite body of

�uid in this regime, the particle will experience Stokes drag force, Fd, given by

Fd = 6πµru (2.7)

where r is the radius of the particle. Stokes drag is applicable to droplets �owing a wide

micro�uidic channel and this will be further discussed in chapter 4.

A �nal remark about equation 2.6 is that the non-linearity in the original Navier-

Stokes equations (eqn. 2.2) existed due to inertia. Non-linearity leads to chaos, turbulence
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and �ow instabilities which are quite common in the macroscale world and our daily obser-

vations such as river falls, ocean waves, �ushing a toilet or gardening with a hose. Advective

transport and mixing are fuelled by inertia and are hard to avoid in macroscopic world.

In contrast; when the inertial e�ects diminish and are deemed negligible, di�usive

transport is left alone and mixing becomes really hard to achieve because molecular di�u-

sion in microchannels (Brownian motion) is quite slow. In order to understand the interplay

between advective and di�usive transport, the dimensionless P�eclet number (Pe) is often

used. P�eclet number is given as:

Pe =
uL

D
=
advective

diffusive
(2.8)

where D is the mass di�usion coe�cient. As the velocity and length scale decreases,

advective transport decreases and di�usive transport becomes dominant in which case

di�usion time, τ , is given by:

τ =
L2

2D
(2.9)

In a typical micro�uidic system, mixing is rather slow and likely to occur at relatively

long distances downstream within a few minutes [89] (Fig. 2.1). Depending on the speci�c

application, pure di�usion could be advantageous or not. In most cases, when studying

chemical reactions in micro�uidic channel, it is desirable to mix chemicals rapidly so that

the reaction kinetics could be probed. This is usually achieved by designing serpentine

micro�uidic channels that stretch and fold �uid elements chaotically and result in faster

mixing times by chaotic advection [79]. Mixing in droplets will be further discussed in

section 2.2.2 - Droplet Mixing.

Figure 2.1: Non-mixing in a Y-channel micro�uidic device

Between two immiscible �uids, interfacial tension, γ, de�nes the dynamics of the free

surfaces and it plays an important role in two phase micro�uidics. Interfacial tension acts
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to minimise the total surface area of an interface. In the absence of con�nements, the

minimum surface area is achieved by forming spheres, the shape of droplets in su�ciently

big channels. Another key parameter is the Capillary number which de�nes the balance of

viscous forces to interfacial forces and it's given as:

Ca =
µmaxu

γ
=

viscous

interfacial
(2.10)

where µmax is the viscosity of the more viscous �uid amongst the two immiscible phases.

Capillary number plays an important role, especially in the generation of droplets; a tech-

nique used in the presented work, discussed in detail within section 2.2.2 - Droplet Form-

ation.

The physics of �uid �ow at the microscale is substantially di�erent than macroscale

�uid �ow and it is quite rich, especially because micro�uidic devices make use of electrostat-

ics, magnetism, acoustics and thermodynamics. Moreover, micro-fabrication techniques in-

volve polymers which brings about mechanics of materials, elasticity and polymer physics

allowing the manufacturing of deformable membranes [98], valves [10] and �aps [99].

Overall, micro�uidics is a relatively new �eld of research but its unique physics and

wide range of applications has allowed it to prosper and brought it to prominence. It

should be noted here that although the majority of the research into micro�uidics goes

to chemical and biological studies, it also �nds diverse applications in cooling systems

[100], energy [101, 102], robotics [103] and many more. As mentioned priorly, a promising

subdivision of micro�uidics is called droplet micro�uidics where two phase �uidic systems

are studied. The upcoming chapter discusses the concept and applications of droplet

micro�uidics in detail.
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2.2 Droplet Micro�uidics

Another important aspect of micro�uidics is the study of multiphase (segmented) �ows.

Monodisperse droplets of nL to pL volume can be generated in a carrier liquid success-

ively at rates exceeding 20kHz [104], allowing exhaustive studies to be carried out in rapid

succession in micro�uidic devices. Often termed droplet or digital micro�uidics, it of-

fers chemical and physical isolation of droplets to avoid cross-contamination because such

droplets are segmented by an immiscible carrier �uid. The wetting properties of the chan-

nel walls are usually selected or modi�ed in such a way that droplets do not come into

contact because of a thin layer of carrier �uid which wets the walls and surrounds the

droplets at all times (Fig. 2.2(a)). Furthermore, surfactants could be used to prevent

droplet merging on contact thereby allowing droplets to be closely packed but yet isolated

from each other (Fig. 2.2(b)). One of the main reasons why it's called digital micro�uidics

is the possibility of creating a micro�uidic computer chip using droplets as digital bits. Re-

searchers have taken the �rst steps to realise such a system and shown that simple Boolean

logic functions [105�108] could be performed on chip.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Dyed water droplets in olive oil and (b) water droplets in FC-40 stabilized
by 2% surfactant (Pico-Surf�1, Sphere Fluidics, UK)

Every single droplet can be identi�ed as a mini reaction compartment. Controlled

droplet formation and further manipulation allows a multitude of studies to be carried out

with these systems. Furthermore, single cells could be trapped in these droplets to study

cell viability after exposure to chemicals or external excitation like ultraviolet (UV) light

or thermal cycling. If micro�uidic droplets are formed using a cell culture with random

distribution as the dispersed phase, the number of cells trapped in a droplet agrees with

Poisson distribution (Fig. 2.3(a)) [1]. E�orts to improve the probability of trapping one

cell per droplet include squeezing particles into single �le to achieve ordered formation (Fig.

2.3(b)) [2] and designing a long entrance channel so that cells arrange themselves in an

equally spaced manner due to hydrodynamic forces (Fig. 2.3(c)) [3]. High droplet forma-

tion rates and the encapsulation of single cells wihtin droplets allow very large screens to be

processed with low volumes of �uids used to �nd unique cell types in a heterogeneous pop-

ulation or to carry out a directed evolution experiment. Applications of single-cell analysis

in droplet-based micro�uidics range from gene expression and cytotoxicity to polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) and antibody secretion studies [109,110].
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(b)(a)

(c)

Figure 2.3: (a) Cells in droplets (Poisson distribution) incubated for 3 days are still viable.
Reproduced in part from [1] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b)
Squeezing particles into single �le to make droplets achieves single-particle per droplet.
Reproduced in part from [2] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Long
entrance length hydrodynamically spaces particles and cells equally to be dispensed in
droplets. Reproduced in part from [3] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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In the context of designing a digital micro�uidics device, determining required droplet

manipulation techniques and the pre or post-analysis of the proposed system is of para-

mount importance. Devices need to be designed and optimised on a per study basis because

unique process �ows are required for every application with multiple steps involving various

droplet manipulations and post-processing capabilities. For example, a PCR study needs

rapid and accurate thermal cycling whereas a single-cell study might need droplet steering

and �uorescent viability assay. A literature survey of droplet manipulation techniques is

presented in section 2.2.2.

Moreover, detailed pre and post-analysis of micro�uidic systems is essential for rapid

design and optimisation of devices. More often than not, 2D numerical studies are unable

to capture complex (multi)physics of a proposed system and 3D numerical studies require

immense processing capabilities. A simple and e�cient tool is to make use of hydraulic-

electric circuit analogy. A generally applicable case study of this analogy is presented in

the upcoming section.

2.2.1 Electrical Analogy

In order to capture the physics of an unfamiliar concept, a useful approach is to develop

a physical analogy. Through this analogy, the information from the familiar subject could

be conveyed to the other �eld of study. This powerful technique allows us to understand

complex physics in a simpli�ed manner. In this context, a well-known analogy that has

helped us understand �uid behaviour and electricity is the hydraulic-electric circuit analogy

(Fig. 2.4) [111�114]. A simple example of this analogy considering a common droplet

micro�uidic system will be presented in this section.

Current, I

R

V1 V2

Ohm’s Law:

 ΔV = I R

(a) (b) Flow Rate, Q

RH

P1 P2

RH

Hagen-Poiseuille Law:

 ΔP = Q

Figure 2.4: Schematics showing the physical similarities of electron �ow (a) and �uid �ow
(b).

Micro�uidic networks can be considered analogous to a resistor network in an electrical

circuit to simplify analysis [111]. The familiar Ohm's law (Fig. 2.4(a)) in electrical circuit

analysis relates the electrical current, I, passing through a resistor of resistance R with a

voltage change of V across the resistor:

V = IR (2.11)

This is analogous to a pressure-driven Hagen-Poiseuille �ow (Fig. 2.4(b)) in a circular

channel where pressure drop, ∆P , across the channel is equivalent to voltage drop; �ow
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rate, Q, within the channel is analogous to electrical current and hydraulic resistance, RH ,

is similar to electrical resistance:

∆P = QRH (2.12)

Hydraulic resistance, RH , for a rectangular cross section microchannel with close to

unity aspect ratio (i.e w≈h) is given by:

RH =
8L(w + h)4µ

(wh)4π
(2.13)

where w and h are the width and the height of the channel, respectively. Hydraulic res-

istance could be found for di�erent aspect ratio channels as the summation of a Fourier

series [115]. These relationships could be derived �rstly by solving the linear Stokes equa-

tion 2.6 to �nd the parabolic velocity pro�le of the �ow inside a circular channel. Once

the velocity function is obtained, integrating it over the channel cross sectional area gives

the volumetric �ow rate, Q, and �nally replacing circular channel radius with hydraulic

diameter of a rectangular channel leads to equation 2.13. Detailed steps can be found in

previous work by Oh et al. [116].

This analogy provides researchers a useful tool to linearise and analyse micro�uidic

network problems using electrical circuit analogies involving but not limited to resistance

coupling (series or parallel), Kirchho�'s laws, capacitors and inductors. However, when we

consider droplets within microchannels, these analogies get a little bit more complicated

due the addition of interfacial tension and the role of droplet viscosity. In order to better

understand this complication, a typical pressure distribution inside a microchannel with a

viscous plug could be observed in Fig. 2.5.

Droplet micro�uidic systems can be simpli�ed and analysed with a hydraulic-electric

circuit analogy with a few modi�cations [117�119]. If we consider a simple droplet mi-

cro�uidic system with one plug, inlet pressure Pi, outlet pressure Po and hydrodynamic

resistances Ri, Ro and Rp at the back of the plug, the front of the plug and within the plug,

respectively (referring to Fig. 2.5); we can formulate the pressure balance in the channel

as (analogous to resistors in series):

Pi −RiQ+ 2γHi = Po +RoQ+ 2γHo +RpQ (2.14)

where γ is the interfacial tension between the two mediums and H represents the mean

curvature of the interface given by H = w−1+h−1 where w is the width and h is the height

of the micro�uidic channel. Unless the front or the back end of the plug has a di�erent H

(e.g plug is in an expansion zone), the pressures associated with interfacial tension will be

the same (i.e γHi = γHo). This is generally the case so we can rearrange equation 2.14 as:

∆P = Q(Ri +Ro +Rp) (2.15)

where ∆P = Pi − Po. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, hydraulic resistance in a rectan-

gular microchannel is given by equation 2.13 and all the parameters are common for the
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Figure 2.5: Pressure distribution along a microchannel with a water-in-oil plug. Numerical
analysis carried out by using COMSOL Multiphysics software.

carrier �uid (i.e Ri and Ro) except for channel length, L. Considering common micro�uidic

devices; we can assume that there will be multiple plugs of equal volume spaced su�ciently

apart [118] in a micro�uidic device to �nally get:

∆P = Q(Rcp + nRp) (2.16)

where n is the number of plugs in the channel and Rcp is the hydrodynamic resistance asso-

ciated with the entire continuous phase in the system. Rcp can be obtained by substituting

the total length of the carrier �uid, L, and its viscosity, µ, into equation 2.13.

A generally applicable hydraulic-electric analogy was presented for a micro�uidic

device entartaining multiple monodisperse plugs with su�cient spacing. Further modi�c-

ations or simpli�cations could be made depending on the speci�c study [18,112,116�119].

A study speci�c in-depth analysis can be found in chapters 5 and 6.

Now that we have the basics for pre or post analysis of a digital micro�uidics system

using hydraulic-electric analogy, we can move on to another important aspect of droplet

micro�uidics, namely, droplet manipulation techniques. Droplet manipulation techniques

are in high demand when designing study speci�c devices, therefore a multitude of meth-

ods have been developed utilising various active manipulation techniques as well as many

passive methods. A literature review of micro�uidic droplet manipulation techniques will

be discussed in the upcoming section.
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2.2.2 Droplet Manipulation

Droplet manipulation is a key factor in droplet micro�uidics devices. Many reactions or

assays studied in droplets require timely control of reagent injection to initiate, alter or

end the reaction and this requires droplet fusion. Similarly, a form of �ltering or sorting of

the droplets are desired by majority of droplet micro�uidics studies to get rid of unwanted

droplets. These are just a few examples amongst a number of requirements, this section

focuses on most of the major droplet manipulation techniques that have been developed

to date such as droplet formation, sorting, merging, mixing and more.

Droplet manipulation can be achieved by active or passive methods. Passive systems

exploit hydrodynamic forces by using clever channel designs and can usually be analysed

using hydraulic-electric analogy presented earlier in section 2.2.1 - Electrical Analogy. Pass-

ive systems are usually able to yield faster throughputs whilst active systems work with

a number of di�erent forcing mechanisms and can o�er programmability and on demand

actuation. Some of the common actuation methods will be brie�y explained �rst so that

droplet manipulation techniques are better understood.

Membrane Deformation

A common active droplet manipulation technique is to use membrane deformation for

creating pressure �uctuations in the �uidic channel. Integrating membranes at speci�c

locations of a micro�uidic device allows researchers to manipulate the �ow at those places

and to control them actively. Such locations behave like valves in micro�uidic devices

therefore they are often referred to as micro-valves.

Micro-valves can be integrated to micro�uidic devices via a double layer polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS) approach where one layer incorporates micro�uidic channels and the

other has air ports crossing the micro�uidic channels at desired locations to form a PDMS

membrane (Fig. 2.6(a)). The air ports are usually connected to solenoid valves for quick

on/o� regulation. Since PDMS is an elastic polymer, when air pressure is applied to the

PDMS membrane, the membrane deforms and almost closes the micro�uidic channels (Fig.

2.6(b)). Conversely when negative pressure is applied, the PDMS deforms inward to create

a suction e�ect in the �uidic channels (Fig. 2.6(c)). The closing and opening action acts

like a micro-valve which can be used to turn �ow on or o� at desired locations. Moreover,

the membrane could be �uctuated to promote mixing [10].

Surface Acoustic Waves (SAWs)

Another method of actuating droplets is by harnessing the energy of surface acoustic waves

(SAWs). SAWs are nm-scale amplitude acoustic waves that propagate at MHz frequencies

on the near surface of piezoelectric substrates. They can be generated by actuation of

electrode pairs deposited on piezoelectric substrate with constant spacing, often referred

to as inter-digital transducers (IDTs) (Fig. 2.7). When a signal with matching frequency

is applied across the electrode pairs, an electric �eld coupled to the piezoelectric material

is produced which gives rise to SAWs. The resonant frequency of the IDTs, f , can be
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Fluidic Channel

Gas Channel

PDMS

Positive Pressure

Bottom Substrate

Negative Pressure

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.6: Cross sectional view of a representative micro�uidic device demonstrating
micro-valve working mechanism. (a) The membrane is at rest when the pressure is neutral
in the gas layer. (b) The membrane deforms outward and blocks the �ow in the �uidic
layer when positive pressure is applied and (c) the membrane deforms inward when negative
pressure is applied.

determined by using distance between each transducer pair, λ, (Fig. 2.7) and the speed of

sound in the piezoelectric substrate, cs:

f = cs/λ (2.17)

SAWs are classi�ed as Rayleigh waves which do not penetrate deep into the substrate

so they do not attenuate much in the absence of other substrates or liquids. Therefore

they travel e�ciently and easily couple into the �uids within micro�uidic channels and

transfer momentum to them (Fig. 2.7). This leads to interesting phenomena; to name a

few relevant to the content of the presented thesis, acoustic streaming, acoustic radiation

forces (ARF) and interface deformation.

y

z

λ

Dispersed Phase PDMS Piezoelectric Substrate

Continuous Phase Leaky SAWIDTs

Figure 2.7: Surface acoustic waves generated by IDTs travel on piezoelectric substrate
and couple into the �uid giving rise to pressure waves. SAWs can be used to manipulate
droplets on demand.

Acoustic streaming takes place when SAWs couple into a single phase �uid media.

SAWs refract upon contact with the �uid due to mismatch of sound speed in the media
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and they decay rapidly; often referred to as leaky SAW (Fig. 2.7), this leads to higher

pressure zones close to the source of actuation thereby creating a circulatory �ow away from

the IDTs. Acoustic radiation force (ARF), however, is a second-order, time-averaged e�ect

on spherical particles or droplets immersed in an immiscible medium within a micro�uidic

channel. The acoustic waves re�ect and refract upon interaction with spherical objects

and results in a net force, ARF, which can move the object relative to pressure extrema.

Another important phenomenon arises when an acoustic wave interacts with a �uid-�uid

interface. If there's an acoustic impedance mismatch amongst the �uids that form the

interface, a net radiation force is observed [120,121] that can deform the interface towards

or away from the incident wave depending on the properties of the �uids.

SAWs, in general, exhibit lower acoustic energy losses and power consumption, and,

as such, are highly suitable for micro�uidic actuation [122]. Acoustic droplet actuation

method could e�ortlessly be integrated to a lab-on-a-chip (LOC) device and it does not

involve any moving parts. Moreover, it could be operated accurately and easily with basic

programming.

Droplets have been actuated using surface acoustic waves within this work utilising

some of the above mentioned phenomena or their coupled e�ects so these will be discussed

with a more in-depth review in section 3.1.1.

Electric Fields

Intense electric �elds can also be used to actuate droplets in micro�uidic channels. Electric

�elds can easily be generated within lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices by depositing electrodes

on the substrate. Either direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC) can be applied

to generate localised electric �elds. Two of the commonly used droplet manipulation tech-

niques utilising electric �elds are electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis (DEP).

DC electric �elds can be used to attract or repel droplets, however, the resulting body

force is really small if the droplets do not carry a charge. For this reason, researchers have

attempted to pre-charge droplets where one example shows that if an anode and a cathode

are placed oppositely at a droplet splitting junction, the daughter droplets get charged

up [16,123]. The charged droplets can then be signi�cantly in�uenced by DC electric �elds

where they move towards the opposite charge while moving away from the same charge

(Fig. 2.8(a)), this is referred to as electrophoresis [124].

The droplet charging step may not be ideal for a number of studies where charging

a droplet might be harmful for droplet content, in such cases dielectrophoresis (DEP) can

be preferred. When a droplet is subjected to an AC electric �eld, dipoles are created and

they interact with the gradient of the electric �eld [124] (Fig 2.8(b)). This gives rise to

DEP force, FDEP, a type of body force (see section 2.1) given as:

FDEP = 2πε1Re|K(ω)|r3∇E2 (2.18)

where ε1 is the dielectric permittivity of the continuous media, Re|K(ω)| is the real part
of the Clausius-Mossotti function, K(w), r is the droplet radius and E is electric �eld. It

is important to note here that the attraction or repulsion depends on the sign of the real
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part of the Clausius-Mossotti function which almost always works to pull towards the high

intensity region in the case of droplets. They could, however, push or pull depending on

the AC frequency in the case of particles which will not be covered in this thesis.

Dispersed Phase PDMS Bottom Substrate

Electrodes Electric Field Lines Continuous Phase
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: (a) Electrophoresis: Charged droplets migrate towards the electrode they
are attracted to in a DC �eld. (b) Dielectrophoresis: Higher AC �eld intensity attracts
droplets.

Having established some fundamentals of droplet manipulation using techniques such

as membrane deformation, electric �elds and SAWs; we will turn our focus to di�erent

droplet manipulation techniques in the upcoming sections.

Droplet Formation

The starting point for a droplet based lab-on-a-chip (LOC) device is the accurate and uni-

form generation of a mono-disperse droplet stream. Droplet formation is usually achieved

through passive techniques which take advantage of the �ow �eld to deform the interface

and promote the natural growth of interfacial instabilities [4]. There exists three main

passive techniques which are widely used by researchers to generate droplets, namely, T-

junctions (Fig. 2.9(a)), �ow focusing devices (Fig. 2.9(b)) and co-�owing streams (Fig.

2.9(c)). Moreover, some active droplet formation techniques exist where droplet production

could be triggered and the volume of the droplets produced can be altered on demand using

membrane deformation (micro-valves) [7, 10], heating [9, 125], SAWs [5, 8] (Fig. 2.9(d)) or

vibration [126].

T-junctions

The formation of droplets in T-junctions was �rst observed by Thorsen et al. [127] who

propelled two immiscible �uids through two perpendicular micro-channels and examined
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.9: Droplet generation using (a) T-junction, (b) �ow focusing geometry and (c) co-
�owing streams. Reproduced from [4] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(d) On-demand droplet generation using surface acoustic waves. Reproduced in part from
[5] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

the formation of stable droplet streams where the �ows meet. T-junction droplet formation

has been widely used in droplet micro�uidic systems since then and consequently it was

thoroughly characterised and understood by researchers via numerical and experimental

studies [128�131]. A number of parameters a�ect droplet formation in T-junctions:

� Capillary number, Ca (see section 2.1)

� Interfacial tension, σ (see section 2.1)

� Flow rate ratio of two streams, (Q1/Q2)

� Viscosity ratio of the �uids, (µ1/µ2)

� Wetting characteristics of the �uids with the channel walls (Contact angle)

� T-junction geometry

� Channel aspect ratio (h/w)

� Surfactants added to the �uids

The production of droplets using T-junction geometries can be categorised into three

separate regimes; squeezing, dripping and jetting regime. When the capillary number is

lower than a critical capillary number Ca ≈ 0.015 [130,132,133], indicating that interfacial

tension is signi�cantly larger than viscous shear, the droplets grow to �ll up the entire

channel unobstructed by the viscous shear stress and block the continuous phase �ow until

the dynamic pressure builds up in the trailing end of the droplet. This pressure build up

thins the interface as the droplet grows and �nally ruptures the interface to form a droplet.
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Sequential images of the process can be obversed in Fig. 2.10. Such droplets formed are

usually not spherical and sometimes referred to as plugs meaning the droplet diameter is

larger than the channel width. This is the regime and method used to form droplets or

plugs within this study.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 2.10: Sequential images of droplet generation using a T-junction where (a) droplets
grows and (b) �lls the channel completely to block the continuous phase �ow. (c) Pressure
in the carrier �uid upstream builds up as the droplet grows and (d) thins the interface at
the corner of the T-junction (e) until it ruptures (f) to form a droplet.

An important observation to note about this regime is that �ow rate ratio (Q1/Q2)

and droplet length, therefore droplet volume (Vd), are proportional to each other inde-

pendent of the oil viscosity (i.e Q1/Q2 ∝ Vd) as observed by Garstecki et al. [128]. This

property signi�cantly reduces the complexity of droplet production and allows researchers

to conduct studies with di�erent droplet volumes for better characterisation.

Furthermore, Steijn et al. [6] have developed a by-pass channel geometry which forces

droplets to be of the same size regardless of the imposed �ow rates and �uid properties.

The by-pass channel is designed around the T-junction site so that the continuous phase

�ow is not obstructed while the droplet grows thereby preventing the rapid pressure build

up mentioned earlier. The droplet grows freely until the by-pass channel is completely

blocked, after which the droplet pinches o�. Sequential images of the process can be

observed in Fig. 2.11.

Such a design allows a LOC device to produce mono-disperse droplets without the

need for expensive and bulky equipment because cheaper and smaller syringe pumps incur

pressure �uctuations in micro�uidic devices leading to poly-disperse and irregular droplet

production. This also moves a device away from the much argued chip-in-a-lab concept

[134] closer to the original lab-on-a-chip idea by decreasing the footprint of the auxiliary

devices needed for operation, especially in remote areas.

The second regime is the dripping regime where Capillary number is high enough so

that viscous shear breaks o� the interface to form a droplet before the droplet constricts the

oil �ow. In this regime, the �ow rates and therefore the throughput is signi�cantly higher.

Moreover, the produced droplets are usually spherical and smaller than the channel width

and highly mono-disperse. This regime is suitable for studying high throughput screens

and single-cell studies.

The jetting regime is observed when the �ow rates are increased further; in this case,

the dispersed phase protrude into the main channel like a jet stream initially. Further
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Figure 2.11: (a) Schematics of the �xed volume droplet generator design. (b)-(d) Sequential
images of the droplet generation process. Reprinted with permission from [6]. Copyright
2013, AIP Publishing LLC.
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downstream, due to high shear stress, the interface destabilises (Rayleigh-Plateau instabil-

ity) and breaks-o� to form spherical mono-disperse droplets. The jetting regime is usually

preferred for particle or �ber synthesis studies [135] because the jetting length could be

controlled by varying the �ow parameters.

Co-�ow

Flow focusing geometries (Fig. 2.9(b)) were �rst proposed by Anna et al. [136] and Dreyfus

et al. [137] where the dispersed phase is pinched orthogonally by two continuous phase

streams that are �owing in towards each other. On the other hand, co-�owing streams

(Fig. 2.9(c)) were introduced by Cramer et al. [138] and they exploited the instabilities

arising from the continuous phase �owing from an outer ring merging with the dispersed

phase �owing through an inner ring. The physics of �ow focusing and co-�owing droplet

generation are quite similar yet it's often studied separately in the literature [78].

In a co-�owing system, the dispersed phase is injected into the continuous phase (Fig.

2.9(c)) where it forms a thread. This thread quickly thins due to hydrodynamic shearing

and becomes unstable. As a result, the thread decays into droplets in order to minimize the

total surface area thereby reducing the free energy of the interface [4]. In a �ow focusing

system, the co-�owing liquids are further forced through an ori�ce. This stretches and

thins the thread resulting in smaller droplets produced. Similar to T-junctions, the size

and frequency of the generated droplets depends on a number of parameters. Since �ow

focusing geometries are more complex, it is hard to formulate or estimate the �nal size and

frequency using analytical approaches.

While �ow focusing and co-�owing geometries are slightly more complicated to fabric-

ate and operate, they o�er enhanced mono-dispersity and higher throughputs compared to

T-junction geometries. Double-emulsion studies, where single or multiple droplets are con-

�ned within bigger droplets, are usually carried out with �ow focusing geometries [139,140].

It has also been argued that these geometries are preferred while working with fragile bio-

logical samples [78].

Active Droplet Formation

As an alternative to passive droplet formation techniques, researchers have come up with

designs that either allow the production of droplets on demand or modify the droplet

volume and frequency actively, sometimes both [5, 7�10]. This technique holds promise

for exhaustive assays where multiple chemicals need to be screened in a search to �nd the

optimum ingredients. It has been challenging to produce droplets from multiple inlets to

create a combinatorial study like high throughput screening (HTS) because micro�uidic

devices are planar and driven by continuous �ows. Moreover, it is sometimes necessary to

�nely tune the reacting chemicals with respect to their quantities. Active droplet genera-

tion designs address these issues by o�ering droplet volume control and on/o� switching

capabilities. Some of these techniques will be presented in this section.

One of the active droplet formation methods makes use of a micro-valve (see section

2.2.2 - Membrane Deformation) implemented at a droplet forming T-junction in order to

vary the output droplet volumes [7]. As the actuation period of a micro-valve is extended,

resulting droplet volume increases (Fig. 2.12(a)).
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Similarly, by applying surface acoustic waves (SAWs) (see section 2.2.2 - Surface

Acoustic Waves) at a droplet forming �ow focusing geometry, the droplet volume and

frequency could be altered on the �y [8]. In this case, as the SAW power is increased,

droplet volume decreases whereas their formation frequency increases (Fig. 2.12(b)).

Moreover, heating the �uids changes their viscosity and interfacial tension. An elec-

trical heating element was implemented at a �ow focusing interface to change the �nal

droplet volume [9]. As the temperature at the junction is increased, �uid viscosity and

interfacial tension decrease thereby increasing the volume of the droplets dispensed into

the micro�uidic device (Fig. 2.12(c)).

Finally, micro-valves were integrated at multiple droplet formation inlets to alternate

between them programmatically [10]. This resulted in the formation of a combinatorial

matrix where droplets from four di�erent inlets were mixed and matched with each other

to realise all possible combinations (Fig. 2.12(d)).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.12: (a) Droplet formation using deforming membranes. Reproduced in part from
[7] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) On the �y droplet volume and
frequency modulation using surface acoustic waves (SAWs). Reproduced in part from [8]
with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Droplet volume adjustment using
heating. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Copyright 2007, AIP Publishing LLC. (d)
Droplet formation from di�erent inlets using membrane deformation. Reproduced in part
from [10] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Having discussed di�erent ways of generating droplets, we will brie�y go over tech-

niques to sense the existence of these droplets. Although droplet generation is often robust

and reliable, sometimes a micro�uidic system gets exposed to unforeseen �uctuations that
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could lead to the production of unwanted droplets in an untimely manner. In such cases,

droplet sensing and sorting can be implemented to improve the system e�ciency at the

cost of increased complexity.

Droplet Sensing

Sensing droplets is of utmost importance when performing time-dependent studies where

a droplet's exact arrival time to a speci�c section of the micro�uidic chip is required for

further manipulation such as droplet sorting. Similarly, in the case of a quantitative study

where the exact number of droplets passing through a section is required, droplet sensing

can provide useful information about the system. Furthermore, it is sometimes possible to

sense the content or volume of a droplet while sensing as well and this can be very useful if

there are certain physical or chemical requirements on the droplets. There are two primary

methods for sensing droplets in closed micro�uidic channels; namely, optical and electrical

detection.

Optical detection methods make use of light passing through a droplet at various

wavelengths. An easy to implement optical detection method is a microscope-integrated

high speed CCD camera with image processing where the droplets can be processed quant-

itatively and qualitatively by measuring their occurrence, pixel area and light refraction

intensity. However, real time image processing usually requires a signi�cant amount of

computing power therefore throughputs are usually low. Jakiela et al. [11] made use of a

linear camera to sense droplets within a micro�uidic channel. The linear camera records

as low as 2048 pixels instead of the several mega-pixels recorded with standard CCD cam-

eras so that the required computing power is signi�cantly reduced and the throughput

is improved. The linear camera can detect the front and the back end of the droplet by

analysing light intensity, thereby providing droplet velocity and volume information as well

as their occurrence frequency [11] (Fig. 2.13(a)).

Another technique is to use a photodiode for counting or timing droplets within a

micro�uidic system [12, 13]. Nguyen et al. [12] integrated an optical �bre across the mi-

cro�uidic channel to sense the droplets via a photodiode (Fig. 2.13(b)). Robert de Saint

Vincent et al. [13] took this further and implemented a pair of photodiodes connected head

to tail which produces a di�erential signal. This signal can be interpreted at high through-

puts to acquire droplet information such as size, velocity and frequency (Fig. 2.13(c)).

Moreover, light wavelength could be changed to �uorescent light and �uorescence in-

tensity could be measured in order to distinguish between droplets by comparing their �uor-

escence [141,142]. Overall, optical droplet detection methods can achieve high throughputs

and capture qualitative droplet information but they usually requires expensive and bulky

equipment such as laser beams to operate.

Electrical detection methods, on the other hand, can be implemented as electrodes

on a chip where the output could be measured by microchips and analysed by computers.

Two similar examples of electrical detection are resistive [143] and conductive sensing [144]

where the electrodes are in contact with the �uid in the microchannel. The conductivity of

the dispersed phase is usually much higher than that of the continuous phase so once the
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.13: (a) Using a linear camera to sense droplets. Reproduced in part from [11]
with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Detecting droplets with a photo-
diode. Reprinted from [12], Copyright (2006), with permission from Elsevier. (c) A pair
of photodiodes connected head to tail to sense droplets and determine their size, velocity
and frequency. Reprinted from [13] with permission of Springer.
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dispersed phase comes into contact with two open electrodes, the circuit is complete and

this could easily be picked up by a microchip. Similarly with resistive sensing [143]; when

a conductive droplet passes over a high resistance section of the electrodes, the resistance

of the sensor decreases and this can be tuned to detect droplets passing over the electrodes.

Resistive and conductive methods o�er superior sensitivity but require contact with the

droplets in which case cross-contamination can be an issue.

Capacitive sensors, however, are fabricated with a passivation layer to eliminate cross-

contamination at the expense of sensitivity. Commonly, the dielectric constant of the

aqueous dispersed phase is signi�cantly higher than its oil based counterpart, this makes

conductive sensing applicable for droplet detection. One example is microwave sensing [145]

where a droplet passing over a spiral sensor changes its resonant frequency which can be

picked up by a microwave circuit that measures the re�ection coe�cient of the sensor. The

preferred method of electrical detection, however, is capacitive sensing [146�149] where a

passing droplet increases the capacitance of the electrodes usually integrated underneath

a microchannel (Fig. 2.14). This is because of the fact that the permittivity of the droplet

is higher than the continuous phase.

Dispersed Phase

Electrodes

PDMS

Passivation Layer

Bottom Substrate

Continuous Phase

ε
oil

ε
water

C

Electric Field Lines

Figure 2.14: Cross sectional view of a representative micro�uidic device demonstrating
capacitive droplet sensing. Once a droplet with high permittivity passes over the capacitive
electrodes, the capacitance increases. This can be picked up by a microchip to sense the
droplet.

The design of the electrodes play an important role in the capacitive sensing of

droplets. Sensing electrodes usually exhibit capacitances of a few picofarads (pF), there-

fore the sensor capacitance change should be adjusted to best the microchip's sensitivity.

Moreover, instead of just a pair of electrodes, multiple IDT-like electrodes can be designed

to obtain information about droplet size, velocity and even content [147,149].

In the system created in chapter 6, methods from Elbuken et al.'s capacitive sensor

[147] were adopted due to their robustness, ease of integration and readily available, a�ord-

able components. The fabrication techniques were slightly altered to achieve compatibility

with fabrication methods of SAW inducing inter-digital transducers (IDTs) deposited on

piezoelectric substrate. Finally, for the capacitive electrodes; the designs tested and op-

timized for a fringing �eld capacitive pH sensor [150] were preferred. Further details can

be found in chapter 6.
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Once the droplets are sensed via any of the above mentioned methods, they could

be further manipulated depending on speci�c chip requirements. Sometimes unwanted

droplets could exist in the system such as with single-cell encapsulation in droplets where

cells usually are distributed into droplets according to Poisson's distribution (see Fig.

2.3(a)). In such cases; in order to get rid of the unwanted droplets or to collect desired

droplets, droplets could be sorted at Y-junctions. Di�erent techniques to sort droplets at

junctions will be discussed in the upcoming section.

Droplet Sorting

The ability to sort the generated droplets on demand is crucial in the design of lab-on-a-

chip (LOC) devices. Some droplet micro�uidics studies require droplets to be sorted into

di�erent outlets thereby getting rid of unwanted droplets or collecting wanted droplets into

one speci�c channel. More often than not, the distinction between wanted and unwanted

droplets are achieved by droplet sensing systems which was discussed in the previous

section.

A common method to achieve droplet sorting starts with biasing one of the two outlets

so that the droplets automatically steer into the low resistance channel in the absence of

external actuation. Once a droplet is identi�ed as unwanted or desired, however, the

information can be used to trigger an actuation mechanism which would then work to

steer that droplet to the unbiased higher resistance channel.

Micro�uidic droplet sorting devices have been designed with mechanical actuation

[151] but they were prone to slow response times due to the large relaxation times of

pumping systems [17]. One of the most promising droplet sorting technique utilises dielec-

trophoresis [14,15,141] (Fig. 2.15(a),(b)) where the droplets are attracted into the unbiased

channels by DEP forces (see section 2.2.2 - Electric Fields). However, due to its depend-

ence on the gradient of an electric �eld, high voltage (several kV's) is needed to provide

su�cient forces with these applications [16].

Droplet sorting can also be achieved by pre-charging the droplets and then steering

them under an electric �eld [16, 123] (Fig. 2.15(c)) (see section 2.2.2 - Electric Fields).

This reduces the high voltage requirement for steering droplets because they are charged,

however, charging droplets requires an additional splitting step and can sometimes be

harmful for the content of the droplets.

Magnetic sorting can be achieved with magnetic labelling [15]. The labelled droplets

respond to magnetic �elds generated inside micro�uidic devices due to their magnetic

content. Higher sorting rates can be achieved with magnetic sorting but magnetic labelling

can be undesired especially when working with delicate biological samples.

Additionally, droplets could be sorted with surface acoustic waves (SAWs) [17] (Fig.

2.15(d)) (see section 2.2.2 - Surface Acoustic Waves). In this case, Franke et al. [17] made

use of a Y-junction design where the droplets preferentially followed the upper channel (low

resistance) in the absence of SAWs. When the IDTs are excited, however, SAWs couple

into the continuous medium and induce acoustic streaming. This streaming agitates the
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continuous medium which in turn displaces droplets laterally and forces them to be steered

into the high resistance outlet channel.

(b)(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.15: (a) Dielectrophoretic sorting of droplets. Reproduced from [14].Copyright
2010 National Academy of Sciences, USA. (b) Micro�uidic sorting of droplets utilising
dielectrophoresis. Reprinted with permission from [15]. Copyright 2006, AIP Publishing
LLC. (c) Sorting of pre-charged droplets subjected to transverse electric �eld. Reproduced
in part from [16] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Sorting of droplets
with surface acoustic waves. Reproduced in part from [17] with permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry.

In the presented thesis, plugs have been steered completely or split unevenly at a

specially designed Y-junction (Fig. 2.16). SAWs have been directed to the interface of the

plugs to displace them into one or the other outlet which were not biased during the study.

Although biasing is a convenient method for steering droplets, the outlet resistances have

to be carefully maintained in order for the system to work. The system demonstrated

here can sort larger plugs into any of the outlets (Fig. 2.16(a),(b)) without losing valuable

sequence information. Moreover, it o�ers control of even (Fig. 2.16(c)) or uneven (Fig.

2.16(d)) splitting of the plug at the Y-junction in a programmable manner.

(a) (b) (d)(c)

Figure 2.16: Micro�uidic plug steering using surface acoustic waves (SAWs). (a) The plug
can be completely steered into lower channel if top IDTs are actuated. (b) The plug can be
completely steered into upper channel if bottom IDTs are actuated. (c) The plug evenly
splits if the SAWs are not actuated due to equal outlet conditions. (d) The plug unevenly
splits if the SAW actuation power is low [18].
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Micro�uidic plug steering using surface acoustic waves is presented in more detail in

chapter 5 where in-depth analysis and characterisation of the system is carried out.

Droplet Merging

Chemical and biological analysis commonly needs coalescence of di�erent liquids (e.g.,

samples and reagents) to complete the reactions [152]. Reactions in droplets can be used

for a number of applications, including the formation of particles, chemical synthesis,

kinetics studies, or for the synthesis of biomolecules [153]. Droplet micro�uidic systems

o�er the advantage of isolated droplets which could be merged to serve as compartments

in which to study fast organic reactions [45]. This is why another essential component of

a potential versatile LOC device would be the on demand merging of consecutive droplets

so that the desired samples and reagents could readily be merged.

There are multiple factors that a�ect droplet coalescence such as wall wetting prop-

erties, microchannel geometry, capillary number, surfactants, liquid viscosities and impact

velocity but they have not yet been characterised thoroughly [19]. The most commonly

used model to predict droplet coalescence is the �lm drainage model which will be explained

with a brief overview.

Without Surfactants

Aqueous droplets without any surfactants merge spontaneously upon contact or within

close proximity due to �lm drainage e�ects (Fig. 2.17 (a)). There exists a �lm of continuous

medium between two adjacent droplets which prevents coalescence and the time it takes

for this �lm to reduce its thickness by half is given as [154]:

tdrainage = 40r

√
µc
γu

(2.19)

where r is droplet radius, µc is the viscosity of the continuous medium, γ denotes the

interfacial tension between the liquids and u is the constant approach velocity. As soon as

the liquid �lm thins out, intermolecular forces come into play and rupture the interface,

allowing merging to take place [19]. The work presented in chapter 4 describes a micro-

�uidic droplet merging system without the use of surfactants. If the parameters from this

study are applied to equation 2.19, tdrainage turns out to be 0.12 s. This exempli�es how

quickly the merging takes place with the absence of surfactants.

Furthermore, it has been shown that there exists a critical capillary number (see Eqn.

2.10), Cac ≈ 10−2, that determines the threshold for droplet merging to succeed [19,155]. If

the capillary number is less than this critical value (i.e Ca < Cac), then droplet coalescence

is more likely to occur. Similarly, the capillary number in the droplet merging study

(chapter 4) was calculated and it was found as Ca = 4 × 10−3 satisfying this theoretical

condition.

With Surfactants

Most often than not, surfactants are added to the continuous phase to carry out micro�uidic

studies. The addition of surfactants �nds widespread usage by researchers because it

reduces interfacial tension for easy droplet generation and transport, prolongs stability in
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a closely packed droplet formation (see Fig. 2.3(a)) and prevents cross-contamination so

droplets can be used as individual micro-reactors.

The downside of adding surfactants is that it undermines the spontaneity of droplet

coalescence due to two main phenomena; surfactant repulsion and Marangoni e�ect. Sur-

factants coat the interface of the droplets and they strongly repel each other, in this way

the liquid �lm thickness does not thin out and the droplets maintain stability. Moreover,

Marangoni e�ect takes place which creates a counter-�ow in the liquid �lm thereby slowing

down the liquid �lm drainage process. This e�ect is shown in Fig. 2.17(b) where the red

arrows indicate the direction of Marangoni �ow.

Figure 2.17: (a) Film drainage (blue arrows) schematic with the absence of surfactant and
(b) with the surfactant where Marangoni stress (red arrows) counteracts �lm drainage.
Reprinted from [19] Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier.

Marangoni �ow occurs due to discontinuities in the surface tension of the interface

where a higher surface tension will pull its surrounding liquid more strongly compared to

a lower value. Since the surfactant is responsible for altering the surface tension of the

droplets, the surfactant concentration near the droplet interface plays an important role

in modifying the local surface tension of individual droplets. The immediate surfactant

concentration at the liquid �lm interface can become uneven due to factors such as �ow

and molecular di�usion [19] thereby leading to discrepancies in the surface tension around

the droplet which results in Marangoni �ows that delay the �lm drainage and consequently

increase droplet stability.

Since coalescence of micro�uidic droplets is usually not spontaneous, researchers have

come up with methods to ensure that fusion takes place. Two main methods �nd wide-

spread usage for micro�uidic droplet merging, namely, electrocoalescence [20, 21, 123, 156]

(Fig. 2.18(a),(b)) and hydrodynamic methods [22,23] (Fig. 2.18(c),(d)).

It's widely known that if a droplet-droplet interface is subjected to intense electric

�eld, the interface ruptures and droplets fuse even in the presence of surfactants. This is

termed electrocoalescence. The physical principles behind electrocoalescence are believed

to be the interaction between the electric �eld and the droplets, leading to droplet char-

ging by induction and contact, and then aggregation and coalescence through electric �eld-

induced droplet-droplet interactions which do not require the droplets to be charged [157].

Generally, an electric �eld is applied to promote contact between the dispersed aqueous

droplets, facilitate aqueous droplet-droplet coalescence and promote aqueous droplet inter-

face rupture and consequent coalescence with free aqueous liquid at a plane interface [158].

This requires the conductivity and permeability between two immiscible �uids to be dif-

ferent which is usually the case [157,159�162].
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(b)(a)

(c) (d)

(e)

(f ) (g)

Figure 2.18: (a) Droplet merging with electrocoalescence. Reprinted with permission from
[20]. Copyright 2006, AIP Publishing LLC. (b) Electrocoalescence of synchronized droplets.
Reprinted with permission from [21]. Copyright 2006, AIP Publishing LLC. (c) Pillar
droplet merging where the droplet is trapped within pillars until a second one comes and
physically merges with the trapped droplet. Reproduced in part from [22] with permission
of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Droplet merging with the aid of an expansion where
the droplets slow down due to expanding microchannel geometry and the successive droplet
merges with the slow one. Reprinted �gure with permission from [23], Copyright (2008)
by the American Physical Society. (e) Droplet trapping and merging within micro�uidic
traps using pressure bursts induced by deforming membranes. Reprinted from [24] with
permission of Springer. (f) Droplet trapping into surface energy wells followed by �ushing
with no surfactant carrier �uid leads to coalescence of trapped droplets. Reproduced in
part from [25] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (g) Droplet merging
using surface acoustic waves where the droplets is trapped within the acoustic �eld until
the next droplet comes and merges with the trapped one. Reproduced in part from [26]
with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Hydrodynamic merging of droplets, however, relies on high impact velocity of droplets

and is achieved through clever microchannel geometry designs and requires no external

actuation. Generally, a speed bump is introduced further downstream to the formed train

of droplets. When a droplet �ows through the speed bump zone, its velocity decreases

either due to designed physical restrictions [22] (Fig. 2.18(c)) or due to an expansion in

the channel [23,163,164] (Fig. 2.18(d)). The trailing droplet comes in fast and then fusion

takes place between the two droplets or more. However, it is not possible to accomplish

merging on demand with the passive hydrodynamic methods developed so far.

More recently, droplet merging has been achieved by the aid of membrane deformation

(see section 2.2.2 - Membrane Deformation) which can induce pressure bursts to trap

multiple droplets in storage chambers [10,24] (Fig. 2.18(e)). Furthermore, Tullis et al. [25]

managed to trap multiple droplets in surface energy wells and �ushed the system with oil

without surfactant to induce fusion (Fig. 2.18(f)). In both of these recent studies, since

the droplets are already trapped prior to fusion, fast reaction kinetics studies could be

performed with high accuracy because the merging could be controlled.

As part of the work presented in this thesis, droplet merging was achieved by acous-

tically trapping incoming droplets within a micro groove until successive droplets coalesced

with the trapped one [26] (Fig. 2.18(g)). Surface acoustic waves (SAWs) were directed to

the droplets in the micro expansion chamber which lead to acoustic-tweezers-type trapping

of the droplets in the high pressure zone. As consecutive droplets reached the chamber

and collided into the trapped droplet, fusion took place. Once the droplet in the chamber

reached a certain size limit, acoustic forces were overcome by drag forces and the merged

droplets exited the trapping chamber. This technique allows on-demand, controlled mer-

ging of consecutive droplets where the sequential formation of various droplets could be

utilised to carry out a combinatorial droplet library study. Droplet merging with SAWs

will be presented with full detail entailing analysis and characterisation of the system in

chapter 4.

Droplet Splitting

Yet another essential droplet manipulation technique is the opposite of droplet merging

called droplet splitting or sometimes droplet �ssion. This technique has also been ex-

tensively studied in droplet-based micro�uidics systems. Droplet splitting attracts high

demand because it helps to reduce the droplet volume [152], to control the concentration

of chemicals inside the droplets [165] and to produce arrays of droplets for high-throughput

applications [28]. Since each droplet can serve as a vessel for reagents, by splitting the single

droplet into two or more droplets, the experimental capacity can easily be scaled up [153].

Droplet splitting methods do not rely on external components or power, they usually

involve single or multiple bifurcating junctions. As a droplet is �owing through a bifurc-

ating junction, it is a�ected by the shear forces occurring due to channel design. If the

interfacial tension could be overcome by the shear forces, droplets split into two or more

daughter droplets. The symmetry of the junction could be modi�ed to adjust the relative

sizes of the daughter droplets. A perfectly symmetric junction would lead to the break up
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of a droplet into two equal sized droplets [27, 28, 166] (Fig. 2.19(a),(b)), whereas with an

asymmetric junction, the droplet will be divided into two unequal daughter droplets [167]

(Fig. 2.19(c),(d)). It has also been shown that two daughter droplets of di�erent concen-

trations could be obtained by an asymmetric bifurcation junction [165].

Figure 2.19: (a) Symmetric droplet splitting. Reprinted �gure with permission from [27],
Copyright (2004) by the American Physical Society. (b) Symmetric droplet splitting.
Reproduced in part from [28] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c)
Asymmetric droplet splitting. Reprinted �gure with permission from [27], Copyright (2004)
by the American Physical Society. (d) Asymmetric droplet splitting. Reproduced in part
from [28] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Two novel, active and controlled plug splitting methods will be presented in this

thesis. Plug splitting has been achieved by utilising surface acoustic waves (SAWs) in two

di�erent micro�uidic systems. In the �rst one, SAWs are directed at the plug interface

whilst approaching a Y-junction (Fig. 2.20(a)) to achieve uneven plug splitting. When

the travelling SAWs (TSAWs) act on the interface of a plug, they deform and push the

interface away from the TSAWs into the desired outlet channel. Depending on the power

of the applied TSAWs, the splitting can be controlled to an accuracy of 15% [18]. An

incoming plug, at the extremes, can be split into two daughter droplets consisting of 86%

and 14% of the original plug volume with this method. This method has a potential

to prove extremely useful whilst studying volume dependant reaction kinetics. In-depth

analysis and characterisation of the proposed system can be found in chapter 5.

As an advancement to this plug splitting method, a better micro�uidic system is

proposed in this thesis where the splitting could be controlled much more accurately. In

this design, a by-pass loop is integrated to the main micro�uidic channel which does not

induce splitting in the absence of SAWs. Once the SAWs are generated, they propel the
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continuous medium in the upper section of the by-pass loop which leads to a strong suction

e�ect at the by-pass entrance junction when a plug is passing through. Depending on the

duration of the applied SAWs, a part of the main plug is split into the by-pass channel (Fig.

2.20(b)). Additionally, a plug sensor is integrated upstream of the T-junction to accurately

time the application of the SAWs. This automated system also allows the user to select

which plugs should be split by how much into the by-pass channel where they can be

further manipulated (i.e merged or trapped). Further analysis and system characterisation

can be found in chapter 6.

(b)(a)

Flow

IDTs

IDTs

Figure 2.20: (a) SAWs generated by the IDTs deform and push the plug interface into the
bottom channel at a specially designed Y-junction leading to asymmetric splitting of the
plug depending on the intensity of applied acoustic energy [18]. (b) SAWs directed at a
by-pass channel propel the continuous �uid to induce suction of a plug into the by-pass
channel controlled by the duration of applied SAWs.

Droplet Trapping

Given the fast nature of high throughput screening (HTS) applications, it would be unintu-

itive to track a single droplet to observe the reaction occurring within. A better approach

is to trap a droplet, observe while the droplet is immobile and then release the droplet for

further manipulation. However, given that microdroplets of pL size are highly mobile and

not rigid, it is quite hard to trap them. Researchers have developed various novel methods

to overcome this problem.

One method is to design appropriate micro parking spaces for droplets within the

micro�uidic device [29,30,168] (Fig. 2.21(a),(b)). When the droplets arrive at the parking

spaces, they passively get trapped usually due to higher interfacial tension imposed by the

small channel geometry.

Abbyad et al [31] demonstrated successful trapping and releasing of droplets in surface

energy wells (Fig. 2.21(c)). Surface energy wells can be achieved by microfabricating small

holes or railways at the roof of a micro�uidic device [25, 31]. When a droplet encounters

a surface energy well, it's local surface tension increases due to small channel dimensions.
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The higher surface tension in the energy well counteracts the �uid drag on the droplet; in

this way the droplet stays trapped in the desired area. However, such designs might lead to

the loss of sequence information which is crucial to high throughput screening applications

like drug screening [169].

Furthermore, Wang et al [32,90] managed to selectively trap droplets into micro cham-

bers by utilising dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces (see section 2.2.2 - Electric Fields) (Fig.

2.21(d)). The droplets were subjected to DEP forces when passing near the electrodes,

therefore they were polarised and pushed into micro chambers where further observation

could take place. It should be noted that this method is dependant on �uid properties,

can be damaging to biological media and requires voltages of several kVs.

Figure 2.21: (a) Static droplet traps. Reproduced in part from [29] with permission of The
Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Droplet trapping at micro parking spaces. Reproduced in
part from [30] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Droplet trapping at
surface energy wells Reproduced in part from [31] with permission of The Royal Society
of Chemistry. (d) Droplet trapping in micro chambers with dielectrophoresis. Reproduced
in part from [32] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

We have also designed similar micro chambers and successfully trapped droplets by se-

lectively displacing them inside these chambers using SAWs (Fig. 2.22). Similar to pushing

plug interfaces at a Y-junction (see previous section), droplets can be forced into trapping

chambers where there's a by-pass channel integrated so that the continuous medium can

vacate the chamber whilst a droplet is coming in. This work will not be presented as a

part of this thesis, its sole purpose is to demonstrate that we can achieve all of the above

mentioned droplet manipulation techniques using SAWs.

Droplet Dilution

Another fundamental component of a LOC would be the generation of droplets with varying

concentrations in a rapid and controllable manner. This is usually required when screening
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.22: Droplet trapping into micro chambers by using surface acoustic waves.

or assaying rare biological samples [170]. While this is a standard and easy task for a

macroscale environment, it is quite a challenging operation in closed micro�uidic channels.

An early attempt at generating a concentration gradient in a continuous �ow micro-

�uidic system exploits on the fact that �ow is always laminar in a micro�uidic channel

due to low Reynolds number (see eqn. 2.1). A carefully designed network of microchan-

nels enables controlled di�usive mixing of species �owing in parallel �uid streams [33] (Fig.

2.23(a)). More recently, this concept was used in a multi-layer micro�uidic device where the

continuous concentration gradient produced was used to create droplets [34] (Fig. 2.23(b)).

Another attempt at creating concentration gradients was accomplished by utilising

controlled exchange of materials between moving plugs and stationary drops [35] (Fig.

2.23(c)). As the moving plug was di�usively mixing with the stationary droplets, a con-

centration gradient was formed. Furthermore, Niu et al. [36] designed a droplet dilution

module using droplet micro�uidics. The diluted droplets were formed through merging

with a highly concentrated reservoir, di�using to a certain extent and then splitting from

the reservoir at the other end (Fig. 2.23(d)). As the reservoir is diluted, the produced

droplets had less and less concentrations of the reservoir content (Fig. 2.23(e)). As the

reservoir gets depleted, however, it needs to be replaced which might prove to be time

consuming for high throughput applications.

Droplet Mixing

As mentioned earlier, the small size of the microchannels in a micro�uidic system imposes

that the �ow always stays in the laminar regime. The laminar �ow poses a problem when

it is desired to mix the �uids inside a microchannel. Especially when studying the kinetics

of biological and chemical reactions [153], the degree of mixing becomes quite important.

Di�usive mixing still takes place inside a droplet, however, such mixing takes a relatively

long time and is not suitable for high throughput applications.

Researchers have come up with several designs to promote rapid mixing in microchan-

nels by exploiting the fact that droplet movement through a channel creates a recirculating

�ow in each half of the droplet that touches the channel wall [153,171]. As a droplet takes
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(a)

(d) (e)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.23: (a) Continuous �ow gradient formation using di�usive mixing of species.
Reprinted with permission from [33]. Copyright (2000) American Chemical Society. (b)
Multi-layered micro�uidic device that can generate droplets from a continuous concentra-
tion gradient formed in the upper layers. Reprinted with permission from [34]. Copyright
(2015) American Chemical Society. (c) A library of concentration gradients created by
utilising controlled exchange of materials between moving plugs and stationary droplets.
Reproduced in part from [35] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d), (e)
Generation of diluted droplet gradients by sequential mixing with a reservoir. Reprinted
by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Chemistry [36], copyright (2011).
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a turn in a microchannel, each part of the droplet is exposed to di�erent lengths of chan-

nel wall, therefore creating chaotic advection inside the droplet and enhancing mixing. A

winding microchannel geometry leads to iterative folding and stretching of the droplet to

maximise mixing with chaotic advection [172] (Fig. 2.24(a)). Moreover, the length of the

serpentine microchannel geometry could be modi�ed to achieve the desired level of mixing

required for the intended study. Furthermore, introducing arti�cial roughness along the

channel wall was also reported to enhance mixing in micro�uidic devices [38](Fig. 2.24(b)).

Figure 2.24: (a) Mixing of individual droplets in a serpentine channel by chaotic advection.
Reprinted with permission from [37]. Copyright 2003, AIP Publishing LLC. (b) Droplet
mixing with bumpy serpentine mixer. Reprinted with permission from [38]. Copyright
(2005) American Chemical Society.

2.3 Conclusion and Research Aims

Now that we have looked at the literature on micro�uidics, especially focusing on droplet

micro�uidics and di�erent droplet manipulation techniques, we can jump to speci�c con-

clusions and clearly indicate the research aims of this thesis.

Despite the fact that some of the proposed devices were modi�ed and used in speci�c

studies such as acoustic loading of virus-like particles (VLPs), trapping and recovery of

photodegradable hydrogels and reconstructing ternary phase diagram of water-ethanol-

hexanol mixtures; this thesis focuses on the engineering aspect of the proposed micro�uidic

devices and how this can greatly contribute to the available knowledge. In this sense, a

direct conclusion to draw from the explored droplet manipulation techniques is that they

all utilise various actuation methods that could be achieved with speci�c and usually not

cross-compatible fabrication techniques. Due to this fact, they are very speci�c to what

kind of droplet operations they can perform and do not o�er much �exibility.
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We, on the other hand, have adopted surface acoustic waves (SAWs) as our primary

actuation method and shown that we can outperform most the above mentioned droplet

manipulation techniques. Furthermore, we have developed these methods separately while

keeping making sure not to impose any restricting �ow characteristics (i.e speci�c inlet

or outlet pressure) or speci�c fabrication techniques so that all the developed methods

could be mixed and matched like LEGO® blocks to build a system suiting every speci�c

studies' needs. A passive "plug-n-play" modular micro�uidic system, SmartBuild [173],

has been developed with similar qualities and it can be upgraded with active manipulation

capabilities. We have, overall, shown that droplets can be sensed, sorted, split, merged

and trapped using SAWs. It is also important to note here that our group has previously

shown that droplets could be formed on demand using SAWs [5]. This leaves dilution and

mixing which can be integrated to any system as passive methods and they have been

thoroughly characterised.

Apart from the above mentioned research goals, we have also taken on a challenge that

existed since the 2000s. It is widely believed that droplet-based micro�uidics for carrying

out biochemical and cell-based assays has the potential for triggering a complete paradigm

shift in the evolution of high throughput screening (HTS) technology [69�71]. For this

matter, being able to create a matrix of droplets from two distinct libraries is of utmost

importance. Proposed in this thesis is a plug splitting micro�uidic device which can achieve

this task because it can be programmed to split prede�ned plugs. Since consecutive plugs

of various content can be formed using a Serial Sample Loading (SSL) system [174], with

the proposed plug splitting system, a combinatorial study could easily be realised. The

throughput of the system needs yet to be improved in order to compete with current HTS

systems but we believe this is a substantial step towards a remarkable goal.
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Chapter 3

Theory and Fabrication

This chapter will focus on the theory of acoustics with emphasis on surface acoustic waves

(SAWs), the technique used throughout this thesis, detailing the mechanisms associated.

This will be followed by an exploration of the microfabrication techniques utilised to pro-

duce micro�uidic devices capable of generating SAWs.

3.1 Acoustics

Acoustics is the study of mechanical waves propagating in media such as solids, liquids and

gases. Acoustic research dates back to Pythagoras who was studying musical harmonics

as early as 6th century BC. Modern acoustics is now a vast �eld of study encompassing,

but not limited to, earthquakes, ultrasound imaging, sonar, mechanical vibration, musical

acoustics, soundscapes and speech recognition. Since every wave has a frequency associated

with it, we can categorise waves depending on their frequencies such as audible sound,

ultrasound and infrasound (Fig. 3.1).

Echolocation

&

Biosonar Medical

Applications

Diagnostic

Applications

SAW

200MHz2MHz20kHz20Hz

Audible RangeEarthquakes

UltrasoundSoundInfrasound

frequency

Figure 3.1: Approximate sound frequency ranges and their applications or occurrences.

Ultrasound waves are de�ned as sound waves with frequencies exceeding the aud-

ible range (i.e f > 20kHz). Although inaudible by humans, ultrasound is used by bats

to hunt prey (echolocation) and by dolphins to navigate (biosonar). Ultrasound techno-

logies that �nd widespread usage today include shock wave lithotripsy for kidney stone

treatment [175], ultrasonic cleaning, ultrasonic imaging, sonochemistry [176] and non-

destructive testing [177].

Ultrasound also �nds widespread usage in micro�uidic applications [89] owing to the

rapid progression of nanofabrication techniques and its safe usage with biological samples
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[178]; usually termed "Acousto�uidics", it can be used to perform particle manipulation [40,

179�185], cell manipulation [186,187], gene therapy [188], droplet manipulation [17,18,26],

micro�uidic mixing [39,189,190] and bone fracture healing [191].

This chapter will focus on the theory of acousto�uidics with emphasis on surface

acoustic waves (SAWs), the method used in this thesis to manipulate droplets and plugs.

3.1.1 Surface Acoustic Waves

Surface acoustic waves (SAWs) are nm-scale amplitude, MHz frequency acoustic waves

propagating on a piezoelectric substrate. SAWs have been widely employed in micro�uidic

applications [5, 8, 76, 192�197] addressing tasks including particle manipulation [198�202],

cell manipulation [41,203,204], micro�uidic pumping [205], droplet manipulation [17,18,26]

and drug delivery [75]. Some of the major advantages of using SAWs in micro�uidic systems

stems from their energy e�cient and portable nature as well as their ease of fabrication and

seamless integration. On the contrary, SAWs can only be generated on relatively expensive

piezoelectric substrates where unwanted heating might occur. Heating in surface acoustic

wave devices will be discussed in detail later this section.

Direct piezoelectric surface wave transduction was �rst introduced in the micro-

scale [206] in the form of inter-digital transducers (IDTs) which are equidistant electrodes

deposited on piezoelectric substrate. When a radio frequency signal is applied to the

IDTs, a periodic electric �eld matching the operating frequency of the IDTs is produced.

This �eld electromechanically couples with the piezoelectric material to generate travelling

surface acoustic waves. The distance between each successive transducer determines the

resonant frequency, f , of the device according to f = cs/λ , where cs is the sound speed

on the substrate surface and λ/2 is the distance between successive IDT �ngers (Fig. 3.2).

Since the thickness of the substrate (500 µm) is much larger than the amplitude of

the travelling waves, these waves can be classi�ed as Rayleigh waves [207]. Rayleigh waves

are special waves that travel along the near surface of a solid medium; an earthquake,

for example, is a macroscale Rayleigh wave. Rayleigh waves are energy e�cient since the

majority of the acoustic energy travels along the surface without dissipating into the solid

more than a few wavelengths. This is also why earthquakes can a�ect a signi�cant area

surrounding their point of origin.

When the surface acoustic waves travelling along the piezoelectric substrate with a

sound speed of cs come into contact with the �uid medium with a sound speed of cl,

a certain fraction of the acoustic energy is transferred to the liquid medium due to the

mismatch of sound speeds in the media with the Rayleigh angle found by θR = sin−1(cl/cs).

This acoustic energy leakage into the liquid leads to an exponential decay of the propagating

SAW power [208], morphing SAWs into what is known as leaky SAWs (LSAWs) (Fig. 3.2).

This coupling results in pressure waves generated in the liquid media giving rise to

interesting phenomena. Three such phenomena that are relevant to the studies presented

in this thesis will be discussed individually in the upcoming sections. Firstly, the acoustic

energy transfer from the leaky SAW to the �uid results in a pressure wave that creates

recirculation within the �uid medium and this is referred to as acoustic streaming [209�212]
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(section 3.1.1 - Acoustic Streaming). Secondly, if the SAWs meet an interface with an

acoustic impedance mismatch, it induces a net radiation force applied on the interface

which deforms the interface [120, 121] (section 3.1.1 - Interface Deformation). Finally, if

there's a particle or a droplet within the �uid medium excited by SAWs, they experience

acoustic radiation force (ARF) [213�215] (section 3.1.1 - Acoustic Radiation Forces) which

is a non-linear force arising from the second-order time-averaged terms existing in the

pressure �eld generated by SAWs.

Acoustic Streaming

Acoustic streaming is the term used to identify steady streaming e�ects occurring in a

�uid medium arising from viscous attenuation of an acoustic wave. Acoustic streaming can

be generated by a number of di�erent acoustic excitation methods such as piezoelectric

transducers [185, 189, 216], oscillating gas bubbles [40, 217] or microstructures [190] and

surface acoustic waves (SAWs) [17, 218]. Depending on the mechanism of the acoustic

actuation, di�erent type of acoustic streaming can be realised such as Rayleigh streaming

[209] and Eckart streaming [210].

SAW induced acoustic streaming is a separate phenomenon by itself and cannot be

classi�ed as any of the above mentioned types [219]. SAW induced acoustic streaming

arises mainly from the exponential decay of the above mentioned leaky SAW (LSAW). As

soon as the SAW couples into the �uid medium, it attenuates and decays exponentially

leading to a signi�cant gradient in the sound amplitude. This gradient induces a driving

force in the coupled liquid which is called acoustic streaming (Fig. 3.2). SAW induced

acoustic streaming force, Fst, which is a body force (see section 2.1), can be expressed

with a time average using the sound velocity �eld, us, in the coupled �uid as [220,221]:

Fst = ρ 〈(us · ∇)us + us(∇ · us)〉 (3.1)

SAW induced acoustic streaming �nds a number of applications in micro�uidics such

as mixing [222], droplet translation [218], jetting [223], micropumping [205,220] and droplet

sorting [17]. In chapter 6 of this thesis, a micro�uidic device capable of splitting plugs is

developed where acoustic streaming was used to augment �uid �ow in a by-pass channel

leading to plug interface protrusion into the by-pass loop so that controlled splitting takes

place.

Interface Deformation

As discussed earlier, when surface acoustic waves (SAWs) come into contact with a �uid

medium, they couple and propagate within the medium as acoustic waves. When such

an acoustic wave meets a �uid-�uid interface, however, its behaviour depends on the

acoustic impedance mismatch of the media. Although analytical studies of non-linear

acoustics regarding this phenomenon have usually focussed on 1D waves impinging nor-

mally on perfectly absorbing or re�ecting interfaces [224,225] as well as partially re�ecting

ones [120, 121, 226, 227], typÄ±cally the waves are neither one dimensional, nor do they
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Figure 3.2: Schematic plot showing surface acoustic wave propagation, �uid coupling,
Rayleigh angle, leaky SAW and SAW induced acoustic streaming.

impinge normally on an interface in real life applications. Instead, such acoustic waves are

complex 3D waves that can interact with curved interfaces especially in the case of droplet

micro�uidics.

Nevertheless; in order to understand how an acoustic wave interacts with an interface,

we consider a plane progressive wave in medium 1 of energy density E1 impinging normally

on a partially re�ecting interface. The resulting acoustic radiation pressure, PARP , acting

on the interface is given by: [226]

PARP = E1(1−
c1
c2

+Rc(
c1 + c2
c2

)) (3.2)

where ci is the speed of sound in �uid i and Rc is the acoustic re�ection coe�cient given

by: [226]

Rc = (
Z1 − Z2

Z1 + Z2
)2 (3.3)

where Zi is the acoustic impedance of medium i found by multiplying the density of the

�uid with the speed of sound in the medium (i.e Zi = ρici).

A quick observation emerging from equation 3.2 is that depending on the �uid prop-

erties, acoustic radiation pressure could turn out to be positive or negative meaning the

interface could be deformed towards or away from the incoming acoustic wave. In fact;

when �uid properties from the work discussed in chapter 4, where the interface tends to de-

form towards the acoustic wave, are substituted, PARP is calculated as PARP = 0.0034E1.

On the contrary; when we look at the work detailed in chapter 5 where the opposite holds,

we conclude that PARP = −1.13E1. This is attributed to the distinct oils used in these

studies exhibiting di�erent densities and sound speeds.

Alternatively; if the pressure �eld, P0(x, y, z), arising from the acoustic transducer in

the vicinity of the interface is known, the acoustic radiation pressure on the interface could

be found using: [121]
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PARP (x, y, z) = P 2
0 (x, y, z)

Z2
1 + Z2

2 − 2Z1c1ρ2
Z1c1(Z1 + Z2)2

(3.4)

the direction of the deformation can also be determined using equation 3.4.

It is important to mention that other forces usually come into play when acoustic

radiation pressure on an interface is considered. Most importantly; surface tension force

acts to minimise the surface energy of an interface at all times which leads to well-known

Laplace pressure, PLAP , given by:

PLAP = γH (3.5)

where γ is the interfacial tension between the two mediums and H represents the mean

curvature of the interface, commonly simpli�ed to height, h, and width, w of a microchan-

nel in the case of micro�uidic droplets (i.e H = w−1 +h−1) (also see eqn. 2.14). Moreover;

acoustic streaming (see 3.1.1 - Acoustic Streaming) can also act on such an interface exert-

ing a normal viscous stress depending on �uid properties and geometry [121], however, it

was calculated and experimentally shown that this e�ect is negligible in the studies detailed

in chapters 4 and 5.

To conclude; even though the analytical examples detailed above focus on 1D waves,

they provide valuable insight to the theory of interface deformation arising from the acous-

tic radiation pressure. Using this interface deformation, micro�uidic plugs can be steered

into di�erent outlet channels at a specially designed Y-junction. The results of this work

are discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis.

Acoustic Radiation Forces

Following the previous discussions, if a spherical object is placed within a �uid medium

that is subject to acoustic waves, they experience a net force called acoustic radiation force

(ARF). These forces arise due the interaction of the incident wave and the object. The

acoustic waves undergo di�raction, refraction, re�ection or absorption; usually a combina-

tion of all four upon interaction with the spherical object. This nature of this interaction

gives rise to a resultant pressure �eld which might move the object in the surrounding

medium. Such a movement highly depends on the physical properties of the object.

When an acoustic wave propagates in a �uid volume, its state can be understood

by analysing pressure and velocity oscillations. Since the waves studied in this thesis are

surface acoustic waves, they oscillate at very high frequencies on the order of MHz. As

a result of this, we can only observe time-averaged e�ects of such oscillations. Due to

the harmonic nature of these oscillations, the time-averaged �rst-order pressure, P , and

velocity, v, terms cancel each other out whereas the second-order terms lead to a net force

applied on the object. This acoustic radiation force, FARF, could be found by integrating

over the surface, S, of an object moving in a �uid medium with properties ρ and c: [228]

FARF =
1

2
ρ

∫
S

[
〈v2〉 − 1

ρ2c2
〈P 2〉

]
ndS − ρ

∫
S
〈(n · v)v〉dS (3.6)
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where n is the normal vector and the brackets indicate a time-averaged value.

Analytical solutions to equation 3.6 exist when an object with radius much smaller

than the acoustic wavelength is considered (i.e. r � λ) [228, 229]; often referred to as

the Gor'kov's potential [215]. However; in regards to the work discussed in chapter 4,

the droplet size is larger than the wavelength of the excitation and as such no analytical

solutions exist.

In the case of a 1D wave, however, Yosioka and Kawasima [214] provide an analytical

solution applicable to inhomogeneities larger than the acoustic wavelength where they

predict that the object will always move in the direction of wave propagation. We have

experimentally shown that this is not true for droplets dispersed in a carrier medium

subjected to complex sound �elds. Depending on the acoustic impedance mismatch of the

dispersed and the continuous medium, the droplets were able to move against the direction

of wave propagation. This is best explained by considering droplets acting analogous to

concave or convex mirrors as incident waves impinge and refract.

2D numerical simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics® software have been carried

out to better understand this phenomena. A water droplet placed in various mediums

was subjected to a radiating pressure wave and the resulting second-order time-averaged

presure �eld was plotted in �gure 3.3. In �gure 3.3(a) where the continuous medium has a

lower speed of sound and higher density than that of water, the droplet acts like a convex

lens and mostly di�racts the sound waves leading to a high pressure zones at the front of

the droplet. The acoustic radiation pressure, PARP , on the interface, due to impedance

mismatch (see eqn. 3.4), is integrated over the entire droplet surface to �nd the net force

applied on the droplet. This force is called acoustic radiation force (ARF) and in this

case, due to the high pressure regions observed in �gure 3.3(a), ARF pushes the droplet

away from the direction of wave propagation. On the contrary, in �gure 3.3(b) where the

continuous medium has a higher speed of sound and lower density, the droplet acts like a

concave lens and focusses the incident waves within itself leading to a high pressure zone

at the far end of the droplet. This results in an acoustic radiation force acting against the

waves, moving the droplet towards the source of actuation.

It was this second method that was used to attract and trap droplets within high

intensity acoustic pressure zones until successive droplets arrived and coalesced with the

trapped one. Since the droplet size increased after coalescence, the acoustic radiation forces

were unable to overcome the increasing drag force leading to the ejection of the merged

droplet from the trapped zone. The reader is referred to chapter 4 for further discussion

on this work.

Heating due to Surface Acoustic Waves

Micro�uidic systems incorporating surface acoustic waves (SAWs) are susceptible to heating

due to two major reasons; generation and attenuation of SAWs. SAWs are generated as a

result of the conversion of electrical energy into mechanical waves, however, some of this

electrical energy is dissipated. Moreover, SAWs attenuate into the PDMS block and the
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Figure 3.3: Numerical simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics®) results showing time-
averaged pressure distribution when a water droplet is placed in an acoustic �eld sur-
rounded by continuous medium exhibiting (a) lower speed of sound and higher density
versus (b) higher speed of sound and lower density values.

�uids, which also results in heating. While some studies utilise the latter e�ect for micro-

droplet heating [230�233] and PDMS hotspots [234,235], the former is often undesirable as

it leads to overheating [236]. Overheating could be detrimental for biological samples as well

as experimental data due to temperature dependent physical properties of �uids. For that

reason, the chips were mounted on a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) and heat sink system

during the experiments reported in this thesis. This helped maintain the micro�uidic

devices at a constant temperature throughout the experiments.

Electrical power and duty cycle are two key parameters for quantifying energy sup-

plied to SAW devices. Some of the electrical power is immediately re�ected back due to

impedance mismatch which is quanti�ed by the S11 parameter. PowerSAW (BelektroniG

GmbH) measures this parameter, therefore, all power values reported in the experiments

exclude these losses in the �rst place because they do not contribute to heating.

Duty cycle measures the relative duration of activation within a full period of opera-

tion. For example, if the IDTs are actuated for 1 second every 2 seconds, a duty cycle of

50% can be measured. In order to ensure constant temperature operation, duty cycles were

kept low during the experiments. However, heating is a common issue experienced during

the operation of SAW micro�uidic devices, therefore more work needs to be carried out in

order to better understand the parameters in�uencing heating in SAW micro�uidics. For

that reason, preliminary heat transfer experiments have been undertaken to provide in-

sight into various heating mechanisms and their precedence. This section �rst investigates

heating caused by the generation of SAWs followed by heating due to SAW attenuation

into PDMS and �uids.

Generation

When an AC signal with matching frequency is applied to the electrodes, mechanical sur-

face waves are generated on the substrate which propagate and attenuate. When this

transient process is experimentally observed via a thermal imaging camera where the sub-

strate is relatively larger compared to the size of the IDTs, it was seen that heating occurs

along the propagation path decaying away from the IDTs [237]. This evidence suggests
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that most of the heating occurs due to dissipation such as vibrational damping of SAWs

and friction associated with oscillating surface molecules. However, there might be further

reasons for heat generation during SAW generation such as dielectric heating which will be

brie�y investigated later. The complexity of the underlying physics for these mechanisms

is su�cient for dissertations on their own, however, in an attempt to uncover their roles,

preliminary experiments have been conducted.

A 16x16x0.5 mm3 (LxWxH) lithium niobate (LiNbO3)(128°Y-cut) substrate, with

patterned electrodes is considered, identical to the chips used in the experiments through-

out this thesis. The chip is placed on the cold side of TEC1-12706, which has dimensions

of 40x40x4 mm3 (LxWxH), and pressed down with spring loaded contact pins. The hot

side is interfaced with thermal paste to an aluminium, machined heat sink that houses

a 12 V fan. Two sets of experiments have been conducted for preliminary heat transfer

characterisation; passive and active cooling.

Passive Cooling

Steady state surface temperatures of the chip were recorded after 5 minutes during passive

cooling experiments and fed into a simpli�ed heat transfer model in order to estimate

the heat removed by the passive system. Due to thermodynamic equilibrium, it can be

concluded that heat removed by the system must be equal to the heat generated by the

IDTs. The heat transfer model is constructed analogous to a resistive network where three

resistances are considered in series; conduction resistance, Rcond, contact resistance, Rcont,

and convection resistance, Rconv. In this case, heat �ux, ~q, can be found as a function of

surface temperature, Ts:

~q(Ts) =
Ts − Ta

As(Rcond +Rcont +Rconv)
(3.7)

where As is the surface area of the substrate and Ta is the ambient temperature.

Firstly, the excess heat generated at the top surface of the substrate is conducted

through the thickness of the substrate to the TEC surface. The thermal resistance of this

conduction, Rcond, can be found by Rcond = ts/(ksAs) using the thickness of the substrate,

ts, and its thermal conductivity, ks.

Second thermal resistance arises from imperfect contact at the physical interface of

TEC and substrate due to surface roughness. Contact thermal resistance can be calculated

by Rcont = Ri/As where contact resistance, Ri, depends on a number of parameters such

as surface �nish, material, roughness and temperature. It is approximated as 0.5x10−3

m2K/W for the current study based on �gure 1.20 of the textbook "Principles of Heat

Transfer" by Kreith et al. [238].

Finally, heat is naturally convected from the TEC surface to the environment. Con-

vective thermal resistance, Rconv, is given by (hAs)
−1 where h stands for the heat transfer

coe�cient from TEC surface. Heat transfer coe�cient is a key parameter in heat transfer

applications, it is found by:

h =
NukTEC

Dh
(3.8)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Passive cooling heat transfer model. (b) Experimental setup.

where kTEC is the thermal conductivity and Dh is the hydraulic diameter of TEC surface.

Nusselt number, Nu, is a dimensionless number that quanti�es the ratio of convective to

conductive heat transfer. Nusselt number has been approximated as 0.766Ra0.195. This

is in agreement with experimental results obtained by Goldstein et al. [239] investigating

natural convection near heated horizontal surfaces at low Rayleigh numbers, Ra.

A few more noteworthy assumptions:

� TEC surface temperature was assumed to be uniform (i.e. horizontal heat conduction

neglected, kTEC = 150 W/mK).

� TEC bottom surface and its sides were assumed to be thermally insulated.

� Heat was assumed to be generated uniformly on the surface of the substrate.

Steady state surface temperatures, Ts, after 5 minutes were measured for incremental

input power up to 2 W with duty cycle 100% using the thermal imaging infrared camera

(FLIR i7, FLIR Systems, Inc.) and substituted into equation 3.7 to obtain heat �ux, ~q.

Heat generated by SAWs, Qin, is equal to the heat removed by natural convection in steady

state and it's simply given by Qin = ~qAs.

The results of the passive cooling experiments, detailed above, are shown on �gure

3.5 (a). Heat generated by the IDTs linearly increases as the applied power is ampli�ed in

agreement with results from previous studies [235,237]. It was calculated that, on average,

15% ± 3% of the supplied power was lost as heat. The rest is converted into mechanical

surface waves propagating on the substrate strengthening the statement that SAWs are

energy e�cient. Figure 3.5 (b) will be discussed later.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Heat removed by natural convection (equivalent of heat generated by
SAWs) and (b) heat removed by natural convection (equivalent of heat generated by SAWs
+ acoustic energy absorbed by PDMS) as a function of the applied power during passive
cooling experiments with a (a) bare substrate and (b) PDMS bonded substrate.

Active Cooling

Active cooling experiments have been conducted in the same way as passive cooling exper-

iments except for the fact that the thermoelectric cooler (TEC) and the fan were operated

at 3.25 W and 12 V, respectively. While the fan and the heat sink was used to remove

heat from the hot side of the TEC, the cold side was used to cool down the substrate.

Steady state temperature di�erence, ∆T = Ts − Ta, with passive and active cooling as a

function of the applied input power is presented in �gure 3.6 (a)-(b). It can be observed

that temperature increase can be signi�cantly decreased using the active cooling system,

thus device temperature increase could be maintained within < 10°C up to 2 W even with

100% duty cycle. In the case of more demanding applications or working with sensitive

biological samples, cooling system can be upgraded at the expense of size and total power

consumption. Figure 3.6 (c)-(d) will be discussed later.

Dielectric Heating

Another potential heating mechanism during the generation of SAWs is dielectric heat-

ing. Lithium niobate (LN) is a dielectric material with a high electrical resistivity [240],

therefore, it has the potential to absorb electromagnetic (EM) energy when subjected to

a time-varying electric �eld. The absorbed EM energy is uniformly converted to heat in

this process called dielectric heating. Dielectric heating is the result of periodic molecular

rotation where induced and intrinsic dipole moments in the material constantly (try to)

align with the electric �eld [241]. Their ability to do so is quanti�ed by the loss tangent,

tan δ, of a material; in that case, the heat �ux due to dipole heating, ~qDH is given by: [242]

~qDH = ω| ~E|2εrε0tanδhs (3.9)
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Figure 3.6: Temperature increase as a function of input power with (a) passive cooling
and bare substrate, (b) active cooling and bare substrate, (c) passive cooling and PDMS
bonded substrate and (d) active cooling and PDMS bonded substrate.

where ω is the angular frequency, E is the electric �eld strength, hs is the height of the

substrate and εr, ε0 are the relative permittivity of the material and free space, respectively.

When typical values from the experiments are substituted into the equation, a maximum

heat �ux of 20 W/m2 (Qin = 6x10−3 W) can be estimated due to dipole heating. This

value is negligible based on previous calculations (see �gure 3.5) therefore we can rule out

dipole heating. This was further backed by experiments where the electrodes were actuated

with non-resonant frequencies and surface temperatures did not change.

It is worthwhile to mention that dielectric or microwave heating has been used in

a number of studies [241, 243�245] to heat up and/or sense a water-based droplet and its

temperature owing to water's unique properties (loss tangent of 0.157 at 3 GHz) that allow

it to absorb microwave energy quite e�ciently especially at frequencies between 3 and 20

GHz. This is exactly the same technology used in commercial microwave ovens.

Attenuation

Now that we have looked into heating associated with the generation of SAWs, we will

discuss heating caused by attenuation of SAWs into mediums. As previously mentioned,

SAWs refract with Rayleigh angle into mediums placed along the propagation path. This

gives rise to longitudinal pressure waves (LWs) that radiate into the medium such as PDMS

or liquids leading to heating, vibration, streaming and atomisation. The heating of liquids

and PDMS will be discussed separately.

There are a number of open system studies investigating the heating of droplets (1-10

µL) deposited onto substrates and subjected to SAWs [230�233]. Key �ndings of these

studies are:

� Droplets absorb more energy at lower frequencies with longer wavelengths [233].
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� Dielectric heating of water droplets at MHz frequencies is negligible [231].

� The extent of LW absorption depends on attenuation based on liquid properties such

as sound speed, density, viscosity, heat capacity and thermal conductivity [232,246].

� LWs induced in water by 200 µm wavelength SAWs dissipate 95% of their energy

after travelling 35 cm [232].

The experiments carried out in this thesis involved closed micro�uidic channels of 50

µm height where the instantaneous liquid volume within SAW propagation region would

not exceed 1 nL which gets fully replenished every 200 ms. In light of the above �ndings

and experimental conditions stated, LW absorption of liquids can be neglected as its e�ect

will be minor compared to other heating mechanisms. Nonetheless, further studies are

required for a better understanding of the underlying physics of liquid LW absorption and

its conversion to heat.

LWs can also dissipate within an elastic medium such as PDMS. In fact, previous

work suggests that PDMS is an acoustic energy absorber that can e�ciently convert it to

thermal energy [234, 235]. There's also evidence suggesting that PDMS absorbs certain

wavelengths within SAW frequency band better than others [234, 235]. These properties

have recently been exploited in order to design microheater arrays [234,235].

For a better understanding of SAW attenuation into PDMS and its subsequent heating

e�ects, the bare substrate used in the previous heat transfer experiments was bonded to a

typical PDMS block, approximately 16x5x4 mm3 (LxWxH), and same experiments were

repeated. Passive cooling experiments with PDMS revealed that the estimated average

heat generation of a substrate bonded to PDMS (see Fig. 3.5 (b)) was 32% ± 5% of the

original supplied input power. Compared to the experiments with the bare substrate, the

electrical energy lost as heat almost doubled due to attenuation of acoustic energy into

PDMS. It should be noted that passive cooling was signi�cantly hindered by the PDMS

block due to its insulating nature which enabled storage of heat, especially at 100% duty

cycle, leading to temperature increase over time. PDMS properties causing this are its

very low thermal conductivity, 0.15 W/mK, and its quite large speci�c heat capacity, 1460

J/kgK.

Substrate surface temperature increase in the presence and absence of active cool-

ing is shown on �gure 3.6 (c)-(d). Surface temperatures were brought down about 10°C

with the aid of the active cooling system. Unlike experiments performed with the bare

substrate, the surface temperature distribution was not uniform in steady state; localised

high temperatures were observed in the PDMS block. This is attributed to the unique

PDMS properties discussed earlier. There's a clear need for future work in order to fully

comprehend acoustic energy absorption of PDMS.

The e�ects of duty cycling were also investigated. For this reason, same experiments

were repeated with the PDMS block using active and passive cooling where 2.4 W of elec-

trical power was applied and the duty cycle was varied. Steady state surface temperature

increases after 5 minutes as a function of duty factor are shown on �gure 3.7. A linearly
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increasing trend is observed which agrees with previous experiments that analysed e�ects

of duty factor [231,233].
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Figure 3.7: Steady state surface temperature increase at 2.4 W as a function of duty cycle
with (a) passive cooling and (b) active cooling.

Conclusion

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices are known to generate excess heat, often undesired

for biological samples and �ow stability. However, there's a lack of research regarding SAW

heating mechanisms and optimisation. A thorough literature review supported by a series

of preliminary heat transfer studies were presented looking into heat generation in SAW

micro�uidic devices, speci�cally the ones used in this thesis. Maximum power, duty cycle

and temperature increase during experiments have been measured as:

� Chapter 4: Power < 2.5 W, duty cycle < 40%, active cooling, ∆T < 10°C.

� Chapter 5: Power < 300 mW, duty cycle 100%, passive cooling, ∆T < 5°C.

� Chapter 6: Power < 1 W, duty cycle < 10%, passive cooling, ∆T < 5°C.

With the above information, it is safe to say that heating e�ects and temperature

change were minimal for the studies reported in this thesis. Temperature increase was

controlled via active cooling and low duty cycling during the studies presented here. At

higher applied power levels, duty factor was further decreased in order to maintain surface

temperature stability. Failure to do so would result in �ow instability due to physical

property change of working liquids.

Evidence from literature backed by veri�cation experiments suggests that the main

causes of heating observed in SAW micro�uidic systems developed in this thesis are the

e�ective acoustic energy absorption of PDMS and its dissipation as well as the mechanical

vibration damping and friction associated with the generation and propagation of SAWs on

piezoelectric substrate. Additional work is required for further characterisation of heating
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mechanisms so that e�cient SAW micro�uidic devices could be designed that are less prone

to heating. Future studies include investigating the e�ects of IDT design, electrode surface

area, SAW wavelength, substrate properties, PDMS properties and size.

3.2 Fabrication

The fabrication steps for making a micro�uidic chip capable of generating surface acoustic

waves (SAWs) will be discussed in this section. Although the designs are di�erent for each

study, the fabrication steps are identical.

3.2.1 CAD to Mask

As a �rst step of the fabrication process; SAW generating inter-digital transducers (IDTs)

and associated microchannel features were designed on Layout Editor (CAD) software.

The designed features were exposed onto a glass mask (pre-coated with chromium and

a positive photoresist) by using SF-100 XTREME (Intelligent Micro Patterning, LLC)

maskless lithography machine. After developing the photoresist, the exposed chromium

coating was wet etched for 3:30 minutes with chromium etchant followed by a quick cleaning

dip in diluted (%10 v/v) sulphuric acid solution for 10 seconds to get rid of any residues

from the chromium etchant. The mask was then rinsed and dried by nitrogen blow gun

which completes the mask fabrication steps. Such a mask carries the features designed on

the software and they can be reused to fabricate devices over and over again.

3.2.2 Bottom Substrate

For the inter-digital transducers (IDTs) to be able to generate SAWs, they need to deposited

on piezoelectric substrate as discussed earlier (see section 3.1.1). For this reason, a 0.5

mm thick, single side polished 128°Y-cut, X-propagating lithium niobate (LN)(LiNbO3)

substrate was spin coated with the positive photoresist AZ1512 (Microchemicals GmbH)

using Delta 80RC (SUSS MicroTec) spinner, baked at 90°C for 1 min and exposed to 75 mJ

of UV light through the patterned mask containing the IDT features. The designed SAW

propagation direction was carefully aligned with the propagation direction of the substrate

because the speed of sound on piezoelectric substrate LN changes as the wafer is rotated.

Following soft lithography, a 10 nm thick adhesion layer of chromium and a 200 nm

thick conducting layer of aluminium was deposited onto the substrate using Nanochrome

II e-beam evaporator (Intlvac). Electron-beam evaporation is a method of low pressure

physical vapour deposition where the material is evaporated using e-beam and deposited

onto target substrates. This method coats the entire wafer, therefore it is usually followed

by a lift o� procedure where the substrate is dipped in ultrasonic acetone bath to remove

all the areas with photoresist (Fig. 3.8). Once the photoresist was stripped, the wafer

was dried and diced to speci�c dimensions for the �nal product using DAD321 (DISCO,

Japan) automated dicing saw.
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3.2.3 Fluidic Channels

In order to prepare a master polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold for the designed micro-

�uidic channels, the features were patterned onto a single side polished < 100 > silicon

wafer by standard soft lithography techniques using the patterned micro�uidic channels

mask. A 100 nm layer of chromium was deposited onto the silicon wafer to act as etch-

stop and the photoresist layer was lifted o� after deposition. The silicon wafer with the

patterned etch-stop layer was then dry etched using Plasmalab System 100 with ICP380

source (Oxford Instruments) by alternating etching (plasma SF6) and deposition (plasma

C4F8) cycles to achieve high aspect ratio structures (Fig. 3.8). This procedure is also

known as deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). After etching the mold to the desired depth

(usually ≈ 50 µm), it was chromium etched to get rid of the chromium etch-stop layer.

Finally, silane (SiH4) was deposited to the mold inside a vacuum desiccator to render the

surface hydrophobic for easy PDMS peeling. Once the PDMs mold is ready, it can be

reused to cast PDMS many times.

To prepare 10:1 ratio polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS); 10 parts (by weight) SYLGARDr

184 Silicone Elastomer Base (Dow Corning) was mixed with 1 part (by weight) SYLGARDr

184 Elastomer Curing Agent (Dow Corning). The prepared mold was then placed in a petri-

dish and the prepared PDMS was poured on top of the silicon mold. This was placed under

vacuum for 3 hours for degassing and heat cured for 3 hours at 60°C on a hotplate. As the

PDMS is cured, it cross-links and hardens from its viscous form into an elastic polymer.

Once it's cured, it could easily be peeled o� from the silicon mold since the surface of the

mold was rendered hydrophobic.

The cured PDMS with the designed micro�uidic features was then diced into desired

shapes and punched for access to inlets and outlets. The PDMS chip was carefully aligned

and bonded to the diced LN device after exposure to an activated air plasma (Harrick

Plasma PDC-32G: 1 mBar, 18 W, 5 minutes for the LN substrate and 20 seconds for the

PDMS). As a last step, inlet and outlet tubing was inserted into the punched holes and

the interface was sealed with uncured PDMS to prevent leakages.
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Fluidic Channels Bo!om Substrate
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Figure 3.8: Schematics detailing fabrication steps. (a) Silicon wafer is spin-coated with
photoresist and (b) exposed to UV light. (c) The patterned wafer is etched using DRIE
to (d) make the mold. (e) PDMS is cast using this mold to fabricate the �uidic channels.
On the other hand, (f) lithium niobate wafer is similarly patterned by (g) lithography. (h)
Chromium and aluminium are deposited onto the wafer which is followed by (i) lift-o� to
(j) fabricate electrodes on the substrate. Finally, (k) PDMS chips and lithium niobate is
exposed to air plasma and bonded irreversibly.
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Chapter 4

Micro�uidic on-demand Droplet

Merging using Surface Acoustic

Waves

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, a novel micro�uidic device is presented that makes use of surface acoustic

waves (SAWs) to merge multiple droplets on-demand. Droplet fusion is one of the key

droplet manipulation techniques because a majority of studies require two chemicals to

merge so that the resultant reaction can be observed.

Previously; droplets have been shown to coalescence when subjected to intense elec-

tric �elds (electrocoalescence), when collided into each other using membrane deformation,

and when brought together using passive methods. Electrocoalescence requires droplets to

be adjacent to each other and high intensity electric �elds can be damaging to biological

media. Membrane deformation is very complicated to fabricate and operate whereas pass-

ive methods are not selective or on-demand. This chapter presents a droplet micro�uidic

device that is capable of merging multiple droplets on-demand using surface acoustic waves.

The droplets can be immobilised as they pass through an expansion chamber by using

surface acoustic wave induced acoustic radiation forces. As the droplets are trapped in the

high intensity acoustic pressure zones, successive droplets arrive and coalesce with the

trapped one. This takes place as long as the drag force on the droplet doesn't overcome

the retaining acoustic radiation forces, however, when this happens, the fused droplet exits

the trapping chamber. It was experimentally shown that coalescence depends on initial

droplet volume, velocity and the power of acoustic actuation. The system was thoroughly

characterised so that it could be easily scaled and integrated to other micro�uidic devices.

A review of droplet fusion, fabrication and working principle of the proposed device

are presented in this chapter followed by detailed analysis of experimental results and

discussion. This new droplet merging system is easy to fabricate and operate which makes

it ideal for integration with di�erent designs.
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4.2 Publication

The following publication has been published and reprinted from [26]. Copyright 2014,

with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Individual droplets can be isolated within microfluidic systems by use of an immiscible carrier layer. This

type of two phase systems, often termed “digital microfluidics”, find wide ranging applications in

chemical synthesis and analysis. To conduct on-chip biochemical analysis, a key step is to be able to

merge droplets selectively in order to initiate the required reactions. In this paper, a novel microfluidic

chip integrating interdigital transducers is designed to merge multiple droplets on-demand. The

approach uses surface acoustic wave induced acoustic radiation forces to immobilize droplets as they pass

from a channel into a small expansion chamber, there they can be held until successive droplets

arrive. Hence, no requirement is placed on the initial spacing between droplets. When the merged volume

reaches a critical size, drag forces exerted by the flowing oil phase act to overcome the retaining acoustic

radiation forces, causing the merged volume to exit the chamber. This will occur after a predetermined

number of droplets have merged depending on the initial droplet size and selected actuation power.

1 Introduction

The field of microfluidics is driven by the vast possibilities
offered by scaling down conventional benchtop laboratory
processes and equipment. The miniaturization of analytical
equipment into lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices overcomes the
limitations arising with bulky and expensive instrumentation
through the reduction in sample and reagent volumes;
resulting in lower analysis costs, shorter reaction times, higher
resolution and sensitivity. Furthermore, batch-fabrication
techniques provide low cost and disposable instruments ideal
for point-of-care diagnostics and environmental sensors.1

One class of lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices, termed digital
microfluidics, isolate small droplets of sample fluids by use
of an immiscible carrier fluid. In this way, these two phase
systems can handle droplet assays whilst ensuring each
sample is physically and chemically isolated. These droplets
are typically created using hydrodynamic effects which occur
when a flowing sample stream meets a flowing oil stream;
the result is the production of a large number of mono-
disperse sample droplets interspaced by volumes of oil.2–5

Each droplet can be thought of as being analogous (at a
much smaller scale) to a sample deposited in a test tube or the
well of micro titre plate, in order to further the analogy, and
enable on-chip biochemical assay, a series of additional tasks

need to be achievable at the chip scale, these include sorting,6–10

merging,10–14 splitting,15–20 trapping,21–26 dilution25,27 and
mixing.28–31 It is essential to assure that such manipulation
technologies are easy to integrate, robust, energy efficient
and contamination free.

On-chip reaction of small chemical samples can be used
for a number of applications, including the formation of
particles, chemical synthesis, kinetics studies, biomolecule
synthesis,32 or for the study of fast organic reactions.33 For
the reactions to be initiated, the coalescence or merging
of different droplets is required (e.g., samples and reagents).
As such, the on-chip merging of specific sample droplets
containing different chemicals, dilutions or volumes is a vital
component for versatile LOC devices to enable biochemical
assays. Two main methods for merging droplets have been
explored to date, namely, electrocoalescence10–12 and hydro-
dynamic methods.13,14

Electrocoalescence has been employed by researchers in
order to facilitate merging of two adjacent droplets, it utilizes
an electric field applied to high conductivity aqueous droplets
immersed in a low conductivity continuous phase. Electro-
coalescence method involves the charging of the droplets
upon interaction with an electrical field; subsequent aggrega-
tion and coalescence then occur due to droplet–droplet inter-
actions.34 The applied electric field enhances contact between
the dispersed aqueous droplets and enables droplet–droplet
coalescence through the rupture of droplet-interface.35 This
requires the conductivity and permeability between two
immiscible fluids to be different36,37 and the droplets to be in
close proximity.
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Hydrodynamic merging of droplets is achieved through
clever microchannel geometry designs and requires no external
actuation. Generally, a microfabricated speed bump is intro-
duced further downstream to the formed train of droplets.
When a droplet flows through the speed bump zone, its veloc-
ity decreases either due to designed physical restrictions13 or
due to an expansion in the channel.14,38,39 The trailing droplet
catches up and collides with the slowed droplet after which
fusion takes place between the two droplets or more. However,
the passive hydrodynamic techniques employed alone are not
capable of merging droplets on-demand.

On-demand control is of significant importance for on-chip
assays, where a range of reagents need to react with a range of
samples (or sample dilutions). Thus, dealing with large num-
bers of identical droplets created by conventional hydrody-
namic effects complicates this task. Recently, surface acoustic
waves have been shown to be capable of producing single
picolitre droplets on-demand,40 in this work we demonstrate
that the same actuation principle can be applied to merge
multiple droplets on-demand; in this way, the easy integra-
tion of techniques becomes straightforward.

Ultrasonic waves offer, through non-linear effects, a range
of forcing mechanisms which act on a different time scale to
the ultrasonic oscillation. For instance, Bjerknes forces can
draw particles to oscillating bubbles,41 acoustic streaming is
highly applicable to fluid mixing,42,43 and acoustic radiation
forces can be used to migrate44–46 and collect47–50 suspended
particles, and to sort droplets.9

Surface acoustic waves (SAWs), a special type of ultrasonic
wave propagating on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate,
have been widely employed in microfluidic applications.5,9,44,51–58

They offer a cost-effective fast response actuation source
which is easy to fabricate and integrate, energy efficient, and
safe to biological samples.59 In this work, SAW generated
acoustic radiation forces, arising due to the mismatch in
the acoustic impedances (wave speed and density) of the oil
and aqueous phases, will be used to stop the progress of a
selected droplet, such that successive droplets will merge
with the trapped droplet until a certain volume is reached;
afterwards the merged droplet will be released from the
acoustic trap. As the initial droplet is stationary prior to
merging, there is no requirement placed on the spacing
between the droplets.

2 Operating principle

The system which has been developed for the purpose of
merging droplets using SAW is depicted in Fig. 1. At the inlet,
droplets are produced by use of T-junctions of continuous oil
and water streams. Most of the experimental results presented
here were gathered with two inlets (oil and water); the three
inlet (oil, water and dye) design depicted was used to demon-
strate merging of two droplets containing different liquids.
The channel along which the flow pushes the droplets mea-
sures 100 μm wide by 50 μm high, except at the expansion
area where the channel width is 300 μm. There are also two

very thin channels which were originally intended to allow a
bypass flow when the droplet is held at the expansion in fact,
due to issues of feature resolution they were blocked and
proved to be unnecessary for the successful operation of the
system. Curved aluminum electrodes, deposited on a piezo-
electric substrate, are arranged such that the center of curva-
ture coincides with the expansion area in the channel; these
electrodes are used to excite the SAW.

SAWs are acoustic waves with nm-scale amplitudes, oscil-
lating in the MHz range and propagating along the surface of
a piezoelectric substrate. Direct piezoelectric surface wave
transduction was first introduced in the microscale60 by use
of inter-digital transducers (IDTs), such as those used here,
consisting of periodic electrodes on a piezoelectric substrate.
When an oscillating electrical signal of suitable frequency is
applied to the IDTs, constructive interference between the
waves generated at each electrode occurs. The required reso-
nant frequency, f, is dictated by the pitch of the electrodes
which is equal to half the wavelength, λ/2, according to f = cs/λ,
where cs is the sound speed on the substrate surface.

As the thickness of the substrate (500 μm) is chosen to be
much larger than the wavelength, the resultant waves can be
classified as Rayleigh waves;61 these are energy efficient since
the majority of the acoustic energy travels along the surface
without dissipating into the depth of the solid by more than
a few wavelengths. In addition by use of curved IDTs the

Fig. 1 Microfluidic droplet merging chip design. Water and dye
streams are designed to form T-junctions with the oil flow so that
alternating droplets are generated. Droplets are trapped right across
the electrodes due to surface acoustic waves so that the upcoming
droplet can come and merge with the stopped one.
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waves can be easily focused on the substrate, in our case they
are focused at the location of the channel expansion.

When the surface acoustic waves traveling along the piezo-
electric substrate with a (Rayleigh) sound speed of cs comes
into contact with the fluid medium with a sound speed of cl,
acoustic energy is coupled to the liquid. The resulting wave
in the fluid propagates at the Rayleigh angle found by θR =
sin−1(cl/cs) – depicted in Fig. 2(a). The focused nature of the
waves on the substrate will give rise to spatial variations in the
intensity of the coupled pressure waves. It is these pressure
waves in the fluid which will be used to merge the droplets.

In many cases the calculations of the force field which
acts on inhomogeneities in the fluid leads simply from
knowledge of the pressure field. In the case of a one-
dimensional field, for example, expressions are available for
both a traveling and standing wave scenario, and some of the
expressions are valid for inhomogeneities larger than the
wavelength of the pressure field.62 In the case of more complex
sound fields, the equation provided by Gor'kov63 is widely
applied. However this is limited to particles significantly
smaller than the wavelength. In this work, the wavelength
of the sound waves excited in the continuous medium is
28.86 μm and the droplets vary between 100 μm and 150 μm in
diameter, furthermore the field is not one-dimensional,

consisting instead of a focused series of substrate waves
coupling at a given angle into the fluid. As such no analytical
solution is available to move from pressure field to force field.
Recently, it was shown that when particles of diameter, d,
are subjected to SAW with wavelength, λ, while λ ≈ d, a net
acoustic force is induced on the particles due to acoustic
scattering.64

An analogy can be drawn between a focused acoustic field
and that of a focused optical beam, such an analogy has been
used by Lee and Shung, with the acoustic beam being gener-
ated by an axially focused transducer65 (Fig. 2(b)). In a single
beam optical trap two forces are generated on a particle with
different optical properties to those of the suspension
medium, they are scattering induced forces and gradient
forces.66 The scattering forces tend to push particles in the
direction of the optical propagation, whilst the gradient
forces, which arise from spatial intensity variations due to
focusing, tend to move particles towards high intensity zones.
Hence, one breakthrough in optical trapping was the demon-
stration that a single optical beam can trap a particle,67 pro-
vided that it is focused, as in this case the gradient forces
dominate over the scattering forces (Fig. 2(b)).

A clear and significant shortcoming in this analogy arises
when it is considered for a focused SAW beam due to the dif-
ferent wave propagation direction. In an axially focused beam
(optical or acoustic) the propagation direction is through the
waist of the beam, whilst in the case of the focused SAW
beam, the focusing is along x-direction (Fig. 2(c)) and propa-
gation is in the y–z plane (Fig. 2(a)). What this means is that
the scattering forces due to propagation direction, can be
expected to be at an angle to the focal plane, due to the addi-
tional constraint of the droplet being encapsulated in a chan-
nel, the scattering forces will simply push the droplet against
the roof of the channel, thus we would expect the gradient
forces to dictate droplet movement in the x–y plane. Time
averaged surface displacement on the lithium niobate sub-
strate shown in Fig. 2(c) was captured using a Laser Doppler
Vibrometer, there is a clear intensity variation along the
channel, peaking at the location of the expansion chamber.

The droplets used in this work are in the Mie regime
where the droplet diameter, D, is of similar magnitude to the
wavelength, λ (i.e. λ ≈ D). Geometrical (ray) acoustics, where
sound is modeled as rays, can be used for modeling acoustic/
optical trapping in the Mie regime.68 In such a case, droplets
are attracted towards high intensity ultrasound zones.69

The other key force acting on the droplet in the trapping
region is that of drag. In its simplest form, i.e. when consid-
ering a particle in an infinite volume of fluid, Stokes drag is
given by

Fd = 6πμrv (1)

where μ is the viscosity of the continuous fluid, r is the
radius of the droplet and ν is the velocity of the flow; pro-
vided that the acoustic force is sufficient to overcome this
force, the droplet will remain trapped.

Fig. 2 (a) Leaky SAWs travel on the piezoelectric substrate surface and
exponentially decay as they leak into the fluid medium. (b) Optical/
acoustic beam lying on z-axis have been shown to attract droplets in the
Mie regime towards the focus point where the intensity is maximum.70,71

(c) The time averaged out-of-plane (z) surface displacement on the
lithium niobate substrate captured using a Laser Doppler Vibrometer
(LDV) shows that the acoustic field in the x–y plane is focused along
the x-direction in the area of the expansion chamber.
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3 Fabrication

The IDTs used in this study were 80 μm wavelength (48.5 MHz)
focused IDTs composed of 45 finger-pairs, the arc subtends
an angle of 90°. Focused IDTs (FIDTs) are a special type of
IDTs where finger pairs are formed into concentric circular
arcs rather than the conventional straight finger pairs. This
was first proposed by Green et al.72 and employed in a number
of recent studies.40,47,73

A 200 nm thick aluminum layer of FIDT features were
deposited onto 0.5 mm thick, double side polished 128°
Y-cut, X-propagating lithium niobate, LiNbO3, substrate. The
silicon master mold for the designed microfluidic channels
was fabricated using standard lithography and dry etching
techniques (50 μm deep). The patterns were transferred to
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (SYLGARD® 184, Dow Corning)
(10 : 1) using the master mold and individual devices were
bonded to the diced lithium niobate devices after exposure to
an activated air plasma (Harrick Plasma PDC-32G).

4 Experimental

The tubing for the inlets and outlets were connected to the
device and syringes. The syringes were operated by two or
three (depending on the number of inlets) NE-1000 (New Era
Pump Systems, Inc.) syringe pumps to get the desired flow
rates into the microfluidic channel network. The device was
stabilized on a 3D-printed platform housing a peltier cooler
and a fan. The entire setup was placed on the stage of a
microscope (Olympus BX43, Tokyo, Japan) and videos were
captured using a 5MP eyepiece camera (Dino-Lite AM7023B,
New Taipei City, Taiwan). Olive oil was used as the continuous
phase (viscosity, μ = 85 cP, surface tension at oil–water inter-
face, σw/o ≈ 0.024 N m−1 (ref. 74)), whereas the dispersed
phase was DI-water (no surfactants used).

SAWs were generated by applying an AC signal
across the electrode pads using a SMC100A signal
generator (Rohde&Schwarz) amplified by AR 25A250A amplifier
(Amplifier Research). The reported power values are measured
using a WaveSurfer 454 oscilloscope (Teledyne LeCroy). The
operating frequency of each device was determined using
Power Signal Generator – F20 (BelektroniG, Bruenig & Guhr
Elektronik GbR) by minimizing the reflected power from each
device over a range of frequencies. Lithium niobate surface dis-
placement was measured and visualized using a laser Doppler
vibrometer (Polytech GmBH UHF-120, Waldbronn, Germany).

5 Results

As a droplet enters the channel expansion it will slow due to
hydrodynamic effects but will not come to rest. The velocity
of droplets passing through the expansion chamber, under
no SAW actuation, is shown for a range of flow rates in
Fig. 3(a). Droplet velocities were calculated by measuring the
number of pixels traveled by the droplets during the time
between each successive frame and a smoothing function

(3-point moving average) was applied to the results with
MATLAB software. In Fig. 3(b), the progress of a single drop-
let can be seen from a composite image which consists of
seven superimposed frames (equally spaced in time).

In contrast, Fig. 4 shows, by way of a time series of
images, the progress of a droplet under the influence of an
acoustic field excited by SAW. It can be seen that the droplet
comes to a complete stop at the center line of the focused
IDTs (Fig. 4, t = 1.2 s). After the droplet was rendered immo-
bile, the oil phase was able to flow around the droplet
through the expansion area (Fig. 4, t = 2.2 s). Subsequently a
second droplet enters the expansion chamber and merges
with the first (Fig. 4, t = 2.6 s), the resultant larger droplet
then moves out of the acoustic trap (Fig. 4, t = 2.8 s).

Having demonstrated the principle of SAW droplet trap-
ping and merging, we now examine the operational condi-
tions required to achieve this. The minimum trapping power
required to merge droplets of different velocities was ana-
lyzed by conducting a series of experiments in which the
power was slowly increased until a droplet in varying fluid
flow rates was trapped (Fig. 5). The flow rates applied to the
two inlets were increased uniformly, resulting in droplets
of equal sizes being formed. The data is plotted in two
ways, in that the power is plotted against two sets of droplet
velocities; firstly, the square data points use the droplet

Fig. 3 (a) In-channel droplet velocity profiles for different flow rates.
Droplet velocities are calculated along the area of interest and a
smoothing function (3-point moving average) was applied using
MATLAB software. (b) 7 frames (equally spaced in time) have been
superimposed to show the progress of the droplet through the expan-
sion chamber. (The red square and triangle are referred to in the
caption for Fig. 5.)
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velocity in the channels before the expansion easily extracted
from Fig. 3 (the maximum velocity values). However, it is
known from Fig. 3 that the droplets slow due to hydro-
dynamic effects as they pass through the expansion even when
unimpeded by acoustic effects. The second set of droplet
velocities are for the velocity at which a droplet travels
through the expansion in the absence of ultrasonic effects
(i.e. the minimum value in the plots shown in Fig. 3). When
halting a droplet ultrasonically, the drag force needs to be
exceeded by the ultrasonic force. The location at which the
droplets are halted is inside the expansion area, hence it is
drag related to this velocity which needs to be overcome. It
can be seen from this second set of data that there is an

almost linear relationship between droplet velocity inside
the expansion and required acoustic power for the first three
data points (<22 μL h−1) (asterisks in Fig. 5). We believe that
the linearity is lost at higher flow rates and higher amplitudes
due to experimental difficulties.

In order to understand this outcome, it is worth consider-
ing the relationship between parameters affecting the forces
concerned:

Pi ∝ ξ2 ∝ p2 ∝ F (2)

It has previously been shown that power input, Pi, is pro-
portional to piezoelectric surface velocity squared,75 ξ2. This
surface vibration velocity relates directly to pressure ampli-
tude, p, generated in the liquid medium.76 Acoustic radiation
force, F, is proportional to pressure amplitude squared,63 p2.
This force is used to balance (at its lower limit) or overcome
Stokes' drag which depends on flow velocity, ν, linearly
(eqn (1)). Overall, then, it must be expected that the minimum
required power input to the system be linearly related to the
droplet velocity.

The flow rates at the oil and water inlets were altered over a
series of experiments to investigate the relationship between
minimum required power for droplet trapping and droplet
volume. The alteration of these flow rates causes droplets of
different sizes to be created,77 though, clearly it also alters the
flow rate against which the droplet must be retained. This
latter effect is governed by the combined flow rate at the
inlets, which was varied between 6 and 11 μL h−1. Since flow
rate is also a function of minimum trapping power; a linear
approximating function derived for droplet velocity inside the
expansion and minimum trapping power (extracted from the
data shown in Fig. 5) was used to scale the experimental power
values matching a flow rate 8 μL h−1 where applicable.

The minimum trapping power for various droplet volumes
is displayed in Fig. 6(a). It can be seen (with reference to the
data points shown as asterisks) that the trapping of larger
droplets requires larger input powers, this means that when
operating at these critical power levels, a droplet can be held,
but when a second droplet comes into the channel and
merges with the first, the resultant volume rise will ensure
that the power is not sufficient to trap the combined volume,
hence the droplet will move out of the expansion. The trap,
merge and release sequence shown in Fig. 4 is thus assured
at these powers.

The droplet volumes were calculated through image pro-
cessing, for each data point taking into account a minimum
of three images and averaged, the standard deviations are
used for the error bars. The droplet volumes plotted are cal-
culated before merging occurred, i.e. considering the volume
of a single droplet in the trapping area.

For increasing droplet volume, the expansion chamber
becomes increasingly blocked, leaving a smaller space for the
oil to flow past. The trapped droplet therefore experiences
more drag force exerted by the continuous phase flow. When
the droplet volume is further increased, the entire channel

Fig. 4 Time lapse images of the droplet merging experiment. The first
droplet is immobilized across the FIDTs while the next droplet comes
and merges with the stationary one. The merged droplet travels
downstream because the acoustic energy in the system is not enough
to hold a bigger volume droplet. The oil flow is from left to right.

Fig. 5 Minimum trapping power for droplets of 0.447 ± 0.013 nL
volume generated at increasing flow rates. Maximum and minimum
droplet velocities were calculated and averaged before and inside the
expansion area, respectively, while acoustic energy was not present
(Fig. 3). The data point highlighted with the red triangle and square use
the velocity data points in Fig. 3 which are highlighted the same way.
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will become blocked and the current setup is unable to trap
the droplet because there's insufficient space for the continu-
ous phase to flow (see Fig. 6(b)). The presence of the trapped
droplet in such a confined space means that Stokes drag
which predicts linearity between radius and drag, no longer
applies.

Haberman and Sayre78 presented an analytical drag formula
to calculate the drag force, Fd,conf on a stationary sphere of
radius r confined in a circular pipe of radius a. It is given, as a
function of Stokes drag, by:

F
R R F

R Rd,conf

d

 = 
1 2

3
0 20217

1 2 105 2 0865 1 7068

2 5

3

 







  

.

. . . RR R5 60 72603 .
(3)

where R is the ratio of the confinement radii, R = r/a, and
Fd is the unconfined drag on the particle – the Stokes' drag.
Whilst this scenario is not exactly that of the system under

examination here, it gives a better understanding of the drag
acting on an object in an increasingly blocked channel.

In Fig. 6(a), this drag force (predicted to be scaling linearly
with trapping power in eqn (2)) was normalized, scaled and
plotted for experimental droplet volume values with matching
a and r values gathered from the experiments as shown in
Fig. 6(c). Again it is worth emphasizing that we cannot expect a
highly accurate agreement against our data, as the droplets are
trapped in a syringe driven rectangular cross-section flow as
opposed to pressure driven axi-symmetric flow. However, a
sharp increase in the analytical drag force can be observed as
the flow is further restricted by increasing droplet size, which
is of a similar nature to the increase in power required to trap
the droplets. Stokes' drag by itself cannot account for confined
flow which is why the minimum power needed to trap droplets
of bigger volume grows asymptotically in the experimental
results as well.

There is also the possibility of using excessive power to
trap the first droplet. This can lead to the merging of more
than two droplets. This system has been used for the merg-
ing of up to 4 consecutive droplets. Experimental results for
merging of 3 and 4 consecutive droplets are also shown in
Fig. 6(a). Time-lapse images for merging three droplets is
shown in Fig. 7.

The power required to perform this multiple droplet merg-
ing is shown in Fig. 6(a) with circle (blue) and cross (red)
data points, for 3 and 4 droplets respectively. Approximating
functions for merging of 3 and 4 droplets are calculated by
scaling down (x-axis) the original 2 droplet approximation
curve by a factor of 2 and 3 respectively. Reported droplet
volumes are for the first droplet only, however, the minimum
trapping power is for trapping n − 1 droplets where n is the

Fig. 6 (a) Minimum required trapping power as a function of droplet
volume. Droplet size measurements were carried out through image
processing considering a minimum of three images and averaged,
standard deviations are shown as error bars. The graph is labeled to
show regions where merging will not occur, as well as regions in
which 2,3, and 4 droplets will merge. Data for two droplets merging is
shown in asterisks (black). The dash-dot line (black) shows the analytically
found drag force on the droplet in a constricted flow. To consider
the merging of multiple droplets, the drag is scaled in the x direction,
such that, for example for four droplet merging, the critical drag
which must be overcome is that of 3 times the initial droplet volume.
To support this, data points for the merging of both three (blue) and four
(red) droplets are shown. (b) A 1.08 nL volume droplet that the current
setup was unable to trap with maximum acoustic energy. It can be seen
that the expansion chamber is completely filled by the droplet and
there is no space for the continuous phase to flow. Haberman and
Sayre's analytical drag formula78 for a stationary sphere of radius r
confined in a circular pipe of radius a (a & r calculated from experimental
data as shown in (c)) was scaled and plotted as approximations for
merging 2,3, and 4 consecutive droplets.

Fig. 7 Experimental results showing time lapse images of the
3-droplet merging experiment. The first droplet (0.4452 nL) is
immobilized across the IDTs while the next droplet comes and merges
with the stationary one (t = 1.4 s). The first two droplets stay trapped
until the third droplet comes and merges with the lot (t = 3 s). As drop-
let volume is tripled, the system is unable to trap the droplet anymore
therefore it is released from the trapping zone (t = 3.4 s).
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total number of droplets merged (i.e. 3 droplets are trapped
for merging 4 droplets). This is why scaling down the approx-
imation curve is straightforward; this way, regions of droplet
volume and input power combinations emerge, in which no
trapping occurs, or the merging of 2,3 or 4 droplets can be
expected (Fig. 6(a)).

Finally, in order to demonstrate a possible application for
the designed microfluidic chip, droplets of water and black
dye were merged on demand. Time-lapse images of the exper-
iment are shown in Fig. 8. Alternating droplets were achieved
by use of 2 different T-junctions which joined oil, water and
dye inlets, prior to the merging chamber (Fig. 1). The merg-
ing of these pure water and dye droplets, represents how
samples and reagent droplets, for example, could readily be
merged on demand, offering reduced reaction times and
quantities of fluids used.

It should be noted that the volume of the smallest drop-
lets trapped was limited to 0.3 nL (94.07 μm dia.) by the
design of droplet generating T-junctions. Whilst, the maxi-
mum volume of droplets which could be trapped, 1.1 nL
(167.36 μm dia.), was limited by constriction effects, and
hence the geometry of the expansion chamber. The number of
droplets trapped prior to release is dictated by a combination
of the chamber geometry and the power used to excite the
acoustic waves. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that it is possi-
ble to merge droplets of bigger or lesser volume by suitable
designing of the expansion chamber, T-junction and FIDTs.

The throughput of the system was not optimized, however,
it is worth noting that 2 droplets could be merged every
0.3 seconds, most of the time being spent in waiting for the
second droplet to arrive. Future work includes improving
the throughput of the system by increasing flow rates and
optimizing the expansion chamber design.

6 Conclusions

It was experimentally shown that multiple droplets can read-
ily be trapped and merged on demand using surface acoustic

waves (SAWs). The minimum required trapping power for
similar size droplets in varying flow rates were established
with experimental results. Experimental results for the mini-
mum trapping power as a function of droplet volume ranging
from 0.3 to 1 nL were discussed for merging up to four con-
secutive droplets. To demonstrate a potential application,
alternating water and black dye droplets were successfully
merged on demand using the proposed microfluidic chip.
SAW based droplet merging have the potential to replace
existing technologies and serve as the next generation droplet
merging technique because it offers power consumption,
seamless integration and contamination free on-demand
operation independent of droplet spacing.
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Chapter 5

Micro�uidic Plug Steering using

Surface Acoustic Waves

5.1 Overview

This chapter presents a micro�uidic device that can steer plugs into one of the two outlets

of the chip using surface acoustic wave (SAW) induced interface deformation. Sorting

micro�uidic droplets is another key requirement in the design of LOC devices. Many studies

demand droplets to be sorted into di�erent outlets thereby getting rid of unwanted droplets

or collecting wanted droplets into one speci�c channel for further analysis or manipulation.

Directing droplets at a Y-junction has previously been achieved using dielectrophoresis,

electrophoresis and SAW. The proposed device detailed in this chapter takes droplet sorting

a step further by o�ering enhanced control over the sorting process. This allows the user

to either sort an entire plug into one of the outlets or to split the plug at the Y-junction

evenly or unevenly by adjusting the applied SAW power.

The proposed micro�uidic device consists of two sets of SAW generating electrodes

implemented at opposing sides of a Y-junction channel with integrated by-pass channels.

When a set of electrodes are actuated, they generate SAWs which impinge on the interface

of a plug where an acoustic contrast is present. This leads to the deformation of the

interface away from the travelling SAWs which steers the plugs into the desired branches

of the Y-junction outlets. In the absence of SAWs, however, the plugs can be split into

two equal volume daughter droplets. Furthermore, if the applied SAW power is relatively

low, a plug could be partially split into two unequal daughter droplets. Plug steering as a

whole and partial splitting depends highly on plug volume, velocity and input SAW power

which have all been thoroughly characterised within the presented work.

In this chapter; a review of droplet steering methods, fabrication and working principle

of the proposed device are presented. This is followed by thorough characterisation of the

system via detailed analysis of experimental results and discussion. The presented plug

steering technique can easily be integrated to existing LOC devices where it could be used

to either steer plugs or split them in a controlled manner. The splitting could be followed

by further manipulation or analysis of the split droplets depending on the speci�c studies'

requirements.
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5.2 Publication

The following publication has been published and reprinted from [18]. Copyright 2015,

with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Microfluidic plug steering using surface acoustic
waves†

Muhsincan Sesen, Tuncay Alan and Adrian Neild*

Digital microfluidic systems, in which isolated droplets are dispersed in a carrier medium, offer a method to

study biological assays and chemical reactions highly efficiently. However, it's challenging to manipulate

these droplets in closed microchannel devices. Here, we present a method to selectively steer plugs

(droplets with diameters larger than the channel's width) at a specially designed Y-junction within a micro-

fluidic chip. The method makes use of surface acoustic waves (SAWs) impinging on a multiphase interface

in which an acoustic contrast is present. As a result, the liquid–liquid interface is subjected to acoustic radi-

ation forces. These forces are exploited to steer plugs into selected branches of the Y-junction. Further-

more, the input power can be finely tuned to split a plug into two uneven plugs. The steering of plugs as a

whole, based on plug volume and velocity is thoroughly characterized. The results indicate that there is a

threshold plug volume after which the steering requires elevated electrical energy input. This plug steering

method can easily be integrated to existing lab-on-a-chip devices and it offers a robust and active plug

manipulation technique in closed microchannels.

1 Introduction

Digital microfluidics, the compartmentalization of small vol-
umes of one phase within a second immiscible phase, offers
the potential of conducting chemical reactions and biological
analysis in multiple assays. Hence, offering reduced analysis
costs, faster reactions and high throughput analysis capabili-
ties with high sensitivity.1 However, governing fluid behavior
at the microscale is a challenging task2 and has led to the
investigation of several forcing mechanisms; for example,
electric,3–5 magnetic,6–8 centrifugal9 and acoustic forces10–14

have been used to manipulate flows, droplets, particles and
cells at the microscale.

A desire to control fluid behavior in digital microfluidic
systems has led to the development of special microchannel
structures15–18 to manipulate droplets in a passive manner
relying on hydrodynamic and capillary phenomena. In addi-
tion, active manipulation of droplets has been studied. Elec-
tric fields is one of the mechanisms that have been utilized
to perform such tasks.19–22 For example, dielectrophoresis
(DEP) has been used to direct droplets into trapping cham-
bers23 and induce droplet coalescence by destabilizing the
oil/water interface.22,24 A second actuation mechanism used

to gain control over droplet behavior is acoustic vibration.
The vibration can be induced in a number of ways, including
the use of a resonating piezoelectric disk causing control of
the size of bubble produced in a flow-focusing junction25 or
by use of surface acoustic waves (SAW).26

Surface acoustic waves are generated by patterned
electrodes on a piezoelectric substrate27 and are easily inte-
grated to a microfluidic chip. They have been used for parti-
cle concentration,28,29 trajectory control30,31 and sorting,32,33

for atomization,34,35 for sessile droplet displacement36 and
for manipulating cells.37–39 In two phase microfluidic sys-
tems, SAW has been used for mixing,40 control of droplet
size,41 individual droplet production,42 droplet merging43

and sorting droplets at single44 and multiple Y-junctions.45

For sorting droplets; Franke et al.44 designed a system such
that a single branch had a lower hydrodynamic resistance
making that the preferred pathway by default and ultrasonic
forces were utilized to redirect the droplets into the non-pre-
ferred, higher resistance path.

In this paper, we report steering of plugs in Y-junctions of
equal hydrodynamic resistance using acoustically generated
forces. Here, we use the term plug, as opposed to a droplet,
to refer to a fluid body which is large enough to be in contact
with all four walls of a closed microfluidic channel. In the
case of a droplet in a channel the nature of the acoustic
forces generated on it are similar to those for a solid particle.
The acoustic radiation force is determined by integrating sec-
ond order time averaged terms over the surface of the (solid
or fluid) sphere. In the case of a plug, however, the ultrasonic

Lab ChipThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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interaction is restricted to the interface between the two
immiscible fluids, in a straight channel this is the head and
tail of the plug, around a junction an additional surface is
created at the opening of the second channel. As such, in
order to steer a plug, the liquid/liquid interface, at which
there is an acoustic impedance mismatch, must be
displaced.

Hertz and Mende were the first to observe the deforma-
tion of liquid–liquid interface where the acoustic properties
of the liquids were different.46 More recently, Issenmann
et al. further characterized acoustically induced interface
deformation47 and a similar effect was applied to mix differ-
ent density fluids by acoustically resonating the entire system
to deform and destabilize the liquid–liquid interface.48 Fur-
thermore, acoustic induced interface deformation has been
used to create picolitre droplets.42

In this work, we direct focused surface acoustic waves at
the oil/water interface, inducing a net acoustic radiation force
sufficient to obstruct the progress of a plug into a selected
branch of the Y-junction. This method allows an incoming plug
to be steered into the desired branch at the Y-junction. More-
over, an incoming plug could be controllably split into two
daughter plugs of uneven volume by adjusting the input power.

2 Experimental methods

The microfluidic chip designed for steering plugs is shown in
Fig. 1a. Water-in-oil plugs are generated via the use of a
T-junction geometry49 just after the inlets (an oil and a water
phase), upstream from the Y junction. After formation, plugs
travel downstream along a 100 μm wide and 50 μm high rect-
angular cross-section microchannel, until they reach the
Y-junction which is positioned at the center of the chip for
easy optical access (Fig. 1b). The three channels that meet to
form the Y-junction are of the same dimensions. Down-
stream of the junction, connecting channels pass between
the two emerging branches. In contrast to changing the
direction of a droplet at a Y-junction,19,20,44 steering a plug
will alter the fluid flow profiles throughout each outlet chan-
nel. These connecting channels are designed to assist with

the equalization of pressure in the two branches. Focused
electrode pairs deposited onto a piezoelectric substrate (inter-
digital transducers) were aligned so that the focal area coin-
cides with the neck of the Y-junction.

Fluorinated oil (FC-40) stabilized with 2% Ĳw/w) surfactant
(Pico-Surf™1, Dolomite) (viscosity, μ = 3.4 cP, interfacial ten-
sion γ ≈ 5 mN m−1 (ref. 50)) was used as the continuous
phase while the dispersed phase was DI water. Syringe
pumps (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems, Inc.) were used to
regulate fluid flow as desired; the syringes were connected to
the device using PTFE tubing. A 3D-printed platform was
used to clamp the device as well as to interface with the
electrodes on the piezoelectric substrate. A microscope
(Olympus BX43, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an eyepiece
camera (5MP, Dino-Lite AM7023B, New Taipei City, Taiwan)
was used for image acquisition. The videos were analyzed
using “Droplet morphometry and velocimetry” (DMV) soft-
ware developed by Basu.51 DMV is a video processing soft-
ware that makes use of edge detection and droplet tracking
to extract information about the droplets such as shape,
velocity, size, etc. In the presented work, DMV analysis was
carried out using the same settings over a range of videos to
obtain plug velocity and size information.

A power signal generator (F20, PowerSAW) (BelektroniG,
Bruenig & Guhr Elektronik) was used to generate SAWs on
the piezoelectric substrate by applying an AC signal to the
inter-digital transducers. The PowerSAW determines the scat-
tering parameters during operation which are used to accu-
rately calculate the actual power (accounting for any losses in
the cabling) that a device is using to induce the SAWs.

Focused inter-digital transducers (FIDTs) with a pitch of
60 μm were operated at 64 MHz in this study. FIDTs consist
of curved electrodes and they have been used widely in the
literature to focus the ultrasonic power along a narrow
region.32,37,42,43,52–55 This narrow region was designed to be
of a similar size to the width of the working section which
coincides with the neck of the Y-junction.

In order to fabricate the FIDTs; lithium niobate, LiNbO3

(LN), substrates of 500 μm thickness (single side polished,
128° Y-cut, X-propagating) were patterned and a 200 nm thick
aluminium layer was deposited following a 10 nm chromium
layer for adhesion. The substrate was then diced into the
desired dimensions. Similar for the microchannels, polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS) (SYLGARD® 184, Dow Corning) (10 : 1)
was cast onto a silicon master mold patterned by standard
lithography followed by deep reactive ion etching to a depth
of 50 μm and silanization. Both the LN substrate and PDMS
surfaces were subjected to air plasma (Harrick Plasma PDC-
32G) for surface activation and subsequent covalent bonding
using a custom built alignment system operated under a
stereo microscope (Olympus, SZX16, Tokyo, Japan).

3 Operating principle

When an AC signal is applied at a frequency matched to the
pitch of the electrodes, SAWs are generated on the surface of

Fig. 1 (a) PDMS microfluidic channels bonded onto a piezoelectric
substrate with patterned electrodes, the two inlets (an oil and a water
phase) are connected by a T-junction (not visible) at which plugs are
formed upstream of the Y-junction, and (b) the Y-junction is seen with
connecting channels between the two downstream branches, the two
sets of electrodes focused at the neck of the junction are also shown.
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an LN substrate due to piezoelectric coupling between an elec-
trical field and mechanical displacement. Typically, SAWs are
generated in the MHz scale frequencies and have nm-scale
displacement amplitudes. SAWs propagate along the piezo-
electric substrate, once in the presence of a microfluidic chan-
nel, the energy is coupled into the fluid, leading to various
phenomena such as acoustic streaming,56 pressure gradi-
ents57 and acoustic radiation force.58,59 SAWs have been used
in a multitude of studies addressing tasks including particle
manipulation,30,33 droplet manipulation43,44 and interface
deformation.41,42 When an acoustic wave meets an interface,
where there is an acoustic impedance mismatch, a net radia-
tion force results. Specifically between two fluids, the acous-
tic radiation pressure, P̄, acting on the interface is given by:60

P E c
c

R c
cc   






















i 1 11

2

2 1

2

(1)

where Ei is the energy density of the incident wave, Rc is the
acoustic reflection coefficient and c is the speed of sound in
the fluids.

A secondary pressure is applied on such an interface due
to acoustic streaming. When the acoustic waves couple into a
medium, they exert a body force on the fluid which causes a
steady state swirling pattern. Such acoustic streaming may
develop in both of the working fluids which may contribute
to the force already acting on the interface.47 However, given
that the available body of fluid for acoustic streaming is no
more than a wavelength on each direction, its effects will be
very small and we will assume they are negligible for the
remainder of this study.

By use of these forces generated at the interface between
two immiscible liquids, this work aims to direct a plug to exit
a Y-junction along a selected branch. As a consequence of
the motion of the plug through the junction, the flows in the
attached channels are affected. In order to understand this
process, we analyze the system whilst a plug is being steered
(Fig. 2).

Microfluidic networks can be considered analogous to a
resistor network in an electrical circuit to simplify analysis.61

Considering capillary and Reynolds numbers are small; we
can analyze a plug that is being steered using the following
set of equations (Fig. 2):62

Pi − RiQi + 2γHi = pi (2)

Pu + RuQu + 2γHu + PARP = pu (3)

Pl + RlQl + 2γHl = pl (4)

where P and p are local and external pressures respectively
with subscripts for inlet (i), upper (u) and lower (l) channel
(the descriptions being with reference to Fig. 2); Q denotes
flow rates, γ is the interfacial tension between the two
mediums and H represents the mean curvature of the inter-
face. PARP is the pressure originating from acoustic radiation
acting on the interface (referred to as acoustic radiation pres-
sure), it is applied, in the equation, by the upper electrodes
to steer the plug into the lower channel, and R stands for the
microfluidic analogy of ohmic resistance, or hydrodynamic
resistance. Keeping in mind that the capillary pressure will
be the same for the steering channels because their dimen-
sions are equal (i.e. γHu = γHl); we subtract eqn (4) from eqn
(3) to get:

PARP = Δp − ΔP − ΔM (5)

where Δp and ΔP are local and external pressure differences
(i.e. Δp = pu − pl) and ΔM is the difference of pressure drops
in the upper and lower channels (i.e. ΔM = RuQu − RlQl). The
local pressure difference between the two interfaces (Δp) can
further be simplified considering a single-phase microfluidic
system, in which case, the pressure drop in a microfluidic
channel of rectangular section is known.63 Substituting this
into eqn (5), we get:

PARP = AUmLμ − ΔP − ΔM (6)

where A is a constant depending on the channel geometry,
Um is the mean flow velocity, L is length and μ is the viscosity
of the fluid. This is the governing equation which indicates
how much acoustic radiation pressure will be needed to steer
a plug under a set of given circumstances which will be
analyzed.

3.1 Fluid pumped through the inlets

Depending on the way that we control flow through the junc-
tion, further simplifications can be made. Firstly if the flow
is pumped through the inlets, then both outlets are at an
equal pressure (open to atmosphere) (i.e. ΔP = 0). Further-
more, in such a system, once the head of a large plug has
passed the entrance to all the connecting channels, there
won't be any flow in the upper channel, hence Qu = 0 and

Fig. 2 Diagram for analyzing the pressure balance while a plug is
being steered.
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consequently Ql = Qi. Applying these factors in the governing
eqn (6), we obtain:

PARP = AUmLμ + RlQi (7)

This suggests that the acoustic radiation pressure required
to impede the progress of a plug is equal to the pressure drop
from the top channel interface to the bottom channel inter-
face of the plug (first term in eqn (7)) and an additional
hydrodynamic resistance term (second term in eqn (7)). If an
order of magnitude analysis is performed on the terms that
contribute to the acoustic radiation pressure requirement, we
find that the hydrodynamic resistance term is an order of
magnitude higher than the pressure drop term when fluid is
being pumped through the system. This implies that the nec-
essary acoustic power depends highly on the hydrodynamic
resistance in the steered channel as well as the inlet flow
rate.

3.2 Fluid withdrawn from outlet channels

3.2.1 Connecting channels are not blocked. Alternatively,
if the flow is drawn through the system, the previous
assumptions do not hold. It is this flow regime that we
investigate the system predominantly, as in a more com-
plex digital microfluidic system, we must expect to have
more complex flow regimes than results from simply
pumping a constant volumetric flow rate through a single
junction.

To draw the fluid, the two syringes attached to the outlets
will attempt to maintain equal flow rates in the upper and
lower channel, hence 2Qu = 2Ql = Qi. Even when a plug is
being steered, before the connecting channels are blocked,
flow will be equal in both outlet channels as dictated by
the syringe pumps. This is because of the fact that the con-
tinuous medium is able to pass into the upper branch
from the lower branch through the connecting channels. In
such a case, it can be expected that the working outlet
pressures of the syringes are reasonably close (i.e. ΔP ≈ 0).
Moreover, we further assume that the hydrodynamic resis-
tances in the outlets have a static and a dynamic term,
for continuous medium and the plugs in the outlet,
respectively:64

R R nR  p (8)

where R̄ is the average hydrodynamic resistance of a chan-
nel without any plugs and n is the number of plugs currently
in the channel and Rp is the hydrodynamic resistance of a
plug, assuming the plugs are the same. Applying all the
above assumptions and substituting eqn (8) to the governing
eqn (6) for the system when the connecting channels are not
blocked by the plug and the syringes are equally withdrawing
from the outlets, we get:

PARP = AUmLμ + (nRp)Qi (9)

It should be noted here that for every plug that is steered
into the desired channel, there will be an additional RpQi

pressure requirement where Rp is the hydrodynamic resis-
tance of that plug. An order of magnitude study on these
governing terms reveal that these terms are of the same
order, implying that they are equally important factors for
steering plugs through a Y-junction.

3.2.2 Connecting channels are blocked (by the plug). Once
the head of the plug reaches the end of the connecting chan-
nels, then fluid flow ceases to exist in the upper channel
until the tail of the plug reaches the neck of the junction. In
this stage, a very short time in our experiments, the pressure
in the syringe connected to the upper channel decreases rap-
idly as the constant suction of the syringe expands any air in
the syringe or results in compliance within the tubes or
PDMS. In this regime we can expect a rapid rise in the
required PARP as the length of the plug increases beyond the
length of channel over which connecting channels are
present.

4 Results and discussion

It is well known that a long plug will split into two equal
sized plugs upon entering a two way junction with equal
hydrodynamic resistances.63 Fig. 3a shows a plug that is split
into two at the Y-junction without any acoustic energy
applied. This is explained by the equal amount of pressure
encountered by the interfaces of the plug (i.e. pu ≈ pd). The
multiple exposure image shows the symmetric advancement
of the interface into the outlet channels (Fig. 3b).

In contrast; by exciting surface acoustic waves, the pro-
gression of an interface into either of the branches can be
halted and stabilized at the junction as a result of the net
acoustic radiation pressure (ARP) induced on the interface
itself. This is demonstrated in (Fig. 4a) for the case in which
fluid is pumped through the channel with both outlets at
atmospheric pressure. As explained in section 3.1, this flow
scenario enables variation in the flow rates in each exit chan-
nel enabling an expectation that longer plugs can be steered.
Indeed it can be seen that actuating the top electrode blocks
the upper channel (Fig. 4a) for the full duration of the time

Fig. 3 (a) A plug is split in half in the absence of acoustic actuation
and (b) the interfaces equally extend into the outlet channels (multiple
exposure image with similar shades at each time frame).
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required for the plug to completely pass through the junc-
tion. Of course, meanwhile the leading interface progresses
along the lower channel (Fig. 4c). As a result; a plug with a
relatively large volume, here 7.33 nL, can be steered intact,
into the desired outlet.

Steering of these large plugs is only possible when both the
outlets are open to atmosphere and the fluids are pumped
from the inlet ports. For practical purposes, the analysis car-
ried out in the rest of this work focuses on a different case
where fluid is withdrawn at equal flow rates from each outlet
using syringes mounted on a double syringe pump. This
method is likely to be more applicable to situations in which
additional manipulations such as merging43 or additional
steering are required further downstream of the Y-junction so
a pressure balance across the branches can't be assumed.

The suction induces fluid flow in both outlet channels at
all times and therefore restricts the maximum volume of the
plug that can be steered. When both outlets are open to the
atmosphere, a scenario involving absence of flow in one of the
channels is possible. However when suction is present, this is
not the case. The connecting channels between the two
branches are designed to allow the carrier medium to flow
from the branch into which the plug is steered to the other
branch allowing an equal flow condition in both branches to
be maintained until the connecting channels are blocked.

The effect of the connecting channels can be observed by
analyzing a series of multiple exposure images. Initially,
under the influence of the acoustic waves, the interface is
observed to be held in a stable location (Fig. 5(a)) up until
the head of the plug blocks the last available connecting

channel. At this point, the stability of the interface is quickly
lost. The syringe pump connected to the upper channel seeks
to extract fluid continuously and as a result the interface is
drawn, against the resistance of the acoustic forces, into the
lower branch (Fig. 5(b)).

The time-lapse images of a plug during successful steering
are shown in Fig. 6. As the plug reaches the Y-junction, it
preferentially follows the upper channel due to the additional
acoustic pressure applied to the interface via the impinging
SAWs from below (Fig. 6b). It can be observed that the plug
does not bulge into the bottom channel until it totally blocks
the connecting channels (Fig. 6c). When the connecting
channels are free, oil passes from the upper branch to the
lower one such that a constant flow is maintained in both
outlets and allowing, with the assistance of the acoustic radi-
ation pressure, a stable interface at the entrance to the lower
channel. However, when the plug blocks the connecting
channels, the pressure starts to decrease in the lower channel
(as a result of the absence of flow) and the interface at the
junction of this lower channel starts to advance (Fig. 6d). The
plug progresses in the lower channel and develops a finger
until an opening, “tunnel”, forms as the tail end of the plug
reaches the junction (Fig. 6e) allowing oil flow into the lower
channel. Below a certain finger length, interfacial tension can
draw the plug back into the upper channel and to its mini-
mum energy state (Fig. 6f) leading to successful steering. If
the finger extends further into the channel, the plug ulti-
mately splits, this limits the maximum volume of a plug that
could be steered under these conditions.

The break-up of a plug encountering a Y-junction without
connecting channels has previously been studied in the
absence of surface acoustic waves by Ménétrier-Deremble
and Tabeling.62 They analyzed various Y-junctions for plug
break-up and concluded that there's a critical finger length

Fig. 4 (a) Multiple exposure image shows the upper interface is halted
and stable due to the net acoustic radiation pressure induced on the
sound discontinuity interface (upper set of electrodes are actuated)
and Ĳb)–Ĳe) shows time-lapse images of a plug being steered into the
lower channel.

Fig. 5 (a) Multiple exposure images showing interface deformation
before and (b) after the connecting channels are blocked while a plug
is being steered into the upper channel. Ultimately the plug splits into
two parts.

Fig. 6 (a)–(f) Timelapse images of a plug during steering when the lower
electrodes are actuated. (d), (e) The plug develops a finger into the
bottom channel and (f) the finger retracts due to interfacial tension.
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beyond which the plug can't retract and prevent break up
into two separate plugs (one in each channel). Indeed, in the
system presented here, if the plug was longer than the one
shown, the tail of the droplet would be further upstream in
Fig. 6d, delaying the possibility of a tunnel forming, and as
such the interface would progress further into the lower
channel eventually causing the plug to split.

Moreover, if we analyze plug steering at various acoustic
powers; we can see that the development of the finger
(formed by the movement of the interface into the undesired
channel) is postponed as we switch from low to high acoustic
energy (Fig. 7). Higher acoustic energy induces a higher ARP
on the interface and thus compensates for the decreasing
pressure at the upper channel whereas lower ARP is unable
to restrain the interface sufficiently and the plug develops a
longer finger into the upper channel which eventually leads
to the break-up of the plug (in both the low and medium
power cases shown).

We further use this to our advantage by manipulating the
applied electrical input power to control how much the plugs
split. In Fig. 8, the volume ratio (MAX(V1, V2)/ĲV1 + V2)), where
V is the volume of the daughter plugs, is shown with respect
to the applied input power. It can be seen that for plugs of
2.35 nL mean volume (relative standard deviation (RSD) =
%20.2) and 980 μm s−1 mean velocity (RSD = %21.6), the
splitting ratio increases as the applied power increases. This
is because of the elevated net acoustic radiation pressure
applied on the interface. It's able to hold the interface for a
longer period of time allowing the size of the steered daugh-
ter plugs to increase up to a point where the plug is

completely steered into the desired branch. With this; an
incoming plug could be split in half, split into two uneven
plugs controllably or steered into one of the channels as a
whole on demand. This offers great potential beyond the
plug steering method. It should be noted here that the pro-
posed system was designed for steering plugs as a whole;
splitting plugs with control was a by-product which we will
seek to improve in the future to offer more accuracy, cur-
rently the split plug volume variance at a specified power
level is at most 15%. This is due to the fact that the plug can
stretch a lot before it splits therefore even the slightest hydro-
dynamic imbalance in the outlet channels results in discrep-
ancies in the split plug volume.

Thus far, we have examined the nature of the control
which can be gained by SAW on the behavior of the plug
interfaces at the junction and the various resultant outcomes
in terms of steering or plug break-up. We will now examine
the key parameters governing this process, namely the plug
volume, velocity and the applied electrical power. We have
gathered data over a range of plug sizes and velocities by
altering the flow conditions imposed by the three syringe
pumps (one on the oil inlet, and one on each of the two out-
lets). The reported plug velocity and volume values are mea-
sured using the DMV video analysis software,51 whereas the
power input and S11 values were extracted from the signal
generator, PowerSAW.

In order to characterize how these parameters influence
the steering process, we first plot the maximum plug volume
that can be steered by different electrical power inputs
(Fig. 9a) for a subset of data exhibiting relatively low plug
velocity variance (mean velocity of 1007 μm s−1 and relative
standard deviation (RSD) of %17.7), hence restricting the
effect of this variable to a minimum. Applying a linear fit to
this data; we get an approximating function for correlating
plug volume and required power input with an R-squared
value of 96.8. This fitted line is later used to remove the
effect of plug volume from our data set in Fig. 9b.

Fig. 7 (a)–(f) Timelapse images of the interface deformation at low
(140 mW), medium (225 mW) and high (285 mW) power values for
plugs of similar volume and velocity. Note that the actuation is applied
from the upper electrodes and the images are not time synchronized.

Fig. 8 Plot showing the volume ratio (MAX(V1, V2)/ĲV1 + V2)) of two
daughter plugs at a given power level. The insets show the split
daughter plugs at different ratios.
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For each data point in Fig. 9b, the velocity is plotted
against the power, the power being first normalized based on
the plug volume using the linear fit function obtained from
Fig. 9a. Across the data set, two outcomes can occur, steering
or splitting of the plugs; the former are displayed as green
square markers, whereas the latter are depicted using red cir-
cular markers. The error bars shown are standard deviations
of the measured velocities calculated by the DMV software.51

It can be seen that three regions emerge from the scatter
plot; one in which steering successfully takes place, one
where the plugs split and the intersection of these regions is
the transition region where steering is not always successful.
This is attributed to the slight hydrodynamic resistance vari-
ance in the outlet channels. Clearly as the velocity of a plug
approaching the junction increases, the acoustic energy
required to stabilize its interface and steer it also increases.
From the previous analysis, if equal hydrodynamic resistance
in both channels is assumed, the required acoustic radiation
pressure increases proportional to the mean flow velocity (i.e.
PARP ∝ Um) (eqn (9)). The input electrical energy (Pe), on the
other hand, is proportional to the acoustic radiation pressure
induced in the working fluids, squared43 (i.e. Pe ∝ PARP

2)
which leads to a square relationship between electrical power
input and the plug velocity. For this reason, the boundaries
of the transition region between steering and splitting
(Fig. 9b) have been marked by using two approximating func-
tions of the form Pe = AiUm

2 where Ai is a constant value
selected to identify the upper and lower bounds of the transi-
tion region.

The final set of data, Fig. 10 shows the required power as
a function of plug volume. Again to remove the effect of the
third variable, in this case the velocity of the plug, the power
has been normalized, here by using the fitted curves in Fig. 9

(it can be seen in Fig. 10 that the data tends to sit in different
power bands, each band is a different power tested, the
height of each band gives an idea of the modest change this
normalization step makes). Specifically, the slope of these
curves was used to perform a linear interpolation for the
power input values relative to a band of plug velocity values
(mean = 988 μm s−1, RSD = %26.8). The results are plotted in
Fig. 10 where, again, the green square markers identify plugs
that were steered as a whole and the red circular markers are
for plugs that split. The insets provide images for various
plug volumes in the dataset so that the length of the plugs
can be visually compared with the length of the channel over
which the connecting channels are present.

At low volumes all the plugs steer even at low power
inputs, however once the volume is increased such that the
plug is long enough (≈1.5 nL) to block all the connecting
channels, an intact plug can no longer be steered without
substantially increasing the power. This clearly demonstrates
the role the connecting channels play, and ties in with the
description of the pressure characteristics in the channels
given above. For larger plug volumes, the interface at the
entrance to the undesired channel becomes harder to stabi-
lize due to the suction of the syringe pump attached to that
channel, thus necessitating a significant increase in power.

A transition region where some plugs are successfully
steered and some are split is also shown in Fig. 10. This is
attributed to the hydrodynamic inequalities in the outlet
channels. The largest plug (≈2.62 nL) that was successfully
steered (see inset of Fig. 10) was limited by the design of the
connecting channels, however, having established the func-
tionality of the connecting channels, it is clear that it is possi-
ble to steer plugs of larger volume by increasing the number
of connecting channels after the Y-junction. The smallest
plug that was steered, on the other hand, was simply limited

Fig. 9 (a) Maximum plug volume with a mean velocity of 1007 μm s−1

that can be steered by the applied electrical power input. (b) The
successful steering (square markers) and splitting (circle markers) of a
plug at the given power input and plug velocity for droplets ranging
from 1.5 nL to 2 nL. The data points were normalized with respect to
plug volume (1.69 nL) using the linear interpolation function obtained
from inset (a).

Fig. 10 The power required to steer a plug with a mean velocity of
988 μm s−1 and associated volume. Square markers identify plugs that
were successfully steered as a whole whereas the circle markers are
for plugs that split. The insets provide visuals for different plug
volumes corresponding to the highlighted data points and dashed
lines.
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by the droplet generating T-junction geometry which could
easily be modified to produce smaller plugs or droplets.

5 Conclusion

We present a novel microfluidic lab on a chip device that is
able to steer plugs of 0.75 nL to 2.62 nL volume into the
desired branch of a specially designed Y-junction. Focused
surface acoustic waves act on the interface of water-in-oil
plugs which results in a net acoustic radiation pressure
applied at the interface. This pressure deforms the interface
and forces plugs to steer into the selected branches of the Y-
junction. We thoroughly characterize the system and estab-
lish operating regions for the successful steering of plugs
with various volume and velocities. In addition, the splitting
of the plugs could be modulated to produce daughter plugs
of desired volume; this offers additional versatility to our
plug steering method. The proposed design could be useful
in droplet microfluidic systems where active sorting of plugs
is required. Surface acoustic wave generating IDTs are easily
integrated onto existing lab on a chip devices and can be
coupled with other droplet microfluidic manipulation
methods like merging, mixing and dilution.
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Chapter 6

Towards an Ordered Library of

Droplets: Plug Sensing, Splitting and

Merging using Surface Acoustic

Waves

6.1 Overview

The previous systems are further improved in this chapter and an automated micro�uidic

system capable of sensing, splitting, merging and mixing droplets is presented. The sensing

is achieved by using capacitive electrodes which can communicate with a computer via a

microchip and a microcontroller board. The processed signal is used to accurately time

the arrival of a plug at a T-junction by-pass channel where it could be split by actuating

SAW generating inter-digital transducers (IDTs) to induce acoustic streaming. Once the

plug is split, it could be trapped in a hydrodynamic merging chamber until other plugs

are split. Once more daughter droplets reach the merging chamber and coalesce beyond a

certain volume, they exit the merging chamber and go through a serpentine channel which

facilitates chaotic mixing of the merged droplet.

Previous work on droplet splitting utilises passive methods which do not o�er any

control over the splitting except for the predetermined speci�cations; with the presented

technique, the users can control the �nal split volume as well as its content which can be

used to perform a combinatorial study.

In this chapter; an extensive review of droplet sensing and splitting methods as well

as high throughput screening, fabrication and working principle of the proposed device are

presented. This is followed by thorough characterisation of the system via detailed analysis

of experimental results and discussion. The proposed automated droplet manipulation can

easily be scaled or integrated to existing LOC devices, it o�ers a robust and contamination-

free plug splitting technique in closed microchannels that can be used with screening studies

in an attempt to �nd the desired chemical reaction.
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6.2 Publication

The following manuscript is in preparation and expected to be submitted to Lab on a Chip.

It has been formatted according to Royal Society of Chemistry guidelines.
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Exhaustive analytical studies can be carried out in rapid succession within microfluidic devices when aqueous droplets are
dispersed in a carrier fluid. Droplet microfluidics offers chemical and physical isolation of droplets whereby, every single droplet
can be identified as individual reaction chamber. Mono-disperse droplet formation and further manipulation capabilities allows a
multitude of studies to be carried out with these systems. Here we present an on-demand method of generating required libraries
of droplets with distinct and adjustable volumes. The droplets are first sensed by a capacitive sensor so that they can be split
on-demand at a T-junction using surface acoustic waves (SAWs). SAWs couple into a fluid medium at a Rayleigh angle inducing
acoustic streaming that drives the carrier fluid in the by-pass channel. The by-pass loop is designed to have higher resistance
ensuring the droplets are unaffected without actuation, however, when actuated, the incoming droplet in the main channel is
drawn into the by-pass channel arising from the resultant pressure gradient. Careful consideration of various parameters enable
good control and flexibility in splitting the incoming droplets precisely. A range of parameters determine the final split daughter
droplet volume and are thoroughly characterized by experiments and simulations. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the split
droplets are trapped and merged with a second split droplet to produce a combinatorial library. The proposed system enables
ease of integration with existing lab-on-a-chip systems as well as offering a robust and contamination-free droplet manipulation
technique in closed microchannels leading to potential implementation in screening studies.

1 Introduction

High throughput screening (HTS) has been a widely used
method for early drug screening studies carried out by phar-
maceutical companies. HTS is an empirical method which ex-
haustively tests disease-carrying targets (i.e cells and proteins)
against a library of compounds yielding millions of combina-
tions in the hunt for a positive match. HTS has recently played
a key role in the discovery of drugs to combat diabetes, can-
cer and HIV1. Typically, HTS reactions are conducted in mi-
crotiter plates containing a matrix of wells; reagents are loaded
onto the plates by pipettes integrated to robotic arms; the anal-
ysis (i.e mixing, dilution, detection) necessitates the utilization
of bulky and expensive equipment. Miniaturization of these
wells, driven by the need for higher throughput (reduced re-
action times) and lower reagent costs (reduced volumes), has
reached limits imposed by the accuracy of robotic dispensing
and evaporation in such open systems2,3.

Lab on a chip (LOC) devices, specifically digital microflu-
idic devices, where droplets are dispersed in a carrier medium,

† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: [details of any
supplementary information available should be included here]. See DOI:
10.1039/b000000x/
aDepartment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Monash University,
Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia. E-mail: adrian.neild@monash.edu; Tel: +61
3 990 54655

could potentially revolutionize HTS technology3–5 since they
offer ultra miniaturization with increased throughputs, lower
costs and single-cell analysis capabilities without any moving
parts. Moreover, they are not prone to issues related to evap-
oration and are compatible with sub-nanoliter volumes6. Mi-
crofluidic HTS (µHTS) also offer higher precision compared
to standard microplate based techniques as droplet operations
are rapidly characterized and controlled with minimal errors3.

Although droplet based microfluidics offers many advan-
tages over standard microplate based techniques, there still ex-
ists a number of shortcomings associated with this paradigm
shift. While liquids in open systems are handled by automated
dispensing pumps, mixed by large shakers and diluted by so-
lutions prepared in advance, the manipulation of droplets in
microfluidic systems poses a great challenge given the fact
that microfluidic systems are enclosed, planar and driven by
continuous flow at higher throughputs. A key challenge, that
is yet to be resolved, is the ordered formation of an m by n
matrix of droplets. Creating a more accurate replica of the
multi-well plate within closed microfluidic systems lies at the
heart of this long-awaited paradigm shift towards µHTS.

The formation of a 1 by n vector of droplets has been
accomplished by using a pre-loaded droplet to form a con-
centration gradient amongst daughter droplets7 and by using
robotic setups to reposition the fluid inlet of the device so that
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plugs of desired chemical content could be siphoned in a pro-
grammable manner8,9, referred to as a Serial Sample Loading
(SSL) system8 within the manuscript. A vector of droplets
were also realized on parallel channels wihtin a multi-layered
microfluidic device10 as well as using a PEEK cross to collect
different droplets streams into a single container11.

Nevertheless, creating an m by n matrix of droplets re-
mains a major challenge. Theberge et al.11 proposed to merge
reagent droplets created by an SSL system with various sam-
ple droplets dispersed in a container to form such a matrix
in an unordered manner. Zec et al.8 reports the formation of
an ordered droplet matrix by forming the initial vector using
an in-house built SSL system and crossing them with droplets
from multiple secondary inlets alternated by valves via pneu-
matic PDMS deformation.

To this end, a method to extract a droplet from a plug into
a secondary channel on demand using surface acoustic waves
(SAWs) is proposed. Plugs generated by an SSL system are
detected with a capacitive sensor and SAWs are programmed
to be excited as required (e.g every 5 plugs) leading to droplet
extraction of a known volume. This method would allow split-
ting of multiple incoming droplets of different constituents
that can later be hydrodynamically merged in the secondary
channel to form a new droplet composing of a mixture of
two or more constituents with specified concentrations. This
can then be extended by replicating and integrating the design
multiple times in a single chip, resulting in a droplet matrix of
desired individual content.

This approach is mainly based on two major techniques;
the sensing and manipulation of droplets in microfluidic chan-
nels. In regards to droplet sensing within closed microfluidic
channels, two primary methods exist; optical and electrical
detection. Optical methods include droplet detection based on
fluorescence intensity12,13, light intensity14, droplet-light cou-
pling leading to whispering gallery mode resonances15 and
photodiode sensing16,17. While optical detection can achieve
high throughputs, it usually requires expensive and bulky
equipment to operate. Electrical detection, on the other hand,
can be achieved with electrodes integrated on a chip. Some ex-
amples of electrical detection are microwave sensing18, mul-
tiplexed electrical sensing19, conductive sensing20 and capac-
itive sensing21–24. Resistive and conductive methods offer
superior sensitivity but require contact with the droplets in
which case cross-contamination can be an issue. In contrast,
capacitive sensors are fabricated with the use of a passiva-
tion layer, therefore, eradicating issues associated with cross-
contamination at the expense of sensitivity.

In the proposed design, methods from Elbuken et al.’s ca-
pacitive sensor22 were adopted due to their robustness, ease of
integration and readily available, affordable components. The
fabrication techniques were slightly altered to improve com-
patibility with existing SAW inducing inter-digital transducer

(IDT) fabrication methods.
The second major technique used in this paper is the ma-

nipulation of droplets and plugs (active and passive). Passive
techniques exploit hydrodynamic forces and are usually able
to yield faster throughputs whilst active techniques work with
a number of different forcing mechanisms and can offer pro-
grammability enabling on demand actuation. In the former
context; droplet generation25,26, trapping27–31, splitting32,33,
dilution7, merging34,35 and mixing36 have successfully been
demonstrated.

On the other hand, active methods such as electric forces
have been used for trapping and merging droplets in mi-
crofluidic chambers37,38, for sorting droplets12,39,40 and in-
ducing electrocoalescence of adjacent droplets41,42. Mechan-
ical forces (PDMS membrane deformation) have been used
to generate, trap and fuse droplets43,44. Bulk acoustic waves
(BAWs) have been used to manipulate45, trap and sort droplets
(CITE VAN) whereas SAWs have been used to generate46,
merge47 and sort droplets48,49. Furthermore; plug steering,
splitting50 and break-up51 has been demonstrated with SAWs.

Despite the implementation of acoustics in digital microflu-
idics are relatively recent and therefore limited, it’s been
extensively used in the broader field of microfluidics52,53.
For example, BAWs find numerous applications in particle
and/or cell manipulation54–57, separation58–60, trapping61–63

and washing64 as well as microfluidic mixing65–67. SAWs
have also been used for manipulating cells68–70, microflu-
idic pumping71; particle concentration72–74, trajectory con-
trol75,76 and sorting77–79.

Here, we present a microfluidic platform capable of split-
ting a plug on-demand for further manipulation and observa-
tion. The system utilizes acoustic forces, is well characterized
and modular; therefore, allowing ease of modification to suit
system requirements. Moreover, it is capable of generating an
ordered droplet matrix while making use of readily available
and affordable components without the need for moving parts
or a microscope.

The proposed system initially detects an incoming plug
with a capacitive sensor; thereafter the IDTs are programmed
to excite SAWs, along a secondary channel, which couple
into the continuous phase and induce acoustic streaming to
augment the flow in the secondary channel. This results in
a pressure drop in the secondary channel that draws part of
the main plug in. Depending on the duration of the applied
SAWs, various size droplets can be extracted from the main
plug. The split droplet travels into the secondary channel and
gets trapped in a passive merging chamber adapted from Niu
et al.’s35 previous work. The trapped droplet remains in the
merging chamber until a second split droplet comes into con-
tact and coalescence takes place.

In this paper, detailed experimental and numerical analysis
on the underlying physics of droplet splitting are presented
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considering the effect of SAW excitation duration and am-
plitude. Finally, the influence of the initial plug size along
with geometrical limitations and possible improvements are
discussed. The proposed system can easily be adopted and
optimized for numerous biological and chemical studies.

2 Working Principle

Surface acoustic waves (SAWs) are generated by applying an
alternating current (AC) on micro-fabricated electrodes pat-
terned on a piezoelectric substrate. These electrode pairs are
designed to be equidistant and are known as inter-digital trans-
ducers (IDTs). When the IDTs are interfaced with a specific
frequency AC signal, they electromechanically couple with
the piezoelectric substrate, resulting in a mechanical displace-
ment emanating from one set of finger pair, which in turn
is reinforced by a neighboring pair, resulting in maximized
displacements known as traveling SAWs (TSAWs). SAWs
are mechanical (Rayleigh type) surface waves exhibiting am-
plitudes of a few nanometers oscillating at MHz frequen-
cies. They are energy efficient, bio-compatible80 and easily
integrable with microfluidic systems; additionally they offer
contact-free and portable manipulation.

A set of focused IDTs (FIDTs) with a wavelength of 30
µm were utilized in this study. FIDTs are a specific type of
IDTs which concentrates the acoustic energy along a narrow
band such as the 50 µm wide by-pass channel used in this
study. The FIDTs, patterned onto lithium niobate, LiNbO3
(LN) substrate were excited with an AC signal of 122 MHz
frequency resulting in TSAWs which coupled into the contin-
uous medium inducing acoustic streaming.

A streaming flow in the direction of SAW propagation
arises when SAWs encounter a fluid body, refract with a
Rayleigh angle and attenuate due to viscous dissipation. The
Rayleigh angle is given by σR = sin−1cl/cs where cl and cs
are the speed of sound in the liquid medium and the sub-
strate, respectively. The exponential decay of the SAWs leads
to a strong gradient formed in the liquid which results in
steady streaming, called acoustic streaming. Acoustic stream-
ing has been studied extensively in the field of non-linear
acoustics81–83. Acoustic streaming induced by SAWs lead to
widespread usage in microfluidics such as mixing84, micro-
pumping71,85, droplet translation86 and sorting48.

In the context of this study, two important aspects of acous-
tic streaming will be considered. Firstly; when SAWs cou-
ple into the fluid medium, they generate pressure waves that
rapidly decay as the SAWs attenuate. This leads to a sig-
nificant pressure gradient along the direction of propagation
which drives a steady fluid flow from high pressure to low
pressure zones (denoted P1 and P2 in figure 1, respectively).
Secondly, it is without doubt that this high pressure point, P1,
needs to be fed with a liquid medium in order to satisfy conti-

nuity and sustain the steady streaming. Inevitably, this feed is
supplied from the main channel in the proposed design (Fig.
1) and draws fluid from the main channel at the entrance of the
by-pass loop. This is the underlying mechanism used to split
plugs within this study.

P1 P2

Fe
e
d

Streaming

P3

Fig. 1 Working principle

When a plug interface is present at the T-junction and the
IDTs are actuated, the feed draws the interface further into the
by-pass channel, eventually splitting a controlled volume from
the main plug. The extent of splitting depends on a number of
parameters such as the duration and amplitude of the applied
electrical pulse, plug velocity, outlet pressure (P3 in figure 1),
plug volume and position at the onset of actuation. The effects
of these parameters will be analyzed and discussed in section
4 where accurate control of final split volume is demonstrated.

Understanding these parameters enable good control and
flexibility that render the proposed method highly integrable
and applicable in numerous different microfluidics based sys-
tems. For example, a volume dependent study could be car-
ried out by looking at how samples and reagents react given
a set of varying initial volumes. Furthermore, a range of
sample-reagent combinations could be mixed and analysed in
the search for an optimum combination.

3 Methods

3.1 Experimental Methods

3.1.1 Fabrication

The proposed chip is comprised of the capacitive sen-
sor, the IDTs and fluid confining channels. The fabrication
techniques used are highly standard and widely used in typical
SAW based microfluidic devices47,50.

Both the sensor and the IDTs are fabricated in the same
manner; a masking layer of photoresist was patterned on
lithium niobate, LiNbO3 (LN), substrate of 500 µm thickness
(single side polished, 128°Y-cut, X-propagating) using stan-
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dard lithography techniques. This is followed by, a thin ad-
hesion layer of chromium (10 nm) and 200 nm of aluminium
deposition via physical vapor deposition and an additional 250
nm thick layer of silicon dioxide, SiO2 as a passivation layer.
This final layer not only enhances the bond between the LN
wafer and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) but also shields the
electrodes from shorting as well as droplets to prevent cross-
contamination. The capacitive electrodes for sensing plugs
were adapted from the designs tested and optimized for a
fringing field capacitive pH sensor87.

The channel structure, however, was fabricated using a
deep reactive ion etched (DRIE) silicon mold and PDMS.
PDMS surface was activated by exposure to air plasma (Har-
rick Plasma PDC-32G) and bonded to LN chips irreversibly.

3.1.2 Setup

The fabricated microfluidic chip was mounted onto a 3D
printed holder (Fig. 2) and positioned beneath a microscope
(Olympus BX43, Tokyo, Japan). The holder houses a peltier
cooler that regulates the temperature of the chip ensuring
uniformity across experiments. Contact pads located on one
side of holder are interfaced with an amplifier (AR 25A250A,
Amplifier Research) which modulates the output signals from
a programmable RF-Synthesizer (HAMEG 8135, HAMEG
Instruments GmbH, Germany) controlled by a PC (Fig. 2).
The pads on the other side, however, were connected to a
capacitive-to-digital converter microchip, AD7746, which has
built-in excitation sources and filtering/amplifying circuits88.
The AD7746 provides two individual measurement channels
and the measurement range is reported as ±4 pF with a
precision of 4 fF22. The microchip signals were detected
with a programmable microcontroller (Arduino Uno R2) and
relayed to a PC via USB. A diagram of the experimental setup
is shown in figure 2.

3D Printed Platform

Peltier Cooling

Micro!uidic Chip Ampli"er

Signal 

Generator

AD7746

Arduino

Uno

PC MATLAB

Sensing ActuationManipulation

Signal Processing

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the microfluidic system showing the
sensing, signal processing, actuation and manipulation cycle.

An in-house built MATLAB GUI was employed to com-
municate with the capacitive sensors and the RF-Synthesizer

(Fig. 2) allowing users to input and alter the required parame-
ters; ‘Threshold (T)’, ‘Droplet Skip (DS)’, ‘Delay Time (DT)’,
‘Pulse Time (PT)’and ‘Power (P)’. The GUI is programmed
such that if the capacitance reading surpasses the defined ca-
pacitance T; an RF pulse is triggered every DS number of
droplets, after DT has elapsed, for the duration of PT, with
power P to generate SAWs. It should be noted that all these
parameters can be updated in real-time during experiments.
Furthermore, the working code could be easily modified to ac-
commodate more controls or parameters to carry out a specific
study.

Microfluidic inlet ports were connected to 100 µL gastight
glass syringes (Hamilton Company) through polytetrafluo-
roethylene (PTFE) tubing. The syringes were driven by
Legato 270 syringe pumps (KD Scientific, Inc.). The dis-
persed phase used was Milli-Q water whilst an engineered
fluid (3M™ Novec™ 7500) stabilized by 2% surfactant (Pico-
Surf™ 1, Sphere Fluidics, UK) was used as the carrier fluid
throughout the experiments. An additional 2% surfactant
(Pico-Break™, Sphere Fluidics, UK) was introduced to the
continuous phase to facilitate droplet merging. This carrier
fluid with both surfactants was only used in the showcase
study.

The videos and images were recorded by a parfocal mi-
croscope camera (5MP, Dino-Lite AM7023B, New Taipei
City, Taiwan). In order to carry out the analysis, the videos
were processed using “Droplet morphometry and velocime-
try”(DMV) software89. DMV is a post-processing tool that
identifies and tracks droplets/plugs to report properties such as
area, velocity, location, etc. Herein, DMV was used to gather
size and velocity information about the droplets/plugs using
the same settings across the range of recorded videos.

3.2 Numerical Methods

Numerical simulations were developed to understand the un-
derlying physics of the proposed system. A good numerical
model representing the physical system allows further investi-
gation into relevant parameters and limitations of the system.
In this work, the use of SAWs are proposed to induce acous-
tic streaming within the top by-pass channel as a result of a
pressure gradient generated by the incident traveling surface
acoustic wave (TSAW). This pressure gradient is responsible
for driving the flow in the by-pass loop, which in turn draws
fluid from the main channel in accordance with conservation
of mass and therefore, the underlying mechanism responsible
for droplet splitting. To illustrate this effect a simplified 2D
model capturing the salient features has been developed using
COMSOL Multiphysics® 5.0.

To meaningfully represent the system at hand, a laminar
two-phase flow, level set module was utilized. The two phases
used in the numerical simulations were assigned the corre-
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sponding properties of oil (Fluid 1) and water (Fluid 2) as used
experimentally. The plugs, exhibiting similar volume as ex-
periments, were generated upstream using a fluid pinch off at
a flow focusing junction. The generated plugs then traverse a
closed microfluidic channel network integrated with a by-pass
loop consistent with experimental designs (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Numerical model results of a two phase volume fraction plot.
Red denotes the oil phase (Fluid 1) whereas the blue regions
represent the water phase (Fluid 2).

The oil and water inlets were imposed with corresponding
input flow rate boundary conditions required to produce sta-
ble droplets. At the exit, downstream, the outlet was set to a
zero pressure, no viscous stress boundary condition. It should
be noted, experimentally the droplets were produced using a
T-junction and not a flow focusing junction. However, the
droplet generation method is irrelevant as it does not affect
the splitting mechanism at hand. To represent the pressure
gradient induced by the SAW, a volume force domain condi-
tion was imposed on the upper by-pass channel (i.e horizontal
section).

The developed model was used to investigate various pa-
rameters such as the duration of the applied volume force (i.e.
PT in experiments) and its magnitude analogous to P in ex-
periments. In addition, the effects of the onset of actuation
and the existence of a plug blocking the second T-junction are
investigated in order to gain insight into the effect it has on
the pressure distribution within the by-pass loop, hence, the
resultant split droplet size.

The resulting extracted droplet volumes were evaluated us-
ing a surface integration function built within COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics 5.0. The surface integration of the water phase (i.e.
Fluid 2) results in an area that provides information of the ex-
tracted droplet volume produced. These results are later com-
pared to the corresponding experimental results obtained from
DMV software.

4 Results & Discussion

Extensive experimental and numerical analysis considering
the proposed microfluidic platform with a simple by-pass loop
(i.e without hydrodynamic merging and mixing) has been con-
ducted to characterize the final split daughter droplet volume.
The results of this study will be detailed and discussed in this
section.

Firstly, it is noteworthy to mention the important role of the
by-pass loop geometry in this study. Although split plugs can
be directed to a secondary outlet with a regulated outlet pres-
sure, offering enhanced accuracy, this system implements a
closed loop geometry to ensure potential assembly of multi-
ple loops on a single microfluidic chip enabling combinatorial
studies as well as rendering this technique modular and easily
integrable to existing lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices.

In the case of a closed loop geometry, the behavior of an
incoming plug as it passes through the T-junction depends on
the relative hydrodynamic resistances of each branch. When
carefully designed, the plugs do not split at the junction with-
out external actuation (Fig. 4).

t=0s

100μm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

t=0.2s

t=0.4s

t=0.6s

Fig. 4 Timelapse images of plug crossing the by-pass junction
without splitting in the absence of actuation.

On the other hand; when SAWs are directed at the hor-
izontal section of the by-pass channel (Fig. 5(a)), acoustic
streaming boosts fluid flow creating a suction effect within the
by-pass channel that draws the plug in for the duration of the
applied pulse (450 ms in this case) (Fig. 5(b)-(c)). Once the
SAW actuation is terminated, the plug interface that has pro-
truded into the by-pass channel stays dormant until the main
plug ends (Fig. 5(d)-(e)). The interface thins at the edge of the
T-junction as it’s sheared by the oil phase, thus, splitting the
plug into two (Fig. 5(f)).

One key parameter that influence the final droplet volume is
the duration of the applied SAW pulse. In an effort to under-
stand how pulse duration affects the outcome, a set of exper-
iments have been conducted keeping the initial plug volume,
applied SAW power and system flow rate constant, whilst the
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t=0s

100μm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

t=0.2s

t=0.4s

t=0.6s

t=0.8s

t=1s

Fig. 5 Timelapse images of plug splitting where SAWs are applied
(a) after the plug just passes the T-junction at t=0 s. (b)-(c) The plug
is withdrawn to the by-pass channel during the period of actuation
(450 ms in this case). (d)-(e) The interface retains its final position
after actuation has stopped until the main plug finishes its journey.
(f) The plug splits as the interface thins and eventually ruptures at
the corner of the T-junction.

pulse duration was gradually increased. The results from this
experimental set are plotted in figure 6. Mother plugs of 3.66
nL volume were successfully split to yield daughter droplets
volumes ranging from as low as 250 pL up to 1.5 nL.
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Fig. 6 Experimental and numerical results showing the effects of
pulse duration on the daughter droplet volume. There’s a maximum
expected volume (denoted by dashed line) due to geometrical
limitations.

Given the fact that the flow rate was constant during the ex-
periments; it’s straightforward to expect a linear increase in
the final droplet volume as the pulse duration is incremented.
Although this linear trend can be observed in the middle sec-
tion (≈ 0.2-0.6 Pulse Length), it levels out at the extrema.
The short pulse leveling is attributed to the pull-back effect
whereas its counterpart is due to geometrical maximum vol-
ume limitations. These two phenomena will be discussed in
detail.

Firstly; in spite of the fact that the interface was observed
to be stable after the SAW actuation has stopped (Fig. 5(d)-
(e)), it would occasionally pull-back a little bit, negatively in-
fluencing the final daughter droplet volume. The reason for
this phenomenon was identified to be the presence of another
mother plug at the by-pass channel outlet (P3 in fig. 1) via
numerical simulations.

It is well known that if we consider a plug in a microfluidic
channel, a Laplace pressure discontinuity exists across the oil-
water interface90 given by ∆PL = σ(w−1 +h−1) where w and
h are the width and height of the microfluidic channel, and σ is
the interfacial tension between the two phases. Due to this dis-
continuity; outlet pressure (P3 in fig. 1) rapidly increases as a
mother plug crosses the outlet T-junction. If a stable interface
exists at the splitting junction at that moment, it will succumb
to the altered pressure distribution, resulting in a small with-
drawal of the interface. This pull-back effect is responsible
for the non-linearity of the short pulse region mentioned ear-
lier. Resulting from this prolonged duration of interface stabil-
ity requirement when shorter pulses are applied; the pull-back
effect impacts the final droplet volume more at shorter pulses.

The saturation of the daughter droplet volume at higher
pulse lengths, however, is explained by the maximum volume
condition imposed by geometrical limitations of the proposed
system. Due to the nature of SAWs and the high pressure re-
gion at the onset of acoustic streaming (P1 in fig. 1), a plug in-
terface can only be drawn up to that region. Once there, it will
experience acoustic radiation forces that repel the interface as
well as the inherently undesirable high pressure region for the
interface. These factors lead to the limitation of the daugh-
ter droplet volume to a specific maximum volume calculated
geometrically and plotted in figure 6 with dashed lines.

The results discussed above relating to figure 6 were further
verified by running a 2D numerical simulation of the proposed
system. Similarly; the initial plug size, velocity and actuation
amplitude were held constant while a parametric sweep of the
duration of actuation was studied. The results are plotted in
figure 6 with a dash-dot line. Due to the nature of the devel-
oped numerical model, the time scale are not directly compa-
rable to experiments. To make a valid comparison with exper-
imental results, the pulse lengths have been normalized by the
minimum and maximum time values.

The results from the numerical simulation closely match the
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experimental findings with the exception of the saturation to-
wards the maximum pulse length which appears to be less pro-
nounced. This is attributed to the fundamental difference be-
tween experiments and simulation where the effect of SAWs
were simplified to a volume force that acts on the upper sec-
tion of the by-pass channel. Even though it captures the effect
of high pressure on convergence explained earlier, it does not
simulate the effect of acoustic radiation forces experienced by
the droplet interface.

A second key parameter that governs the final droplet vol-
ume is the intensity of the applied acoustic energy. As the
SAW power is increased, the plug interface is drawn into the
by-pass channel at a higher rate. In order to understand how
the electrical input amplitude impacts the final droplet volume,
another set of experiments were undertaken where, the flow
rate, initial plug volume and pulse length were kept constant
while the applied voltage is incremented. The results from
these experiments are plotted in figure 7.
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Fig. 7 Experimental and numerical results showing the effects of
input voltage on the daughter droplet volume.

Prior to discussing the results from figure 7, it is imperative
to understand what is meant by normalized voltage and how it
impacts the system. Experimentally, the applied peak-to-peak
voltage was measured from the signal generator and normal-
ized by the maximum voltage applied. On the other hand, the
normalized power from the numerical simulations is based on
normalizing the artificially applied volume force.

An order of magnitude study was carried out to relate
these two parameters. Starting with applied voltage; the in-
put power, Pi, scales with voltage squared, V 2. Similarly, it
was previously demonstrated91 that this input SAW power is
proportional to the square of the particle oscillation velocity
observed at the surface of the piezoelectric substrate, ξ 2. It
is these oscillations that give rise to pressure waves inside the

fluid medium and it is widely known that the two correlate lin-
early (i.e ξ ∝ P)92. The effect of these pressure waves have
been simulated as an external volume force applied on the up-
per section of the by-pass channel. Overall, it is important to
verify that the experimental and the numerical values are of
the same order of magnitude in order to make a valid compar-
ison:

V 2 ∝ Pi ∝ ξ 2 ∝ P2 (1)

The effect of the applied voltage on the observed daughter
droplet volume is not as straightforward; Nyborg83 has formu-
lated the equations that govern the streaming field arising from
non-linear effects of the incident acoustic waves. By looking
at the experimental results in figure 7; a locally linear, increas-
ing and saturating trend similar to the results in figure 6 are ob-
served. As the intensity of the acoustic energy increases; the
acoustic streaming field follows suit, resulting in a more pro-
nounced suction and draws the plug interface into the by-pass
channel at a higher rate leading to larger daughter droplets at
fixed pulse lengths. The saturation towards the maximum are
explained by acoustic radiation forces and the high pressure
region as discussed earlier.

The pulse length used in experiments and numerical simula-
tions were matched by correlating the data presented in figure
6. The applied body force on the upper section of the channel
was gradually increased whilst all the other parameters were
held constant. The final split daughter droplet volume was
measured and plotted in figure 7 indicated with a dashed line.
Likewise in numerical simulations; as the volume force was
increased, the streaming induced flow in the upper channel
was enhanced, resulting in quicker suction of the plug into
the by-pass channel thereby leading to an increase in the fi-
nal split volume. Here, the pressure gradient enforced in the
upper section of the by-pass channel drives fluid flow accord-
ing to Hagen-Poiseuille law imposing a linear increase in flow
velocity with respect to the pressure gradient.

As demonstrated, the proposed microfluidic platform is
modular and robust therefore it’s a strong candidate for han-
dling a vast number of workflows when combined with previ-
ous methods such as droplet merging47,93, steering50, hydro-
dynamic trapping27,28,94 or mixing36. Crucially, it can be uti-
lized to optimize chemical reactions and sample-reagent stud-
ies by virtue of combinatorial analysis. The authors envisage
that this platform, alongside other systems8–11, will be the pi-
oneers of a new era, closed channel microfluidic high through-
put screening (µHTS).

A hydrodynamic merging section adapted from Niu et
al.’s93 previous work has been integrated into the proposed
platform as a showcase study to further demonstrate the ver-
satility and compatability of this system. In this study, once
a plug is split into the by-pass channel (Fig. 8(a)), it starts
traveling towards the hydrodynamic merging chamber located
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downstream. In the meantime, another plug is split by a sec-
ond SAW actuation (Fig. 8(b)). Once the first droplet reaches
the merging chamber, it gets trapped until the second droplet
arrives (Fig. 8(c)). As this happens, a thin oil film prevents
coalescence at the droplet-droplet interface95,96 (Fig. 8(d)).
This liquid film drains out over a short period of time and in-
termolecular forces take over to rupture the interface leading
to fusion of the trapped droplets (Fig. 8(e)). The merging
chamber is designed to contain a maximum volume of plug,
above which, the larger merged plug exits the chamber (Fig.
8(f)). The fused droplet travels further into the by-pass chan-
nel and goes through a serpentine mixer36 to facilitate mixing
(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 8 Sequential images showing plug splitting and merging. (a)
The first plug is split by SAW actuation and it travels along the
by-pass channel. (b) A second plug is split while the first one travels
to the merging chamber and (c) gets trapped there. (d) The second
droplet travels in the by-pass channel until it interfaces with the
trapped one. (e) The droplets stay in contact while liquid film drains
at the interface and coalescence takes place. (f) Once merged, the
droplet exits the trapping chamber and travels to the serpentine
mixing region.

The potential application of a combinatorial study is clearly
demonstrated with the proposed microfluidic platform where
hydrodynamic merging and mixing are integrated respectively
to the by-pass channel. Utilizing this proposed system, plugs
of various content could be split on demand using SAW actua-
tion and merged within the merging chamber in order to study
the reactions between two of more samples.

5 Conclusion

In the presented work, a microfluidic platform capable of sens-
ing, splitting and merging plugs was presented. Plugs are first
sensed by a capacitive sensor allowing programmability and
timely application of SAWs. SAWs directed at a by-pass loop
were shown to drive fluid flow leading to plug splitting at the
by-pass junction. It was shown that the final daughter droplet
volume is finely controlled via two different approaches, ad-
justing the pulse length or the SAW power. . The authors favor
the former method simply because it is straightforward, intu-
itive and locally linear. The effects of both parameters were
further backed by numerical simulations.

Moreover, consecutive split droplets of different content
were trapped in a hydrodynamic merging chamber for coales-
cence followed by serpentine channel mixing. The proposed
platform is modular, easily integrable and robust, thereby of-
fering a multitude of studies to be conducted with slight al-
terations. It is also demonstrated that an ordered droplet li-
brary can be formed when an SSL system is integrated as the
plug generation method. The proposed design holds tremen-
dous potential for implementation of µHTS systems. Further-
more, the splitting by-pass channel design could be replicated
as many times as required on the same microfluidic chip al-
lowing kinetics studies to be parallelized.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter will discuss the conclusions of the work presented in this thesis. This will be

followed by detailed discussion of the outcomes of this research. To conclude, recommend-

ation of future work is presented.

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis describes three pioneering droplet micro�uidic platforms capable of performing

droplet manipulation techniques of utmost signi�cance. All three systems achieve droplet

actuation by using surface acoustic waves (SAWs) in their own unique way yet in a highly

integrable manner, boasting compatibility amongst each other as well as with existing

lab-on-chip (LOC) devices. These systems o�er enhanced �exible control over droplet

behaviour so that almost any speci�c study could be performed with ease.

The �rst platform developed, as discussed in chapter 4, enables active merging of up

to four consecutive droplets using SAWs.. Acoustic tweezers type trapping of a droplet

within an expansion chamber leads to collision with the successor droplet and consequent

coalescence. The merged volume exits the expansion chamber due to a sharp increase

in the drag force experienced by the droplet, explained by increased volume and con�ned

geometry. The onset of coalesced droplet exit from the expansion chamber can be controlled

to ensure a predetermined number of droplets have merged by varying parameters such as

the initial droplet volume, velocity and the applied electrical energy. The parameter space

is extensively characterised and regions where merging of two, three and four consecutive

droplets take place have been established by detailed experimental results and analysis.

The second micro�uidic platform designed and tested that is presented in this thesis,

is detailed in chapter 5 where steering of plugs is achieved. This platform makes use of

SAWs impinging on a �uid discontinuity to deform and de�ect plugs into one of the two

outlets. This method, allows controlled plug sorting at a Y-junction using two sets of

SAW generating electrodes positioned on each side of the Y-junction. Moreover, as the

SAW power is decreased, the steering potential diminishes; instead, plugs are split into

two. It was also shown that this splitting can be controlled, o�ering �exibility to the

design in hand. The steering and the splitting processes depend on the initial plug volume,
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velocity and applied acoustic energy. The system is thoroughly characterised and capable

of steering plugs as large as 7 nanolitres.

The �nal micro�uidic platform studied as part of this thesis is described in chapter 6.

This programmable, automated platform is able to electrically sense an incoming plug and

split a controlled volume into a by-pass loop using SAWs. SAWs directed at one section of

the by-pass loop were shown to induce acoustic streaming which boosts �uid �ow in the

by-pass loop leading to suction of a plug into the loop; consequently splitting a part of

it. The �nal split volume is accurately controlled by adjusting the duration of the applied

SAW as well as its amplitude. The system was thoroughly characterised by experimental

and numerical simulations providing further insight into the splitting process. Moreover,

a showcase study was carried out where a hydrodynamic merging chamber was integrated

to the by-pass loop in order to merge the split droplets. This exempli�ed the possibility of

carrying out a combinatorial study using the presented platform.

All three platforms developed and discussed in this thesis are designed in such a way

that they are easily scalable and integrable to existing LOC platforms allowing a multi-

tude of studies to be carried out with control. Depending on speci�c study requirements,

these methods could be assembled in series or integrated with other methods on a single

micro�uidic chip with ease.

7.2 Outcomes

The key outcomes of the study presented in this thesis are applicability of SAWs in droplet

micro�uidic systems, observation and analysis of novel mechanisms, modular design in mi-

cro�uidic systems and droplet micro�uidic high throughput screening (µHTS) capabilities.

Although SAWs have been widely used in micro�uidics, notably for particle and cell

manipulation, atomisation, mixing and pumping, the applications of SAW in droplet mi-

cro�uidic systems are underwhelming. In this sense, the thesis explores unique ways of

manipulating droplets in closed micro�uidic channels greatly contributing to the exist-

ing knowledge. SAW actuation holds numerous advantages over its counterparts; SAWs

are biocompatible, easy to operate and integrate with micro�uidic systems and they o�er

portable and contamination free manipulation while exhibiting superior energy e�ciency

without the need for moving parts. These make SAW actuation a strong candidate for use

in droplet micro�uidic systems.

A second important outcome of the presented thesis stems from the novel mechanisms

explored throughout the study. Droplets with diameters larger than the wavelength were

shown to be trapped in high acoustic pressure zones generated by SAWs. This was of a

direct result of the properties of �uids used in the study. It was shown that this mechanism

could be used to merge consecutive droplets on demand.

Moreover, the concept-to-prototype process was expedited owing to the modular and

integrable nature of the presented methods. Commonly, micro�uidic devices are designed

to perform a single task or a work�ow that is highly speci�c to the study it's designed for

therefore it's hard for other researchers to implement those methods for another study. By

designing these systems without imposing any inlet or outlet conditions such as biasing,
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these systems are rendered compatible with existing methods. This allows researchers to

scale and implement these methods into their work�ows in an easier and quicker manner.

Furthermore, the work presented in this thesis exhibits novel, highly applicable mech-

anisms/systems to address challenges present in miniaturization of laboratory scale sys-

tems, speci�cally high throughput screening (HTS). The highly anticipated paradigm shift

that will improve HTS signi�cantly was addressed. HTS studies are expected to be car-

ried out in droplet micro�uidic devices; decreasing the amount of �uids used and allowing

higher throughput studies to be performed on chips with improved sensitivities. However,

droplet micro�uidic systems are enclosed and driven by continuous pumps, rendering it

di�cult to create combinatorial libraries. The micro�uidic platform developed in chapter

6 addresses this issue and exempli�es how such a combinatorial library could be realised

with droplet micro�uidic systems using SAWs.

7.3 Future Work

Future work involves further improvement of the micro�uidic platform presented in chapter

6 where pressure driven pumps or a �xed volume droplet generator (see �g. 2.11) will

be used to decrease plug volume variability to enhance �nal volume accuracy. Further

characterisation of the device will also be performed analysing e�ects of initial plug volume

and the onset of actuation. The integration of outlet pressure regulating channels will

decrease and possibly eliminate the observed pull-back e�ects as suggested by numerical

simulations.

Furthermore, single cell studies will be undertaken in an attempt to achieve %100

single cells per droplet distribution (see �g. 2.3). It is of utmost importance to increase

the e�ciency of single cell studies in order to achieve faster and more relÄ±able results

and this can be made possible by using SAWs. This could be accomplished by sorting

the droplets into waste and collect outlets using the system discussed in chapter 5, for

example. For this reason, the possibility of sensing the cells inside droplets will be further

investigated.

Additionally, heating in SAWmicro�uidic systems will be investigated further in order

to understand the governing mechanisms so that device optimisation for minimising waste

heat could be achieved. Such a study will prove to be extremely useful for SAWmicro�uidic

devices designed to handle cells and other biological samples.
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